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Coushatta 2002
Volume 65
1002 Warpath Avenue Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-5567
Enrollment: 527
Superintendent: Dr. Linda Gist
Principal: Loy Dean Clark
Vice Principals: Karol Romans and Steve Hembree
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Title
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As we began the year on August 16, 2001 , m
,e clear
11ln111i1i rmr 1
backpack rule would be the major issue this year.
r grades
00048255
5-12 as a safety precaution ...
Or maybe we were more concerned with the new classes and new teachers. We now
have an Advanced Placement system , as well as new vocational classes. Also, there
are several new faculty members: Mrs. Smartt, Ms. Edwards, and Coach Lane.

- [ connected 1
Sadly, what will define this year is the tragedy that occurred Tuesday, September 11 ,
2001 , when terrorists destroyed the World Trade Center and part of the Pentagon.
The tragic loss of life and overwhelming sadness united the country and connected
the world like never before. Great Britain played our national anthem at the changing
of the guard, people gathered for prayer services across the country, local businesses
flew their flags, and the students of BHS paid tribute to the World Trade Center victims
in a ceremony during a pep rally.
And so, we named our yearbook Connected because our connection to each other,
the rest of the country, and the world will define this year.

AMERICA
Opening

2

••••••••••••••
PRESIDENT BUSH ASKED
that all students send a dollar
to a relief fund for the children
of Afghanistan. Members of
Student Council prepare to
mail the donations .

~rillr~~

HOLDING HANDS BEFORE THE
coin toss, the football players prepare for the playoff game. Their
helmets had American flag stickers as a tribute to 9-11 .

PAL MEMBERS TIE RED ,
white, and blue ribbons on all
the car antennaes .

"I would like to talk to you
about one word . The word
is "UNITY " Woodrow
Wilson , former President of
the United States, once said ,
'UNITY is the only cement
that will ever hold the world
together.· Let me add that
UNITY is the only cement
that will ever hold Bonham
High School together. One
cannot stand alone."

-Loy Dean Clark, Principal

•••••

WE ARE ALL CONNECTED
THE YEARBOOK STAFF SENT OUT A SURVEY TO FIND
OUT WHAT STUDENTS HAD IN COMMON. WE FOUND
THAT EVERYONE HAD SOMETHING. NO MATTER HOW
SEEMINGLY INSIGNIFICANT IN COMMON WITH ANOTHER PERSON . SO WE MADE A CHAIN OF CONNECTIONS . IF YOU ARE NOT IN OUR CHAIN IT IS BECAUSE
WE DID NOT GET YOUR SURVEY.
SO WHERE WILL OUR CHAIN BEGIN? WHO IS SCMEONE
THAT EVERYONE AT BHS IS CONNECTED TO? WE
THOUGHT LONG AND HARD AND WE Fl NALLY CAME UP
WITH THE ANSWER.
READ ALONG THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGES TO FIND
OUT HOW WE ARE ALL CONNECTED!!

•
•
••

We begin our chain with the
CAFETERIA WORKERS who
serve lunch to people like ...
...MARK KI RKPATRICK who
drinks Cherry 7up like ...

Opening
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MAK E THE
CONNECTION 1

Academics
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/ ... MYKHAIL JONES
who is a Democrat
like ...

... JASON KIRBY who
enjoys fishing like ...

... CLAY WHISENHUNT who 1s
on the V Baseball team like ...

... BRIAN
CRUTCHER
whose favorite thing about
BHS is his friends like ...

•••••• •••••• •••••
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•
•
•
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[ AC AD EM ICS 1
... MAKESHA ELLIOTT who
likes the group N'Sync like...

.. .ADAM DEAS who is in
.. .HOLLy LOWE who had a "The Family" with
role in The Wizard of Oz like ...

... KIMBERLY STARNES
who is on the Coushatta
staff like...

Academics
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Advanced Placement Cou rses
Replace Honors Credit

English Department
Front Row: Rebecca Knight - Depart. Chair, AP
Junior, AP Senior, Dual Credit; Cheryl Youree Communication Applications; Charlsie Vaught English IV Back Row: Derek Lands - English
1,11,111; Donna Caylor - English Ill; Jerry Kountz English I, Pre-AP English I; Deanne Clark - PreAP English II, English II; and Mary Reynolds - R
English

With the beginning of a new school year
came the beginning of a new program --the AP
program . It takes the place of the Honors
program and allows students to receive college credit while in high school , if they pass the
end of the year AP Exam in May.
Teachers at each grade level participated in
summer training to earn their certification for
AP. They traveled to SMU or UTD to do this.
Mrs. Rebecca Knight and Mrs. Deanne Clark
have said that the classes are a transition for
the students, but also have been great to teach.
The students have also benefited academically
from these classes.

•••••••• •••••••• •••••••• ••••••••
• What did you enjoy most about doing the •
••
•
Scarlet Letter Trial?
•
•
•
"I enjoyed doing the Scarlet Letter trial •
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
••

.
•
:
•
•
•

because I got to argue with Sam! Also, we :
got to have free days in Pre-AP English." •
-Jackee Harvey, JR
•

------ ------ --••
"I enjoyed getting to prosecute all of the •
•

witnesses because I want to be a lawyer
so it was good practice for me . Also, the
people's responses were hilarious at
times ."
-Leighanna Morton, JR

•
:
•
•
•

ABOVE : KATTI BOWEN , JASON
Kirby, Jessica Clifton, and Leighanna
Morton take part in the Scarlet Letter
trial in Mrs. Rebecca Knight's Pre•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • AP English class. Jessica Clifton ,
: .------:--,,,,.
: as a Puritan woman , takes the stand
•
"I enjoyed being the camera woman . • as Katti Bowen questions her.
•
That was the best thing for me because • RIGHT: LAWYER SAM TALLEY
:
I wasn't in the video at all ."
: prosecutes his classmates in Mrs.
•
- Kendra Boyd, JR
• Knights 1st period class. He was
•
• part of the mock trial they conducted
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • over the Scarlet Letter.
... MATT LUMPKINS whose
Academics ... MIKE AL_THOF whose
... TIP MCMAHON who has
best bud Is ...
hobbies include building
6
visited Canada like ...
webpages like ...

... HEATHER JONES who wants
to be a marine biologist when
she grows up like ...

How much time
does AP take outside of school?

"Not much , I spend
about one to one
and a half hours on
home Pre-AP
work."
-Axle Brown ,
SOPH

ABOVE : KRIS TI NA KINKADE , DANIELLE HORTON , HOLLY
Lowe, and Sumner Meehan entered a poetry contest for young poets from
Texas. It was sponsored by Creative Communications, Inc. of Logan ,
Utah
Winners from Mrs. Knight's class were Danielle Horton, " Desperation " Kristina Kinkade, "It Happened for A Reason: and Sumner
Meehan, "Beyond the Grave: The winner from Mrs. Vaught's class was
Holly Lowe, "Jesus Lives In My Heart."
Their poems wil I be published in an anthology called A Celebration
of Young Poets , which is considered a poetic record of the fears , hopes
and dreams of today's students

"About an hour a
day every other
day or three hours
a day. It just depends on what
we ' re do ing in
class ."
-Am ie Arfman , JR

"I think it depends on
the project or work
that needs to be done
and the amount of
time you want to
spend outs ide of
school. For me , the
work has been more
than any other class."
-Terel King , SR

ABOVE : ONE OF THE PRE-AP ENGLISH CLASSES DISPLAYS
their Christmas stockings in the library This was part of a poetry lesson
called ·1 Celebrate Myselr in Mrs. Deanne Clark's classes. The
stockings were decorated with pictures and items that represented who
they are.

...CHRISTY SCHAFFER whose
favorite kind of food is Mexican
like

... GARY SEKAL Y who has taken
dance lessons like...

.ASHLEY SARRIS who is a War
Dancer officer like.. .

RACHAEL SWINDELL
whose cousin 1s ...

English
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History/ Foreign Language

History Department

Spanish Department

Front Row: Randall Dills-World History; Rebecca
Richardson - Dept. Chair, World Geography, U.S.
History AP Back Row: lsh Kaniatobe - U.S.
History; Don Anderson - Government, Government Honors, Economics, Economics Honors;
Brandon Godbey - World History, World History
Pre-AP; and Tim Davis - World Geography

Kim Edwards - Spanish I; Shelly Smartt - Dept.
Chair, Spanish II and Ill; and Ginger Box- Spanish
I and II

••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••

:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do AP classes differ from the
Honors Classes?

:

•
•

•

"AP classes are more challenging and :
we discuss more in-depth about the •
topics we are studying ."
-Jason Kirby, JR

•
•
•
•
•
•

"They move at a much faster pace, in
order to go over everything we need to
know for the exam. We can't stay on
any subject too long."
-Christina St. Clair, JR

•
•
•

"In AP class I have to work extra hard
to keep up and understand what we
are doing because we move really
quickly, whereas Honors classes were
more laid back. "
-Jaime Love Kennedy, JR

•
•
•
•
•
••

•
:
•
•

•

•• ABOVE :
•
:
•
•
•

•
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"

AP HISTORY MEMBERS CHRISTINA ST. CLAIR, TIP
McMahon , Jason Kirby, Sabrina Harley, Katie Hitt, Jessica Clifton ,
Jaime Kennedy, Emily Gibbs , and Patton Copeland wait for the bell to
end Mrs. Rebecca Richardson 's second period class. AP requirements
have made students become more avid readers as they cover a chapter
in their history books each night.

.RUSTY AUSTIN who is
... CLAY PRICE who is a
cheered on by ...
Fighting Purple Warrior like .. .

.. ASHLEIGH HAMILTON who
has been part of the Coushatta
Staff like ...

.JESSE MOORE who is
in Band like ...

What is the most
useful thing you
have learned in
Spanish this year?

BELOW: SPANISH Ill LI STENS TO MRS. SHELLY SMARTT AS
she hands out the assignment for the day in third period Spanish Ill
has read many Spanish stories and done many projects on the Spanish
culture.

"I learned how to
communicate with
people that didn't
speak any English
at all. In the first
month!!
-Charles San Jule,
JR

"I thought learning
about the different
kinds of food they
have in Spain was
really cool. One of
these days I'd like
to try some of the
food ."
-Cody Bonham ,
SOPH

class is working on translating pages. Translating pages and conjugating
verbs are some of the many things that the Spanish 11 classes are focusing
on .

••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• •••
••
"I chose to be in AP World •
History because I did so
well in World Geography
last year. I figured I could
handle this class. "
-Laura Reaves , SOPH

:
:
•
••
:

:
:
•
••
:

••
••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• SEAN
•••••
.. ANNIE HARVEY whose
favorite band is Illegal Aliens
like .. .

BRENT BIGGERS who likes
to draw like ...

LANGFORD who went
with NTBest to State like

"Mrs. Smartt is a
very good teacher ,
and she's helping
us get to where we
should be in Spanish Ill. We do a lot
of reading , which I
like. "
-Laura Bennett, JR

... FAITH PEELER
who likes to play
basketball like...

History/Spanish
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Why did you decide to stick with
AP Chemistry?

"I like to mix chem icals together and
watch the reactions .
The challenge is also
fun and Mr. Vaught
is a really good
teacher. The experiments are awesome ."
-Jeff Hill , JR

Egg Drop Experiments
Tommy McClure, Chris Mackey, Heather Lester, Mr. Mike Vaught,
Sean Langford and Mario Hernandez evaluate the drop just made from
the top of the stands at Warrior Stadium .
Physics participated in a proJect that builds their creativity, the "Egg
Drop Project." The purpose of the project is to design a device that
would change the momentum of the egg inside over a long period of
time , reducing the force on the egg . This decreases the chance of it
breaking .
The grades are based on how many times the egg survives in three
drops. The students also vote on winners from several catagories,
along with a teacher evaluation .
About 80 percent of the drops were successful and some of the
most creative designs were produced this year, according to Mr. Vaught.

"I decided to stay
with AP Chemistry
because I wanted a
good education and
being in this class is
going to help me get
that. "
-Jesse Mccarley,
JR

"Science and math
are my favorite subjects and this class
deals with both of
those . It is very hard
and time consuming ,
but I love the challenge."
-Trisa Robertson , JR

ABOVE : SUMNER MEEHAN AND CHRIS MACKEY PREPARE TO
drop their egg off of the stands at the football field. Mr. Vaught's physics
class does the egg drop to see if the eggs can sustain a fa ll to the ground

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••
•
••
•
"I
chose
to
be
in
Pre-AP•
•
•
Biology because it gets :
•
•
you prepared for college :
•
•
and looks good on your :
•
college application. "
•
•
•
•
•
•

-Erika Partridge , FR ,•

••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••
Academics
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... MARIO HERNANDEZ who
slaves away at Sonic like ...

... JESSICA APPLETON whose
favorite food is a sandwich
... JOSH PATTON who
like...
dates(at time of survey) ...

... MAEGAN BLACKERBY
who went to Cheerleading
Nationals like ...

Science Department

Math Department
Sue Farmer - Geometry, TAAS; JoAnn Carr - R
Math; Virginia Pry - Math Models, TAAS; Jonna
Spiller- Dept. Chair, Pre-Cal, AP Calculus, TAAS ;
Brynne Riley - Algebra I. Not pictured James
Shockley - Algebra 11, Geometry

Charlsie Vaught - Chem Com; Colleen Coonrod IPC, Chem Com; Mike Ashby - Biology, Pre-AP
Biology; Brian Baccus - Chem Com; Mike Vaught
- Dept. Chair, IPC, Chemistry I AP, Physics. Not
pictured Michael Ridge - Biology

tr\' in ~\rt
I

ABOVE : GEOMETRY STUDENTS KARA KUECKELHAN AND
Courtney Morgan put their projects up outside of Mrs. Farmer's classroom . This year the classes participated in the Tessalation proiects.
Tessalations are a part of the textbook, and according to Mrs. Farmer,
it 1s a good "hands on" project that sticks with the students. They are
basically pictures made out of geometric shapes and colored bright
colors.
ABOVE : JESSICA APPLETON DISPLAYS HER TESSALATION
the hall outside Mrs. Sue Farmer's room. The tessalations were hand
drawn and were original designs
by
the students .

... LINDSAY WALKER who
worked at the Red River Fishin'
Hole like...

... KARA KUECKELHAN who
had piano lessons like ...

... ADRIAN VAUGHAN who
likes to hunt like ...

... SCOTT ANDERSON
who hasn't always gone to
BISD like...

M th/S ience
a

C
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Vocational Department
Carolyn Towery- Cosmotology; Kelli BowenSchool Nurse, Health Care Science, Health;
Stanley Richardson- Drafting; Nolan Norris Agriculture; Stacy Hunnicutt- Home Economics

AG TEACHER AND FFA SPONSOR NOLAN NORRIS
is retiring after 30 years. He has spent all 30 in the same
room of the vocational building and ag shop .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:

What have you enjoyed about FFA?

•
•
•
•
•
•

__

•
•_......
•

.,._;___

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

"Being FFA president is very interesting .
Getting Chris Williams to wear complete official dress and to show up on time we almost
impossible, but once he got everything together things ran pretty smoothly. GOOD
THING HE DIDN 'T GET PRESIDENT!"
-Jennifer Wix, SR

:

••
•
•
• ..,,;=!l:""':
•
•

---------------•
•
•

"Ag is a fun class, you get to learn many
different things about breeds of cattle and
also FFA."
-Cody McRae , FR

•
:
•
•

•• RIGHT :

IN
MRS .
• Hunnicutt's 5th period Food Science
"Metal Fab is a fun class. We learned how • class Terra Miller, Eliza Tate, and
to weld so that we would have an idea what : Keira Grijalva prepare lasagna .
we were doing ."
-Jon Erik Dorsey, JR •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
... LAURA BENNET who is

Academics
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ABOVE : JERRIE BETH CLINE
and Lacy McCauley are eating the
delicious pizza that they made in
Home Ee.

.. .BENNIE BARBER who
loves to shop like ...

in Spanish Ill like .. .

.. .MIKE ARDIS who is employed
by Brookshire's like ...

... RANDALL BRAGG who is
in Student Council like ...

What has been
beneficial about
taking
Cosmotology?

COSMOTOLOGY STUDENTS PRACTICE ON EACH
BELOW:
others' nails to get ready for their clients This is a morning program
taught by Mrs. Carolyn Towery.

"I intend to take the
hours that I earned
in Cosmo to college
where I can finish
them. "
-Tonya Smith , JR

·· 1have learned that
the #1 thing is to
make yourself presentable for your
clients. You have
to make your hair
and clothes look
presentable."
-Kimberly
Kirkpatrick, SR

ABOVE : IN MRS . STACY
Hunnicutt's first period Housing
class Leslie Crawford , Tonya
Norris, and Lily Gabel make
cranberry and popcorn decorations for Christmas .

"I have learned that
you CAN use baking soda and other
kitchen things to
clean your hair."
-Krystal White , JR

LEFT: CHRIS HEALY GETS
out his supplies for Mr. Stanley
Richardson 's drafting class .

.. TOMMY McCLURE whose
brother is ..

... TIMMY McCLURE who
plays basketball like ...

.. ANDREA REICH who has
red hair like ..

... LEIGHANNA MORTON
who is in ITS like .. .

Vocational
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Desktop/ Newspaper Staff

Business/Journalism Departments

First Row: Heather Neal, Andrea Reich, Doug
Parsons, Scott Anderson , Rusty Austin , Ashleigh
Hamilton, Leia Jones Back Row: Laura
Humphrey, Amanda Hagerty, Kimberly Starnes ,
Desiree Curtis, Darya Golovko, Ashley Binion,
Holly Lowe

Marsha Sewell - BCIS , BCIS II, Business Law;
Virginia Pry - TAAS , Math Models, BCIS ; Sue Ann
Simpson - BCPR-1 , Web Mastering, Desktop Publishing; Donna Rich - Keyboarding , Reading APP ;
Donna Caylor - Journalism I, Yearbook. Not pictured Coach Gary Lane - Intro to Business and
Accounting

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

: What did you enjoy about Yearbook? :

•
•
.---------------------.
"Ads were a lot of fun. Yearbook
•
•
•
was not as hard as I thought it was •
•
•
going to be."
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·L--•
••

-Matt Lumpkins, FR

"I liked yearbook because I've been
in yearbook for two years , and enjoy getting to see the end result
when we get our books in May."
-Daisha Sorrells, JR

•
•
•
•
••

:
•
•
••

•

• assignment, Chris Mackey hope- - - - - - - - - - - - - - • fully writes down the correct an-

•

"I liked yearbook because this is: swer in Business Law fifth period .

•
:
•

something people will look back on• Mrs. Sewell.
for many years to come. "
: RIGHT: JESSE MOORE
-Jesse Moore, FR • typing in Pagemaker 6.0 in

•
•
•

• yearbook class during seventh pe• riod. The year started with 17
• people
on
staff .

•

This was a new class taught by

• • •-•-•--• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Academics
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... DUSTIN MORROW
who drives a red truck
like ...

... BILLY NELMS who has
the same first name as ...

... BILLY WORKMAN who
has dreams of being an
automotive technician like .. .

... JOSEPH HISE who gets
his lunch from the snack
machines like ...

••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• •••••
•
"In Coach Lane's ac- •
•
•
•

counting class I have:
learned to manage a bank:
account, and I have also•
•
learned how to keep up•
•
with daily expenses. "
•
•
-Meagan Clark, SR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•• • • • • • •' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

iA

What do you like
the most about
Web Mastering?

"We have learned
to make web
pages and all the
cool stuff to go
along with it. It was
so fun ."
-A.J . Watson, SR

BELOW: IN SEVENTH PERIOD YEARBOOK CLASS, FREHSMEN
Josh Cunningham , Holly Higgins, and Michael Althof sort everyone's
school pictures to put into envelopes and file for later use .

"I get to use expensive programs, and
make a cool website
for my band , llegal
Aliens ."
-Geoffrey McBroom ,
JR

"We have made our
web pages, and
learned how to
make animation by
using different programs."
-Carley Barnes, SR

ABOVE : CASSIE SIGRIST AND ADRIAN VAUGHN WORK ON AN
assignment in 5th period Business Law. a new semester course taught
as an elective .
... D'ANNE SPEARMAN who
drinks Mountain Dew like ...

PATTON COPELANDwho
part1c1pated in National History Day like

. MALLORY DAVIDSON
who 1s nutty ( in a good way)
like ..

.. SUMNER MEEHAN who
1s 1n Calculus with...

Business/Journ
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This year's solo and ensemble 1st Division
winners for band are: Jaime Kennedy, Laura
Bennett, Marla Goodwin , Jennifer Steward, Megan
Long , Sam Talley. Ensembles : Woodwind Trio of
Marla Goodwin , Annie Harvey, and Ashley Barnes.
All Reg ion Ba nd Members were Marla
Goodwin, Katie Hitt, Ashley Barnes, Jennifer
Steward , Laura Bennett, Annie Harvey, Heidi St.
Clair. Making All-State Band were Marla Goodwin
and Laura Bennett.
Solo and ensemble 1st Divis ion winners for
choir were Lillian Gable, James Igo, and Ellen
Parten . AShley Barnes, Rachel Barnes, and Ashley
Binion all received Divis ion 11 . All competitiors that
received a Division I will compete at a state level
competition in June 2002.
Theatre performed The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz , participated in NT BEST competitions , and
helped with skits in the pep rallies .

Fine Arts Faculty
Botton Row: Cheryl Youree - Theatre ; Rudite Dodson - Choir
and Chorale; Top Row: Kim Matlock - Art; Roger Ashcraft Band

•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

••
•
"I really enjoy art because it's fun and easy. ••

What do you enjoy about art?

It lets you expand your imagination and it •
brings up your GPA, so I'm all for it, and :
because Ms. Matlock and I always talk •
about Bernie Mak, it was cool. "
•
-Robert Perry, JR
:

••

ABOVE : JASON FRAZIER
"I like art because I love coloring even • and Aaron Ashmore roll out
though I can 't color in the lines."
: clay while completing a pot-Juan Soto, JR • tery project in Ms. Matlock's
: art class .
---------------•
•
"I really enjoy art because I can use •
my creativity to make a mess."
:
-Michele Svatos, SOPH •
•

•

Academics ... PAIGE McDONOUGH who has

lS

taken gymnsatics lessons like ...

... JENNIFER JONES
who drives a Jeep
Cherokee like ...

RIGHT :
Morrow practices his juggling
skills out in the commons during theatre class , it is one of
Mrs . Youree's requirements
to learn .
...DANIELLE HORTON who had
a part in the Pre-AP English
... SAM TALLEY who is a
Scarlet Letter trial like...
Mormon like ...

BELOW: MS. KIM MATLOCK ASSISTS ERIKA PARTRIDGE DURING
her seventh period art class which completed several projects throughout the year including working on making their own pottery

------

What do you like
about Theatre,
Choir, and Art?

"I was really glad
when I went to the
UIL competition. I
was so nervous ,
but the judge was
rea lly nice and I
made it to State ."
-Lilly Gable, JR

"What I enjoyed
most about theatre
was the friends that
I have made and
the fun I have had
with Ms. Youree. "
-Holly Lowe, JR

gather around Ms. Rudite Dodson
and the piano during third period
choir and practice for their spring UIL
competition.

"I like art class because I love to draw
and paint. We have
learned a lot and I
hope what I have
learned will help
me in the future ."
-Kelsey Penna ,

FR
LEFT: MS. CHERYL YOUREE AND
Tip McMahon show off their dancing
skills for the rest of the theatre group .
... SASHIA KING who 1s
blonde like ...

... OWEN SANDERSON
whose cousin 1s ...

. CHRIS SANDERSON who had to
be on crutches due to football like ...

... ROBERT McCORMACK who
wears glasses like ...

Fine Arts

l

7

a
&

What was the funniest
thing that happened in
/JJ:.our PE class this year?

SHOWING OFF THEIR SUPER SOCCER SKILLS
are Sophomores John Kinkade and Chad Horton .

"When people get into
fights almost everyday
and when Sarah beat up
Coach Clark."

-Leann Baker, FR

"When Jason Steward got
punched and then thrown
into the trashcans."

-Jacob Lynch ,
SOPH

"The way that Nathan
Idell showed us a new
card trick every single
day."

- Eric Bridges, FR
HEALTH CARE SCIENCE CLASS SIXTH PERIOD
members Mrs. Kelly Bowen , Michael Davis , Jackee Harvey, Dustin
Collier, and Christi Edington try to make others aware of the need
for organ donations. They learned that 79,446 were on the waiting
lists as of Jan . 4, 2002 for organ transplants .

Academics
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~ .CHRISTI EDINGTON who
wants to go to A&M-Commerce ... JOSH MACKEYwhose
like...
b ro th er 1s
. ...

... CHRIS MACKEYwho has
Government 4th period like ...

...HEATHER LESTER who gives
the football players water like ...

Health/ Physical Education

Health and PE Faculty
Brian Baccus , Health, Physical Education, Boys Athletics
Chris Clark, Physical Education, Boys Athletics, Robyn Hill,
Physical Education , Girls Athletics; and Ronnie Hill, Athletic
Director, Head Football Coach .
TAKING A BREAK FROM THE DAYS ACTIVITIES IN PE ARE
freshmen Will Smith , Christina Green , and Erin Wlodarczak. PE 1s
required for graduation credit and is mostly taken by freshmen and
sophomores. Being in athletics, cheerleading, drill team, or marching
band can take the place of the PE credit.

••
•
•
•
•

•

• "I thought that it was pretty amaz•
• ing when we saw the reaction
•• that drugs have on your brain."
•
-Desiree' Curtis, SOPH
•
••
•
• " I didn't know until this year that
•• you cannot eat 10 crackers with-

••
•

out drinking something."

-Garrett Pearson, SOPH

•
•
•
•
•• "I have learned how my body works
• and learned about stuff that I didn't

•• even know that I had."
RYAN BUCK, NATHAN IDELL AND DUSTIN YEAGER

:

•

-Will Moss, SOPH

play basketball during their PE class They also lifted weights each •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Monday and Wednesday .
.. KENNY LITTLETON
who is a sophomore like ...

... CASSIE SIGRIST who
drinks Dr. Pepper like ...

.. .WESLEY HOWARD who
is in PAL with ...

... HEATHER NEALwho
sings like ...

Health/ PE
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Tyler Brownfield, Timothy York, Patrick Spruce,
Eric Wlodarczak, Windy Alexander, Roland Garza ,
Bennie Barber, Makesha Elliot, Glendalyn Thomas, Sara Hyepock

Life Skills Teachers
Donna Pilliod and Toni McGehee

again shows off their skills at
baking. They are making and
decorating Christmas cookies . The class also made table
decorations for Thanksgiving
to help decorate for the school
board meeting at BHS.

A

d

.

... SHANNON

sells cookies during A and B
lunches. The cookie sales
started three years ago with Ms.
McGehee's arrival. The sell them
for 50 cents and use the money
to take class trips and for Christmas .

SKINNER

ca emics who sang in Carnegie Hall
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with. ..

... JESSICA CLIFTON who is
a twirler like ...

. .. AMANDA HAGGERTY whose
favorite thing about BHS is the
pep rallies like ...

...ROLAND GARZA w
does track like ...

LEFT: PATRICK SPRUCE RECEIVES
a frosted light bulb as a reward . This 1s
one of his favorite things to collect. He
also has a good time at the pep ra llies
dancing as the band performed the Hey
Song.
BELOW : BENNIE BARBER AND
Roland Garza get ready to go cheer for
the Bonham Warriors at the Play-off Pep
Rally.

What kind of trips
did you get to
take?

"I like the trips we
took which included
Disney On Ice and
eating at The Magic
Time Machine."
-Bennie Barber,
SR

"I liked the clown
on the motorcycle
over
jumping
things at the Forth
Worth Livestock
Show."
-Patrick Spruce,
SR

ABOVE : THE LIFE SKILLS CLASS SHOWS THAT THEIR COOKIE
sales pay off as they have a gift exchange close to the Christmas holidays.
Timothy York receives and shows off his new pair of sunglasses.

"The most memorable moment this
year was when we
painted the room ."
-Eric Wlodarczak,
FR

••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••••
"My favorite activity is to
work on the computer. It
helps me with my school
work. "
-Tyler Brownfield , SR

••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••••
... CAROLINE TODD who
plays the flute like ...

...JAIME KENNEDY who is in
Spanish Club like ...

BRODIE MORTON who
likes Big Red like

. .DANNY ERTEL who really
likes to eat lasagna like ...

Life Skills
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KEEPING YOU
CONNECTED

.. .pESIREE CURTIS

Lifestyles who has lived in Arling-

22

ton like...

... KATIE TOWERY who
plays softball like.. .

... SAMMI ERVEN
related to ...

who is
... RYAN TAYLOR who is in
NTBest like ...

•••••••••••••••••

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
[ NTBEST P.28]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[ HOMECOMING P.24]

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[ MOE P.30]
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•
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•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
CLUBS P.32 }t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••[ORGANIZATIO NS P.32]

[ LIFESTYLES
SIMPSON
... MEAGAN
whose mom used to teach
Home Ee like ...

... SKYLAR HUNNICUTT's
who is a Tomahawk like ...

... AXLE BROWN who was
Chief Warham like ...

... COLE WATSON
whose sister is ...

Lifestyles
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BELOW:
ON HOMECOMING WEEK THE SENIORS WAVED
their American flag in the air at the Community Pep Rally to show
respect for our country. Also , at the Homecoming game, the football
players each had an American flag sticker placed on the back of their
helmets and linked arms with the opposing team when it came time
to sing the National Anthem .

RIGHT:
DURING HALL
Decorations the Junior Class
puts up the finishing touches for
their hall. The Junior class
theme was "Hard Rock The
Warriors." They incorporated the
Hard Rock Cafe in their hall.

BELOW:
BEATING THE
drum in the commons are a group
of senior girls. Seniors traditionally beat the drum from midnight
the night before the game until
kickoff.

1Hoq1ecoming Spirit. •••
i

Hall Decoration Recollections
"I will never forget my attempt to
suck helium from a balloon to sing
"Follow The Yellow Brick Road " at
the Hall Decorations."

-Adam Deas, FR

Lifestyles
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... A.J. WATSON who has
" AP English IV like ...

... TEREL KING who played
in the play-off game like ...

" The thing I most remember
about Hall Decorations is when
Tip McMahon called local
businesses pretending to be
Purple Warrior Robert Perry
to try and get a Jukebox for our
hall ."

-Leighanna
Morton, JR
.. ROBERT PERRY who is
in FCA like ...

... AMY STEPHENS who
likes Pepsi like ...

Class Color Clash

•••

'.' I still don't understand why
they changed the colors! If
you ask me , freshmen
should be green because
they envy the upperclassmen!! "

"I don't really care about the
color change . It was fine by
me. At least I didn't have to
spend money on new stuff!!"

-Leia Jones, SOPH

-Doug Parsons, SOPH

omecoming Pride

LEFT : SENIOR FOOTBALL
Captains Mike Ardis , Rusty
Austin , and Patrick Harris
deliever the opening speech at
the Community Pep Rally The
football players are announced
to the crowd and proceed down
the track at the beginning of the
evening .

ABOVE : CARRYING THE TORCH AT THE
Community Pep Rally is Student Council President Tommy McClure. Warrior supporters follow
as he makes his way to light the bonfire.

... KELSEY PENNA who told
us their weight, height, hair
and eye color like .. .

SPIRIT,
CLASS
ABOVE : SHOWING THIER
despite the fact that the Freshmen did not win an
event, are Kristen Wilson, Lauren Kretlow, and April
Stephens.

.. .DEVIN GRIGG who plays
volleyball like ...

... ASHLI WAITS who PreCal like ...

ABOVE : THE SENIORS PULL THE
Warrior Wagon to their side to help
cheer for their classmates. They
rang the siren every time they won
an event.

... MATT PENNA whose
cousin is ...

Homecoming
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Homecoming Happenings
"We started out at Heather
Neal's house and then from
her house to the stadium we
gained about 25 seniors in
the bed of my truck!"

"I thought it was so cool that
the Juniors won Warrior
Games since we all participated and cooperated! "

-Lance Clayton, SR

-Jeff Hill, JR

Homecoming Fun•••
RIGHT: AT A CEREMONY DURING
halftime, Trisa Robertson was named
Junior Duchess, Ashleigh Hamilton
was crowned Queen , Jami Hill was
named Sophomore Duchess , and
Lauren Kretlow was named Freshman Duchess.

ABOVE : CHRIS BROWN AND
Dustin Collier dressed in green togas for the Warrior Games. This is
the second year for them to wear
green due to the color change.

RIGHT: TRYING HARD NOT TO
drop the Lifesaver, Amy Stephens
and Jeff Hill race to pass the candy.
The Juniors won this contest.

RIGHT : IT HAS BECOME A TRADITION FOR
students to receive flowers , bears, candy, mums, and
garters at school on Homecoming. Jaimy Brown ,
Rachael Swindell , and Danielle Abbott pick up their
office .
the
from
things

Lifestyles
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... DEREK SANDERSON who
-'drives a white truck like ...

... LANCE CLAYTON who is in
Web Mastering with ...

... SHERRY STRATTON who
lived in Ector like .. .

...TYLER BROWNFIELD wh
wants to be a pro athlete like ..

'

'
FAR LEFT:

COLE LOVELACE

-4' sion
puts Jennifer Blain 1n a toss extenat the Warrior Games while
yelling

for

the

Juniors .

LEFT:
SHOWING
HIS
Freshman spirit, Kiel Stidham
yanks it hard in the tug-of-war.
The fish came in last place.

BELOW: PULLING HARD,
the Sophomores beat all the
other classes at tug-of-war.

•••

omecoming 2001
Homecoming Happenings
"When I thought that the
junior
class
was
diqualified from hall decorations I felt that it was a
deliberate stab in the
back to the student body."

-Sam Talley, JR
... JEFF HILL who has been to
Prom once (so far) like ...

...EMILY GIBBS who likes
shrimp like ...

"I think mums and garters
are pretty pointless. I don't
think you should spend so
much money on something
you'll only wear for a couple
of hours."

-Amanda Hagerty,
SOPH
...JOSH KRIEDER who does
martial arts like ...

... DAKOTA GORDY who is in
Band like ...

Homecoming
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"Being Radiation Girl
at other schools was
fun with the older kids,
but the younger kids
were scared of me and
I made them cry."
-Sammi Erven , SR

i

"I feel that the team did
an outstanding job. To
finish third against the
competition , the best
from 8 states and over
400 teams, was quite an
accomplishment."
-Mike Vaught,
Sponsor

Nt BEST. ..

BELOW: BONHAM MAYOR CARL MCEACHERN DECLARES IT
NT BEST week in Bonham . Last year NT BEST was recognized with
a day, but due to their accomplishments, a week was bestowed to
them this year.

FAR RIGHT: SENIOR
Billy Nelms shakes hands
with Principal Clark after
the NT BEST pep rally .

RIGHT: WEARING A TYEdyed jumpsuit to become
Dr. RAD , Caroline Todd
was Bonham's mascot for
the robotics competition .
Caroline received first
place for her costume.
..~ENDRA BOYD who likes
to Aerosmith like

NT
28 BEST to listen

...

. .. DAISHA SORRELLS who is
thinking about attending Grayson
County College like.. .

.. .RICHIE HUBBARD who took
swimming lessons like. ..

. .. MARLA GOODWIN who
likes burgers like ...

LEFT: THE BONHAM
NT BEST team was required to make a table
display for State Competition . Faith Peeler and
Tommy McClure took on
the job of answering the
questions people had .

LEFT: CHEERING ON MOBY, MARIO
Hernandez, Ashley Sarris, and D'Anne
Spearman anxiously await the results of a
match.

RIGHT: BOTTOM ROW: LAURA
Bennett, Sammi Erven, Ashley Sarris,
Mollie Smith, Lori Rainer, Hannah
Barnett , Jennifer Gantt, D'Anne
Spearman, Emily Shamburg Second
Row: Isaac Barnett, Rachel Barnes,
Faith Peeler, Nicole Evans, Sabrina
Harley, Caroline Todd, Mrs.Sharon
Hazlewood, Mr. Scottie Hazlewood
Third Row: Doug Parsons, Adam
Davis , Billy Nelms, Nathan Charles,
Jon Velasco, Ms. Charlsie Vaught,
Mr. Mike Vaught Back Row: Patton
Copeland , Tommy McClure, Dustin
Kimberly Starnes, Sean
Logan,
Langford, Mr. John Vaught, Mario
Hernandez

rd at State
"The best thing about
being a driver was the
bragging rights. We
drivers enjoy the special treatment we get
for doing a good job.
We get the respect we
deserve for our
hardwork."
-Jon Velasco, SR
.. DARLA WHITE who drives
a Grand Am like. ..

... JENNIFER GANTT who loves
to watch football like ...

"This was my first year in NT
BEST and going to College Station was a blast! The best part
was when Faith Peeler and I
wore our UT shirts and visors
around the A&M campus. It was
funny because the UT/A&M
game was the week before and
they would all just stare.. But
they know who won! "
-Jennifer Gantt, JR
... JOSH MAHON whose
cousin is ...

... MEGAN BROWN who has
had guitar lessons like .. .

NT BEST
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El Stude nt Jobs•••
LEFT: READING "THE LITTLE
Mermaid" to a group of preschoolers is
senior Caitlin Brumett. Caitlin works at
First United Methodist Preschool on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday .

• •"Installing
• • • • • •windshields
• • • • • • and
• • •cutting
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
••
glass at Tri-County Glass has been
a great experience for me because
it has taught me how to work with
others."

•

••

(

......,,, ................ ..... .
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HUTCHINGS who
likes ICP like ...

BELOW : JUNIOR RANDALL
Bragg s acks groceries at
Brookshire 's. Paper or plastic?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First Row: Linzie Crumby, Jessica Schmidt, Trysta Davis, Lance
Clayton , Shenae Stewart, Tasharron Smith , Heather Stanley
Second Row: Annie Harvey, Philip Curry, Krystal Clark, Cody
Camba , Emily Shamburg , Blake Compton , Matt Penna , Ben
Taylor Third Row : Kristina Gray, Jennifer Wix , Adam Davis,
Ashley Hayes , Derek Sanderson , Jonathan Kersey, Mario
Hernandez, Bobby Holland , Lauran Shepherd , Clay Whisenhunt,
Shannon Stevens, David Lemke

MOE ...SARAH

LEFT: ANNIE HARVEY BUSES
tables at Sunset Grill. Working
weekends, she often serves BHS
students who are out on dates.

•

•
•
I work •
•

"At Pizza Hut, the people
with can either be a real pain or lots •
of fun! It really depends on the •
•
night you 're working. "
•
-D'Anne Spearman, SR:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BELOW: AT HER AFTERSCHOOL
job at Pizza Hut, Ashley Hayes refills
drinks. Ashley often works with fellow
senior D'Anne Spearman.

... RASHEL FREELEN who is a
Libertarian like ...

LEFT:
SHAMBURG HANGS
up dresses at Cato's. Cato's is located in
a shopping center where Dustin Logan
and Chris Sanderson also work.

... PHILIP CURRY who likes to show
everyone his stomach like. ..
...BRIAN ATCHLEY who dances at
pep rallies like ...

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
"The best thing about working •
•
RIGHT : SE NIOR BL AK E CARRO LL
stocks shelves at David's Grocery. Can't
beat cans of corn! Doesn't Blake look
thrilled??

•

~ :ti'A~

ti:c~~j...
~..,~g

,..
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r...

at Majestic 6 would definitely
be the fact that I get to work
with all of my friends. Also,
when people I know come to
the theatre I get to chat with
them ."
-Heather Morris, JR

:

•

~~~1:i/!Q •

•
•

"I work at a nursing home helping elderly residents with the
Activities of Daily Living , such
as, eating , grooming, and all
of the other activities that we
take for granted ."
-Heather Lester, SR

•

-=.,.,..--~;;=-=illli.:il.11!:illl~~=;=;;~:~~ :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RIGHT: AN INTEREST IN
health care and some extra
cash led Lori Rainer to work
at the Brookshire's Pharmacy.

"It's hard to juggle my schedule because I work two jobs,
but I love the places I work
and the people I work with. I
get money for college and I
get to work with kids. There
isn't much time for just hanging out though, but that's ok. "
-Amy Stephens, JR

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

,,~.,_'-IJJ.'llt •

ABOVE :
to finish Algebra II homework is one of the perks of
Amy Stephen's job at the
Family Life Center.

•
:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
:
•
•
•
•
•
:
•

•

•
•
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ABOVE : JUNIOR HEATHER MORRIS WORKS
diligently at the concession stand at the Majestic 6 Movie
Theatre. She's an ace at working the popcorn machine!

ABOVE : HELPING CHILDREN IS one of the many perks that
senior Lauran Shepherd enjoys while working at Kid 's Kastle .

... DUSTIN LOGAN whose
favorite drink is Coke like...

... SARAH VAN HOOSER who has
always lived in Bonham like ...

... CALLIE NELSON who is a V
Cheerleader like ...

... KRISTINA KINKADE who
wants to model like ...

MOE
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nish Club•••
BELOW:
AT
THE
Spanish Club Christmas
Party Sam Talley and Mrs.
Smartt show off their swing
dancing skills for the rest of
the group.
,,,.,..,,,...,....,.,.,.....
...,.....

RIGHT: THE SPANISH CLUB
went to the Dallas Museum of Art
to see the home alters of Dia De
Los Muertos. (Day of the Dead)
After a long day, Brodie Morton ,
Kevin Cross , and Tip McMahon
take a break for lunch.

___ __

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
"Spanish Club is really active this year. We
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

have learned about Spanish culture through
our trip to the OMA and our parties, and we
have promoted the culture by purchasing
Spanish books for elementary students ."
-Caitlin Brumett, President

•

•••
•
•
•

_ ....._.=...

•
•
:
•
•

"The last two years we only took one field
trip and that was in Bonham . This year was
actually fun . We got to go to the Dallas
Museum of Art and order t-shirts with our
names on the back, and the trip we took to
Dallas was a blast."
-Gary Sekaly, JR

"""

•

•
•
:
•
•
•
•
:

.•
•
•
•
•
•

ABOVE: AT MRS. SMARTT'S
house a bunch of Spanish Club
members take a number and play
Spanish Pictionary in her living
room floor .

•
•
•
•

First Row: Caitl in Brumett, Trisa Robertson , Ashley Caplinger Second •
Row : Savannah Ritter. Casey Warren , Kate Renshaw, Lindsey Walker •
Third Row: Kara Kueklehan , Danielle Horton, Jade Welch , Stacy Lamberson :
Fourth Row : Kendra Boyd , Isaac Barnett, Kevin Cross, Maegan Blackerby,

RIGHT: SAM TALLEY AND
Mrs. Box really get into the music. The party started out with
Ch · t
·
b
S

•

Cross, Sam Talley , Michele Svatos, Amanda Barron, Tristen Robertson

•

I

•

•
•
•
••

W,

~ ~;~r~r:~: ~1::.~:]•t~r!~=~;: 1::'i:::~£::1 ~ ~~~E{fi~;?~~~i~~::!~
•
•
·······~·······················
•

Around ," and assorted swing
music.

... AMANDA BARRON who has

Spanish Club taken drum lessons like...
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... SEAN SUTHERLAND who
likes to eat spaghetti like ...

... ERIKA PARTRIDGE who
enjoys listening to Jagged
Edge like .. .

... TY MORRISON who
is in FCA like ...

LEFT: STRIKING THE
ending pose to their routine .
these junior NHD students
show off their dancing skills
in a performance that is
meant to show the revolutions in dance.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•• First Row: Faith Peeler. Jessica Vermillion , Jessika Compton ,
:
•
•
•

THESE •

Kelsey Penna , Nicole Evans , Amie Arfman , Mykail Jones , Kendra
Boyd , Mallory Davidson , Michele Svatos Back Row: Heidi St.
Clair, Jennifer Steward , Lonna Redus, AShley Barnes, James
Simpson , Laura Bennett, Patton Copeland , Derek Goodwin , Jordan Eaton , Sabrina Harley, Ashley Means

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

••
:
•
•
•
•
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"lthasbeengreatbeingthespon- •

freshmen are hitting the•
books and gathering infor- •
mation on their topic.
:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•• "Being in National History Day was
•
•
•
•
••

sor of National History Day. We
have done a lot better than expeeled since we are a young organization and this is only our
second year to compete . I am
proud of you guys! "
-Mrs. Rebecca Richardson ,
Sponsor

a lot more work than I ever expeeled . We had to practice long
hours after school. Luckily for us
though , 11 was all worth ii in the
en d . "
-Faith Peeler, FR

•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Friend or Foe" is the topic
for this group of girls who
are performing on how TV
has changed our lives.

and hard about which topic
to choose are freshmen
Derek Goodwin, Jordan
Eaton, and James Simpson.

ational History Day
.JEREMY BALLARD who wants
be an architect like ...

... MICHAEL GANTT who
wants to go to UT like ...

... AMANDA POSEY who lived in
Lewisville like ...

... ISAAC BARNETT whose sister

~--·

NHD
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L•••
RIGHT: TAKING A BREAK
from playing football , Wesley
Howard and his PALee stop
outside Finley-Oates for a
picture.
FAR RIGHT: JUNIOR NIKKI
Richardson gets a big hug
as she helps her PALee select a book from the library.

RIGHT: RUSTY AUSTIN
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• an d h"Is PAL eeare hea d ed
• ":his year in PAL I learned how to be
• to the playground for a little
• nice to others . I also learned how to
• fun after their studies are
: actually listen to people ."
: done
•

-Sam Talley , JR

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
.

"The PAL students visit PALees at Bailey
Inglish and Finley-Oates three days a week.
They have also helped with Head Start Day
Camp , D.A.R.E , and the drug free pep rally
at Finley-Oates .·
-Mrs. Donna Rich , Sponsor

•
•

·

• BELOW: AFTER THE
•
• tragedy of 9/11 , PAL stu: dents tied red , white, and
• blue yarn on the anten• nas of BHS student and
• f
It
• acu y cars .

•
•
•
•
• •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
:
•
:
•
•

First Row: Ra ch ael Swindell, Ashleigh Ham ilton ,
Heather Neal, And rea Re ich, Rusty Austin, Jaime
Kennedy, Kendra Boyd Second Row : Nikki •
Richardson, Micah Rich, Jeff Hill , Sam Talley, Wesl ey
Howard , Randall Bragg, Aaron Hudson

•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PAL
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... HANNAH BARNETT who
is a member of NHS like ...

... LORI RAINER who has
been to UIL like ...

in Geography, Rachael Swindell an
her Finley-Oates PALee take a break

.. .MOLLIE SMITH who likes ... CASHONDA JONES who
is a cousin to ...
Chinese food like ...

•••••••• •••••••• •••••••• •••••••

LEFT: AT THE BEGINNING OF
pep rallies , Sam Talley waves the
American flag for the playing of
"The Star Spangled Banner."

•
•
•
•
•

erby Ca y Warr ~. Mollie Smith, Apnl
First Row : Mindy W1 ,n. M, ,ga B
, Second Row: Krystal Vaughn. Tnsten
Stephens, Enka Partridge. Ka.hryn Crut
Robertson. Kara Kuekelhan. Courtney Morgan Whitney Landers Kristen Wilson,
Lauren Kretlow, Kate Renshaw, Faith Peeler Danielle Abbott Back Row , Laura
Reeves. Crystal Glaser Tiffany McClure Skylar Hunnicutt. Kelsey Penna. Michele

•
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GETTI NG T HIER•
on , Aaron Hudosn •
groove
funky
and Jon Velasco goof around •
while performing their singing Val- •

•

.

'

•
STUDENT•
JUN IOR
Council member Aaron Hudson :
sings "Let's Get It On" to Mrs. Clark •
and Lauren Bethel during the •
•
Valentine's festivities .
ent1nes.

•

- -- - - - -- --
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JU NIOR/SENIOR

:

First Row: Tommy McClure. Chns Sanderson. Andrea Reich, Paige McDonough,
Ashley Sams. Randall Bragg Second Row: Ashil Waits. Lance Clayton, Heather
Neal Samm1 Erven, Knstina Kinkade. Em• y Shamburg. Hannah Barnett, Lon Ramer
Back Row : Le1ghanna Morton. Wesley Howard Ashleigh Hamilton. Rusty Austin,
Aaron Hudson, Ashley Hayes. Micah Rich, Sam Talley, Da1sha Sorrells, Brent Biggers,
Cal 1e Nelson

•
•
•
•
•

•••••••• •••••••• •••••••• •••••••

ABOVE : SENIOR STUDENT
Paige
Members
Council
McDonough , Kristina Kinkade ,
Chris Sanderson , Ashley Sarris,
and Lance Clayton helped kids
play Spin The Wheel at the Halloween Carnival.

• •

learns what "The Road To Success" is really paved in when
seniors Ashley Sarris, Andrea
Reich , Kristina Kinkade and
Sammi Erven sing "Be My Little
Baby" to him .

Stu de nt Council

... CHAN WILSON who
likes Code Red Mt. Dew
like ...

... JOSEPH FLANNERY who
has been to other countries
like ...

. .DARYA GOLOVKO
who has Gov 5th period
like ...

... BRANDON BURNS
Student Council
who has a sister
35
named ...

•••
LEFT: JUNIOR TY MORRISON
goes up for a jump shot at an FCA
basketball game. Senior Patrick
Harris tries to block, but to no avail.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• "The best thing about being in FCA
•
•• is seeing everyone from school
••
• come together on Monday nights
and have a rip-roaring good time. "
•
-Aaron Hudson, JR

•

••

••

•

•
•
for •
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

First Row: Patrick Harris, Aaron Hudson, Jeremy Ballard, Ashleigh
Hamilton , Meagan Simpson , Brent Biggers Second Row : Leann
Baker, Le1ghanna Morton , Casey Warren , Robert Perry, Rusty
Austin , Ty Morrison , Jeff Hill , Jennifer Blain Third Row: Josh
Stevenson , Kelsey Penna , Lindsay Walker, Dustin Ford , Chris
Williams Fourth Row: Chance Hines, Shatera Elliot, Amy Sass,
Erika Partridge, Lafayette Dunlap, Randall Bragg Fifth Row :
De'Ontra Mason , Colby Jones, Wesley Howard , Tristen Reeves ,
Brodie Morton , Kiel Stidham , Coach Dills

•

••
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nominated to the Homecoming Court
like. ..

BELOW: POSING BEFORE
he dribbles down the court 1s
Chris Healy.

•

••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

• • • •...•NEISHA
• • •BURNS
•••••••••••••••••••••
who has been
FCA

LEFT: RUSTY AUSTIN AND
Kristen Wilson play one-onone basketball at at Monday
night FCA meeting .

•

"It was great to be a leader
other Christians. I accomplished
preparing a Bible study for every
meeting. "
-Jeremy Ballard , SR

r

BELOW:
FCA
OFFICERS
Leighanna Morton , Ashleigh
Hamilton , Jeremy Ballard, and
Aaron Hudson get together to tell
a joke at a Monday night meeting

LEFT: SHOOTING FREE THROWS
is senior Josh Stevenson. Everyone
enjoys playing games at FCA meetings.

... PATRICK SPRUCE who
.. .TRISA ROBERTSON who is loves to play the drums like... ... CHRIS DICKSON
involved in church activities like...
who is in Band like

BELOW: STANDING WITH HIS
grand champion goat, Elvin Heath
proudly displays his first place
award .

BELOW : WHILE SITTING IN
Animal Science class , David
Lemke studies for his test on the
reproductive systems of animals.

••• •
•
•
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Fi rst Row: Jennifer Wix , Chris Williams, Jon Erik Dorsey, Jake
Lackey, David Lemke , Jodi Eichman, Michael Trosclair Second
Row: Chris Lane , Jennifer Haney, Lindsay Keene , Cora Wylie ,
Stephanie Betts, Dustin Yeager, Joe Thomas Third Row: Kellie
Johnson, Devin Grigg , Danny Ertel , Jason Lively, Jordan Bridges ,
Travis Coonrod , Ashley Owens
"Being President of FFA is very
frustrating . Getting all the officers to meet in a certain
place, at a certain time , wearing the same thing 1s hard to
do."
-Jennifer Wix , FFA President

RIGHT : CHRIS Will iams sketches a drawing
of reproductive organs in
Mr. Norris' Animal Science
Class.

•
••

"FFA helps to develop a student's
potential for premier leadership,
personal growth and career success through agriculture . The
members attend meetings, banquets, conventions , do projects,
and show and judge livestock."
-Mr. Norris, Sponsor

:•
:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ABOVE : BONHAM FFA OFFICERS RIDE
in the back of a truck driven by Aaron Elvin Heath exhibit their chickHudson in the annual Fannin County Fair ens at the Fannin County Fair.
Parade.

[

...JUAN SOTO who wants
to be a rock star like ...

A
FF
•••
.. .RYAN BUCK who has
Pre-AP Biology like ...

...JERRED BROWN who
has brown hair like ...

... LINZIE CRUMBY who wants
to be a pediatrician like ...

FFA
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Lori Rainer get the collected coats organized for the coat drive . ..,
ABOVE : AMANDA BARRON , Antionette Sanchez, and Mallory
The coats will be donated to the Bonham Crisis Center.
Davidson meet in the library to discuss the upcoming coat drive .
This was the first year for Studetns Helping Our Community
• "We have collected winter coats for
!! • (SHOC), which is a student organized club sponsored by Mrs.
• local organizations and collected
i • Debbie Clark.
• money for cancer patients. We hope to
! •
I
."
future
• help a lot more in the
-Lori Rainer, SR
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"I think that you should always try hard
and do the best you can do and that is
what I do for SHOC"
-Antionette Sanchez, JR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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First Row: Lori Rainer, Hannah Barnett, Meagan Simpson Second
Row: Terra Miller, Antionette Sanchez, Patrizia Zwygart, Sammi
Erven , Kristina Kinkade , Ashley Sarris, Kara Kuekelhan , Krystal
Vaughn , Amanda Swindell , Jessica Clifton , Holly Lowe Third Row:
Heather Warren , Emily Shamburg, Heather Lester, Billy Nelms, Ashley
Hayes, Axle Brown , Amanda Barron, Casey Warren , Cody McRae,
Mallory Davidson Fourth Row: Autum Marshall , Doug Parsons,
Laura Bennet, Leighanna Morton , Randa ll Bragg

••

•
• RIGHT : LAURA BENNET
• AND Ashley Sarris discussed
• the membership in the newly
• organized SHOC . Members
• have to pay $5 to join .

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SHOC
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... JliSSIKA COM PTON who likes
to play the saxophone like...

. ..CHRIS ST. CLAIR
whose sister is ...

... HEIDI ST. CLAIR whose
favorite food is tacos like ...

...CHRIS BROWN who has A
lunch like ...

•••••••
••••••••
••••••••
-., .•
--------------------.••••••••
•
•

BELOW: PAIGE McDONOUGH AND RUSTY AUSTIN MAKE •
decorations for the Senior Christmas Tree in the library. It is a tradition •
•
of NHS to decorate the tree each year.

•
•
••

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
· ·~Ii!!!§••
McDonough , Hannah Barnett, •

•
•

••·111■■..l
First Row: Lori

•
:
•
•

Rainer, Paige
Meagan Simpson Second Row: Sumner Meehan , Heather Neal ,
Sean Langford , Philip Curry, Emily Shamburg , Caitlin Brumett
Th ird Row: Annie Harvey, Rusty Austin Kimberly Starnes Mario
Hernandez. Sammi Erven , Adrian Vaughn

•
:
•
•

•

•

"I don't know how I got in NHS. I guess :
•
it was teacher nominations?"
-Hannah Barnett, SR •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
: "Being in NHS prepares you for col•
• lege and it looks really good on your
•
•
• transcript. "
•
•
-Paige McDonough, SR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LEFT : ANNIE HARVEY,
Sean Langford , Sumner
Meehan , Emily Shamburg,
and Philip Curry stop for a
quick picture while making
Valentine cards for the V.A.

ABOVE : RUSTY AUSTIN ,
Paige McDonough , Sammi
Erven, and Heather Neal meet
at 7:30 a.m. hoping that Mrs.
Sewell will bring the doughnuts that she promised , but it
always failed .

. . . N;,tional Honor Society

[

... MEAGAN CLARK who wants to
attend SOSU like ...

...CARRA UNDERWOOD who
wants to be a doctor like ...

...LINDSAY KEENE who likes
Sprite like ...

... ELLEN PARTEN who has World
Geography like ..

NHS
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CONNECT
WITH THE CROWD l

Performance/
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... JOE THOMAS .. .JENNIFER WIX who is inter- .. .DILLON CAYLOR who
whoisinFFAlike...
has been to Branson like ...... GLENDALYN THOMAS who
ested in Wildlife Management
like.. .
wants to be a teacher like .. .

••••••••••• •••••

-- -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
[ CHEERLEADERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[ PEP RALLIES P.42]

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P.46]

•

[

•
•
•
•
•
•
WAR DANCERS

P.52]

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

[ FLAGS & BAND P.54]

•
••
••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••

•
•
• OZ P .58 ]

[ WIZARD OF

[ PERFORMANCE 1 ... KANDI JONES who has
been to Disney Land like...

... ANDREW JONES who is
... J.R.VOORHEIS who wants on the volleyball team like...
to be an NBA player like like.. .

... SCOTT HAYES who Performance
41
is proud to be a Sr. like...

RIGHT :THE JUNIOR CLASS
gets the spirit level up by yelling
along with the cheerleaders .

BELOW: PATRICK HARRIS AND
Rusty Austin lead everyone's favorite cheer, "Tiger Meat, Tiger
Meat, hp smackin ' good !".

are all decked out in their Hawaiian duds with a very creative sign
that said "Leia it on 'em!"

,, ...PATRIZIAZWYGARTwho is
a member of SHOC like
.. CASEY WARREN who spends her
free time talking on the phone like ...

Performance
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RIGHT :
always knows how to get the party
started and the crowd fired up when
he announces all of the events
and performances at our pep rallies .

...ASHLEY MEANS whose
brother is ...
... JOSH MEANS who has been
to England like ...

LEFT: JUSTIN BETHEL, MARTY
Spindle, and Clay Whisenhunt
proudly show off the Spin! Slick
that they won at the Play-Off Pep
Rally
BELOW: JUNIOR AARON
Hudson shakes his bon-bon with
the beat.

BELOW : " RADIATION GIRL"
(Samm, Erven) gets the crowd rolling on the floor with her creative
costume, purple hair and all. This
was the first year that clubs and
oraganizations were able to perform skits at the pep rallies.

•••••••••••••••• ••••
"I would have to say that the
best pep rally this year was
the Senior Pep Rally because it was a special time
when all of our friends and
parents got a chance to look
back on all of the fun things
that we have done together
over the past years. "

•

-Billy Nelms, Sr.
: " I liked having a pep rally to go to
• every Friday as opposed to only
: one that we got at L.H.Rather.
• The part that suprised me the
• most was when the seniors started
•• yelling "Fish go home ." I mean, it's
• not like we could actually get up
• and leave."

•

-Jeremy Jennings, Fr.
"I think that our pep rallies this year lacked the
spirit and enthusium that
they had last year, but
they still weren 't as bad
as some school's are. "
FRESHM EN CLASS WAVES T HEIR TOMAHAWK •
ward with pride during the school song. Hey Carl , could you not find •
:
nyone to hold your pinky?

-Mallory Davidson,
Soph .

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.. SABRINA HARLEY who is
Pre-AP English Ill like ...

.. JADE WELCH who works at
Kw1k Chek like...

... CODY COM BA who is on the
baseball team with. ,

... MARTY SPINDLE who eats
during C lunch like.. .

Pep Rally
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•

••• •

•

•
•
•

"I think that the funniest pep
rally moment was when Ty
came out and did his Michael
Jackson impression, while
doing his little dance with the
cheerleaders. It was so
funny!"

•
•
•
•
••
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

-Heather Warren, Jr.

••

-Adrian Vaughn , Sr.

:
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••
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

••• ••••••••••••••••••••••

/

•

••

•
•
•
•

-Danielle Abbott, Fr.

Performance

••

"I would have to say that my
favorite pep rally moment
was when Tommy McClue
had to dress up as the
ultimate Warrior and we got
to see Mr. Vaught with purpie hair.that was hillarious!

''To me, the pep rally that
was the most fun this year
was the Army pep rally
because it was easy to go
along with the theme, plus
our War Dancer routine
was really fun that week."

PLAYERS TOSS
FOOTBALL
Robert Perry in the air as they start
getting pumped up for the big game
against Quinlan, because a win
would put them in the play-off picture for the season .

THE "FISH" ARE UP ON THEIR FEET AND YELLING THE
"Battle Cry" along with the cheerleaders at one of the three
TraditionalPepRalliesthatwehadthisyear. Newpeprallythemes
were added this year to change things up a little bit.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•••••••

ABOVE : MS. YOUREE GETS
tries her hand at filling Coach
Anderson 's shoes by announcing
the pep rally schedule ..
RIGH T: TOMMY MCCLURE IS
the "Ultimate Warner" set out to
defeat the Forney Jackrabbits .

... JESSE MCCARLEY whostudies
.PATRICK HARRIS who wants
... JACKEE HARVEY who drearr
Pre-AP Chemistry like....
... CODY NEWMAN who has a
to play in the NFL like.
of becoming a vet like ....
"woman " (at time of survey) like....

Show You~ Spirit
i
RIGHT: THE SENIORS OF '02 CLAP
at the Senior Pep Rally It was thought
to be the last for year, but we got an
extra one due to making the play-offs.

BELOW :MR . GODBEY dresses up
as the cowboy in the YMCA routine .

RIGHT : THE JUNIOR
class displays their patriotism with a red , white
and blue sign m honor of
the victims of the September 11th World
Trade Center Incident.

.. CODY MCRAE who is in Ag
ike....

...JOHN COONROD who enJoys
fishing like ....

ABOVE : AT THE HOLLYWOOD PEP
Rally Sophomore class officers are lead
down the runway by Christina Aguilera
(Kristina Kinkade) and Jennifer Aniston
(Callie Nelson) Each class dressed up out
of a different movie : Seniors , "The Wild ,
Wild West", Juniors , "Grease"; Sophomores "Beverly Hillbillies" and Freshmen
"Gilligan's Island".

... BRUCE CAYLOR who drives a
...NIKKI RICHARDSON who loves Pep
Fo rd Ranger like....
Lynard Skynard like....

Rally
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RIGHT: THE CHEERLEAD ERS
yell • All the Way" as the Warriors
get close to another touchdown

"The greatest thing about this
year was when we did the mock
game during the pep rally. I loved
getting out there and being a
cheerleader for the other team
just so I could act crazy."

-Paige McDonough,
SR.HEAD

• This year is very different from the
previous years.I couldn 't have most
of mygirls in our 6th period
cheerleading class because of hectic schedules involving Athletics and
upper level courses. This caused us
to have to practice late at night and
the weekends. But all in all it made
us that much better ."
-Mrs.Hunnicutt, SPONSOR

BELOW: IN AN ATTEMPT TO
fire up the Warriors, seniors Paige
McDonough and Kristina Kinkade
make signs for the game .

Varsity Cheerleaders
Bottom : Morgan Rattan , Kristina Kinkade Middle: Jennifer
Blain, Ashleigh Hamilton , Callie Nelson , Meagan Simpson

Top: Paige McDonough, Emily Gibbs, Ashli Waits, Amie
Arfman

ABOVE : SENIORS MEAGAN
Simpson and Paige McDonough
do their ritual " hut " before the last
home football game .

p
4

f

e6r ormance

ABOVE : MAKING THE PLAYoff game a fun and exciting experience the cheerleaders dance to
"Horse" with the band .

RIGHT: THE SENIOR CHEERleaders do a slow motion stunt
during their " Memories" routine .

... BUD HAGGERTY who is in
BCIS like...

...HEMANSHUBAI PATEL who
has visited Disney World like ...

...JON KINKADE whose
favorite thing about BHS is "all
the fine women" like .. .

... RUSTY VISSAGE who is
parent like .. .

ity Cheerleaders
LEFT: TRYING TO STAY WARM
at the coldest game of the season
senior Ashli Waits and Juniors
Morgan Rattan , Amie Arfman, and
Jennifer Blain huddle together.
BELOW: DURING THE HOLLYwood Pep Rally the cheerleaders
throw Jennifer Lopez ( Jennifer
Blain) into a baskettoss .

"This year was a blast The
best part was getting to cheer
at the play-off game. Even
though the pep rallies are a lot
of work the memories make
them worth every bit of 1t."

-CallieNelson,SR.HEAD

• My first year as a Varsity
cheerleader is a huge change
from the previous years
Even though I couldn 't jump
because of my knee I still
had fun and cheered my heart
out "

Morgan Rattan, JR

)

LEFT : THE CHEERLEADERS
put on a mock game during the
pep rally. The highlight of the game
was to see how big Ashleigh
Hamilton's butt could get.

" The bus rides home from the
away games had to be the
best part about this year. Except for the games when it was
rainy and cold ."

-Kristina Kinkade, SR

.. .TASHARRON SMITH who
... SHEENA MU RR who likes to
drinks Pepsi like...
sing like ...

... ASHLEY BINION who is a
cashier at Wally World like ...

... AMY SHELBY who
likes to read like.. .

Varsity Cheerleaders
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Junior Varsity Cheerlea.ders
DUR I NG THE ARMY PEP
Rally the J .V . Cheerleaders
shocked the stands with their cheer
portion of the routine by doing two
full extention liberties.The best part
about their performance was when
Krystal Vaughn got kicked in the
head .
"This year was my first year
ever to go up in a stunt as a
flyer. When it came lime to
learn our routine for Nationals I was scared to be the one
on the top of the stunt that
everyone looks at. But after
all of the late night practices
we finally got it perfect! I was
greatly relieved ."

- Lindsay Walker,
SOP H

"This year was my favorite because I loved doing all of the
new and difficult stunts that we
learned . We really surprised
everyone because we are so
small and we do those stunts ."

-Courtney
Morgan, SOPH .

" I had a great time in
cheerleading this year. It was an
honor to be included in the 1st
JV squad ever to go to nationals
from Bonham . We did a great
job and practiced long hours."

-Kara
SOPH .

Kueckelhan ,

Performance
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ABOVE : DURING THE LONG
hours of practice the J.V. squad
practices putting Jennifer Jones into
a full extention scorpion . The squad
even practiced before school to
get every1hing perfect !

RIGHT : THE J .V . CHEER
leaders make their entrance on the
mat at the national competition . The
squad finished 9th in the 1st round
of competition and 3rd in the 2nd .

.. .TERRA MILLER who is
a Republican like ...

... HEATH WEISSERT who
enJoys the sport of golf like .

...JENNIFER BLAIN who
drives a VW Beetle like ...

... SARAH ASHCRAFT who ha,
taken gymnastics lessons like

LEFT;
LAUREN
BETHEL,
Whitney
Landers ,
Tristen
Robertson , and Kara Kueckelhan
throw Casey Warren to incredible
heights during practice .

BELOW: DURING NATIONals the squad prepares for the
toetouch- backhandspring combination in the cheer portion of
the routine .

BELOW: MAEGAN BLACKERBY,
Jenn ifer Jones , and Whitney
Landers show thier spirit by holding
up two fingers in hopes their team
makes the much needed free throw.

Bottom Row: Maegan Blackerby, Krystal Vaughn ,
Casey Warren, Tristen Robertson. 2nd Row: Lindsay
Walker, Courtney Morgan. Top Row: Whitney Landers,
Lauren Bethel, Jennifer Jones, Kara Kueckelhan.

,.,,.....- -.--""!":..;---

CENTER: BEFORE THEIR
competition tte girls stop for a quick
picture inside their hotel. The squad
stayed at the Adams Mark Hotel
which was 40 stories tall with 3
towers and had 50 elevators!

... LAUREN KRETLOW who
wrote on her survey that she is a
"Superstar 4ever" like ...

EVEN WITH THE
squads hectic schedule they still
found time to make the football
games as much fun as
possible.The girls say that cheering for the J.V. is a lot better and
cooler than the Freshman games.

"Being the first J .V. squad from
Bonham to go to Nationals was a
great feeli ng and ache,vement. We
worked really hard to get everything
perfect. It was a lot of pressure! Every
liberty, basket toss, and stunt went
up perfect. I know that we really
outdone ourselves. I really enjoyed
cheering with this group of girls •

-Maegan Blackerby,
HEAD, SOPH

... ALISA SHAMBURG who
.. .KRISTEN WILSON who listens to Blink 182 like ...
wants to go to A&M like ...

" I'm very proud of my J.V. squad
this year. They worked really
hard to acheive their goals.I'm
honored that I was able to work
with such a talented group of
girls."

-Myrna Malone - J.V.
SPONSOR

... JEREMY TALLEY whose
favorite thing about BHS
will be graduating like ...

JV Cheerleaders
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Freshman Spirit
___
RIGHT: JESSICA VERMILLION
and Shonda Rushing are being
put up in a extension for a cheer at
the Community Pep Rally.

"Cheerleading was very exciting this year. We got to participate in a whole lot more stuff
than last year It was also more
fun because I got over my shyness and I was able to just be
my crazy self."

AXLE
WARHAM
BELOW:
Brown gets ready for the traditional 4th quarter "War Dance."
Axle took over as Chief Warham
later in the season because Cole
Watson injured his ankle.

- April Stephens, FR

"I learned a lot more this year
about cheerleading . We didn't
know hardly any of the cheers ,
so the JV cheerleaders helped
us out with them and we had a
fun year."

- Jerrie Beth Cline, FR

"We worked a lot harder this
year than we did last year and
1t showed when we performed .
Cheering is the only way I can
be loud and not get in trouble.
I hope I can have this privilege next year."

RIGHT: THE JV AND
cheerleading squads
last home game of
which was Bonham

FRESHMAN
unite for the
the season,
vs. Quinlan .

- Lauren Kretlow, FR

/
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... KRYSTAL CLARK
who is in DE like .. .

... JESSICA SNEED who
has been to Prom like ...

.. .DUSTIN FORD who enJoys
church activities like ...

... ERIC WLODARCZAK who loves tc
watch TV like ...

LEFT:
FRESHMEN COLBY
Jones and Aaron Ashmore yell with
the cheerleaders to "Go , Fight, Win"
at the Army Pep Rally. They pumped
up the team before the biggest game
of the season , which was when we
played the Commerce Tigers.

,
BELOW : APRI L STE P HE NS,
Jesika Compton , Ashley Means,
and Jessica Vermillion finish off
the routine that they performed
during half-time of the Emory Rains
game .

"I had another great year.I
love cheering with the
cheerleaders and getting
to know all the new
Tomahawks.I hope they
had as much fun as I did ."

-D .J . Essary, SOPH

"I had a great time getting to know all of my
friends more this year. I
hope to be in it next
year."

-Colby Jones, FR

Tomahawks
Bottom : Colby Patton, Wade Hammock, Aaron Ashmore ,
James Simpson Middle : DJ Essary, Colby Jones, Axle Brown
Top: Jordan Eaton , Cole Watson (Warham ), Cody Nelms,
Skylar Hunnicut

Freshman Cheerleaders
ABOVE : THE FRESHMEN FINISH
up their only performance at a pep
rally this year. They danced to a mix
of different rock songs to go along
with the rock- themed pep rally.
LEFT: ASHLEY MEANS COMES
down after a toss up in the air,
while Jesika
Compton .April
Stephens and Jessica Vermillion
are waitin to catch her .
...MICHAEL TROSCLAIR
who is in FFA like ...
... D.J . ESSARY who likes
the girls at BHS like ...

Jessica Vermillion , Shonda Rushing , Kristen Wilson , Lauren
Kretlow, Jerrie Beth Cline , April Stephes , Jessika Compton ,
Ashley Means

...JON ERIK DORSEY who
has not always resided in
Bonham like ...

Cheerleaders & Tomahawks
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•••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• ••
"Being captain was a great honor
•
and privilege to me It was al••
ways a goal of mine and I
worked very hard to get this
position . I now truly understand
how many responsibilities come
along with a leadership position .
Trying to make everyone happy
proved impossible, but I tried
my best. To me, this was my
• best year on drill team . I hope
• that my fellow team members
• feel the same way."

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

-Ash ley Sarris, SR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••

•

• My first year on drill team was
a very new and exciting event.
Things were a little difficult at
first getting used to all the
workouts, but after the first game
I realized it would all pay off."

RIGHT: THE
Fire .. ." is a skit performed at a
pep rally. Some were dressed as
the band , cheerleaders, football
team , and even Mr. Clark. The
skit was learned at camp.

BELOW:"AN Y MA N OF MI NE"
by Shania Twain helps the War
Dancers keep the Warrior
Roundup Pep Rally theme going .
For other pep rallies they per- _
formed to "Start the Commotion ,"
a rock mix kick routine and a kick
to "Let's Hear It for the

••
:
•
•
•
•

-N ei sha Burns, SOPH :

••
•
•
•
•
•
"My senior year has been a
•
• great experience. It was the
•
•
• most difficult year ever on drill
•
• team . It was a great camp this
•
: year and it really helped the
• team and me out a lot. "
••
•
-Carra Underwood, SR
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••

WAR DANCERS
1st row: Ashley Sarris 2nd row: Rachael Swindell , Nicole Evans ,
Sabrina Harley 3rd Row Stacy Lamberson , Carra Underwood, Laura
Reaves, Amy Stephens.Skye Lanier, Katie Uselton, Jennifer Phillips,
Stephanie Betts 4th row: Kathryne Crutcher, Hailey Smith , Britt
Whipple, Brandi Taylor, Jennifer Steward , Sheena Murr, Jamye Brown,
Heather Jones, Devin Griggs, Danielle Abbott, Tamisha Greathouse ,
Neisha Burns, Mindy Wilson, Amaya Fernandez.

/
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.. LILLY GABEL who is a
Democrat like ..
...BLAKE COMPTON whose
ride is a Ford Ranger like ..

RIGHT: DURING THE FORNEY
football game , Jennifer Phillips ,
Neisha Burns , and Kathryne
Crutcher dance to "Get Ready "
HTE Dance Camp was held at the
Hilton Hotel in Dallas, where they
won a spirit stick and the food was
a favorite memory. HTE Officer
Camp was at San Antonio

.. .MATT MASSEY who likes
spaghetti like ...

...PATRICK HAGAR who has had
a magical Disney vacation like .. .

Dancers
LEFT: DURING THE PLAY-OFF
Pep Rally, the girls stike the
ending pose for " Start the Commotion ."

"This was my first year on drill
team and I absolutely loved it.
I am definitely going to try it
again next year."
- Katherine Crutcher, FR

"We worked very hard this
year and it all paid off when we
got on the field and during the
pep rallies . Thanks Ashley for
a great year."
-Britt Whipple , FR

ABOVE : CARRA UNDERWOOD
performs the senior routine at the
last regular pep rally. Carra and
Captain Ashley Sarris were the
only two seniors.
LEFT: FOR THEIR FINAL FIELD
performance, at the play-offs in
Richardson , the War Dancers
perform to "Get Ready." They also
performed to "Hooray for Hollywood " on the field this season .
.MICHELE SVATOS who is
Spanish Club like ...

... AMANDA SWINDELL who
is not related to anyone at
BHS like ...

...TIMOTHY YORK who
plays b-ball like ...

"I had another great year as
drill team sponsor. The girls
worked hard and it really paid
off in the end . Thanks girls for
your hard work and commitment."
-Mrs.Deanne Clark,
SPONSOR

...RENEE FISHER who is in
Web Mastering like ...

War Dancers
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BELOW: 2001-2002 TWIRLERS
are Freshman , Cassie Taylor ;
sophomore, Amanda Hagerty; juniors , Marla Goodwin (Head) ,
Caroline Todd , and Jessica Clifton .
Sponsor and summer clinician was
Serena Shannon .

RIGHT: DURING
THE FIRST
part of "Lady Marmalade" Amanda
Hagerty dances before picking up
her baton . The girls made up their
pep rally routines each week and
also used ribbons , hoops , and hats.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
"The funniest thing this
•
•
year
was
when
Jessica
•
•
Clifton went out to do
•
•
•
•
"Wipeout" at a pep rally and
••
•
she had forgotten her rib•
•
bon ."
•
••
•
-Caroline Todd, JR •
•
•
•
•
•
•
• "What I will always re•
• member about this season
•
•
•
• would be at the Homecom•
• ing Pep Rally when the
•
• band
•
played
the "Fight
•
•
• Song" too fast and I twisted
•
• my ankle and I had to get it
•
• wrapped
•
for the football
•
•
• game."
•
•
•
• -Amanda Hagerty,
•
••
SOPH
•
•
•
•
•
•
"My favorite game this year •
•
•
was the Sanger game, the •
•
•
week
of
September
11th,
be•
cause everyone really pulled
•
•
together and worked hard
••
through all the tragedy,"
•
-M arla Goodwin,
•
JR
•
•
•
•
• • • • • • • •/ •.. .•JEREMY
• • • •FOX
• •who
• • wants
• • •to• go• •to • • • • • • •
Performance Austin
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College like ...

ABOVE : CAROLINE TODD PERforms to "WipeOut." Ribbons were
also used during the routine while
Marla Goodwin twirled her knives .
Caroline , Marla, and Amanda
Hagerty received Division II on
their UIL solos .

.. .BOBBY HOLLAND whose favorite
drink is Mountain Dew like ...

ABOVE: AT THE PLAY-OFF PEP
rally Jessica Clifton twirls her hoop
baton to"Your Mama Don't Dance
Jessica, Amanda Hagerty, and
Caroline Todd formed a trio and
made a Division I at twirling contest.

.. .TRACY BAYHAM who is in
Theatre with ...
... JON VELASCO who has been to
Las Vegas like ...

LEFT: AT THE PLAY- OFF PEP
rally the flaggers and twirlers unite
to do a routine together. Flags
and twirlers got new field and pep
rally uniforms. Twirling Mom.Mrs.
Julia Todd , made many of these .

"The funniest thing this year
was when the band started
playing the school song before
we went out on the field, so we
had to run out there fast. It was
hilarious

-Chris St. Clair, JR

"I will always remember the
playoff game the first kickoff
a football flew toward the
flagger and twirler huddle
and almost hit me

-Leslie Doyle, SOPH

ABOVE : PERFORMING TO "A
Girl's Best Friend. Chris St. Clair
uses a ribbon. Nicole Taylor cliniced
the flags during the summer and
helped with field routines .

LEFT : 2001-2002 FLAG
Corps is: Christina St. Clair, Leslie
Doyle, and Katie Hitt.

"Being captain was fun . It took
a lot more dedication than
most people think. When we
had a captain change everyone was shook up. I had a lot
of people depending on me
and it gave me something to
work for Hopefully it will be a
lot more fun ."

-Katie Hitt, JR
LATASHA BRIGGS who dreams
... DANIELLE AB BOTT who likes to
becomi ng a lawyer like...
dance like ...

... APRIL STEPHENS who participa ted in NTBest like. .. ... STE PH EN CROSS who is in Twirlers
Spanish I like..

& Flags
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BELOW: DRUM MAJOR ANNIE
Harvey leads the band in the final
performance at Wild Cat Stadium
in Richardson . This is Annie's second year as drum major. There were
60 people in band , but only 49
people marched during the season .

RIGHT: THE BAND PLAYS A POP
tune at the Halloween Pep Rally
and show they have school spirit.
They played "The Horse," a traditional song that is one of the most
requested pop songs.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
"We were very successful :

•
•
•
•

this year, considering that •
halfofthe band were freshmen."

-Annie Harvey, SR
Drum Major

"The most memorable
thing in band for me was
• the dead raccoon on the
practice field. Dillion
Caylor kicked it all the way
down the field."

•

-Chris Casperite, FR
"We had to scrub the practice room wall when we finally got caught throwing stuff
at it. It all started with a rotten •
banana we found, then it escalated to various types of
food such as peaches ,
beans, and apples. We
wanted it to look like a
Gallagher comedy skit. "

•

-Zack Baker, JR

ABOVE : THE BAND ANXIOUSLY
wait to begin their contest drill. The
band used many unique ways of
fund raising , from selling Christmas
items ,car washes, a chili supper
and giving away a turkey and ham.

RIGHT : ANDREW JONES AND
Brodie Morton relax after a mile
long march at the Gilmer Yamboree
Parade. The band received
a
disappointing Division Ill rating there
and also at UIL.

•••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••
Performance
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... MONNIE AKERS who
plays golf like ...

...MATTHEW RADER who will eat
any lunch , school or sack like ...

... SHANDA RUSHING
who is a cheerleader like ...

. .. JERRIE CLINE who
headbangs to Limp Bizkit like

and Cadence
RIGHT: PERCUSSIONISTS
Chris Casperite, Chris Dickson and
Sumner Meehan , play songs for
theCheerleaders and War Dancers
at a pep rally

BELOW: THE BAND MARCHES
to their contest drill which included
'The Desert Patrol Oriental March ,
"Olympia Hippodrome March", and
"E Plurbus Unum March ."

"The one thing I will
never forget about this
school year are the bus
rides to and from games"
-Shannon Skinner,
SOPH

'The best thing about
being a Freshmen in
band was that we outnumbered all the other
classes ."

-Isaac Barnett,
FR

Front Row: Annie Harvey Second Row: Jessica Clifton .Jaime Kennedy, Leighanna Morton, Tashia Peek,Chnsti
Eddington , Shannon Skinner, Brandi Taylor, Jessica Appleton , Marla Goodwin Third Row: Leslie Doyle, Jamye
Brown, Jennifer Steward , Amy Thacker, Lonna Redus, Leia Jones, Jennifer Haney, Ashley Barnes, Katie Hitt
Fourth Row: Cassie Taylor, Ashley Caplinger, Mallory Davidson, Tara Fitzwater, Isaac Barnett, Jeremy
Jennings, Lindsay Keene, Heidi St. Clair, Amanda Hagerty Fifth Row: Caroline Todd , Edward Ray, Eugene
Cleaver, Eric Bridges , Shannon Stevens, Kevin Cross, Scott Hayes , Adam Davis , Christina St. Clair Sixth Row:
Andrew Jones, Jarred Brown , Rachel Barnes, Michael Talley, Cody Bonham , Jesse Moore, Dakota Gordy, Lee
Jones, Rashel Freelen Seventh Row: Sam Talley.Blake Bethel, Zack Baker, Megan Long , Jordan Bridges Back
Row: Chris Dickson , Sumner Meehan, James Igo, Chris Casperite
· ANDREW GORMAN who wants
to become a nurse like ...

... LAURA REEVES who
supports the GOP like ...

... CHRIS ASHLOCK who
plays football like ...

"I want people to know,
that band is not easy.
We work just as hard as
football , War Dancers,
and the basketball team ."

-Sam Talley.JR
... TRISTAN REEVES who is
in Public Speaking like ...

eand
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"When I joined the play, I
figured that I would move a
couple props and pull the
curtain. Little did I know how
wrong I was! Before I knew it
I was running around half
naked in a Jester suit. Although it was enbarrassing ,
it was a good experience."
-Michael Althof, FR
Kimberly Starnes , Rashel Freelen , Leighanna Morton , Michael Talley, A
Fawcett, Cheryl Youree MIDDLE ROW: Ellen Parten , Mollie Smith , Carolin
Brown BOTTOM ROW: Heather Lester, Matt Lumpkins, Michael Althof

"The best thing about being the
Scarecrow was the fact I was
·made of straw'. I could fool
around onstage without getting
1n trouble. I also didn't really
have to act much due to the 'no
brains' thing .
-Adam Deas , FR

"The thing I will remember
most about the play is my
costume . It started out as a
dress, which was fine . Then it
got changed to a hippie costume and I felt really stupid. "
-Rashel Freelen , SR

"

Performance
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ABOVE : DOUBLING AS BOTH
Frank Baum and The Wizard of
Oz, sophomore Michael Talley
speaks on his falsities as a wizard .
ABOVE : SENIOR HOLLY LOWE

played the role ofDorothy in the fall
play The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.

... KATIE USELTON who is
considering Southeastern like ... ... LAURON SHEPHERD who has
taken gymnastics lessons like ...

ABOVE : JUNIOR LEIGHAN N

Morton glides across the stage a·
Glinda ,
The Good Witch of T
South .
... JESSICA VERMILLION
who loves Jagged Edge
... SHENAE STEWART whos
like .. .
favorite food is pizza like ..

LEFT: THE SCARECROW, PLA YEO BY ADAM DEAS ,
and The Tin Woodman , played by Tip McMahon , take time
to talk with Toto on their journey to Oz. Toto was played by
fourth grader, Tasha Brown .

•• ••••• ••••• •••••••••• ••• • •• • ••
••
•
:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"I was very pleased with the
cast's acting and ensemble
work . Everyone involved
pulled together and overcame many obstacles to
make the show a success."
-Cheryl Youree ,
DIRECTOR

•
•
•
•

•
•• "My

:
•
•
:
•
•
•

•
"Playing Dorothy was fun. I
enjoy the movie The Wizard
of Oz, so actually getting a
part in the play was awesome.
However, I decided to put a
little attitude into it because
she was way to nice."
-Holly Lowe, SR

technical job in The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz
was basically that I just
pulled the curtains . It was
pretty easy, except I had a
tough time remembering all
of the cues."
-Matt Lumpkins, FR

:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••

BOVE: DRESSED FROM HEAD TO TOE IN RED ,
racy Bayham, Cassie Sigrist, and Bailey McPherson ,
layed the parts of the Wicked Witch ofThe West's evil
1dekicks, The Winkies.

ABOVE : DRESSED IN BLUE OUTFITS AND
gold shoes, Ellen Parten, Mollie Smith, and Caroline
Todd, played the part of The Munchkins.

CODY BONHAM who is on the
Wim team like .. .

...WHITNEY LANDERS
whose cousin is ...

... BRANDI TAYLOR who
babysits like...

ABOVE : SOPHOMORE LEIA
Jones portrayed the infamous
Wicked Witch of The West in the
fall play this year. Her favorite accessorywas her candy cane striped
socks .

... STEPHANIE BETTS who 1s a
War Dancer like...

Wizard of Oz
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CONNECT

WITH THE BALL 1

Sports pr~ers to bring her lunch from ... DAVID LEMKE

60

home like...

who
grooves to Pat Green like...

... LANDON SHINPAUGH
who has been to Canada ... CODY PRESCOTT who doe
like ...
spreadsheets in BCIS like ...

••••••••••••••••

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
[ VOLLEYBALL P.66]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[ FOOTBALL P.62]

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
[ BASKETBALL P.76]

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

••

[ CROSS COUNTRY P.79 ]e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•
•
•
[ POWERLIFTING P.80]

[ SPORTS
... CHRIS GAMMONS who
has lived in other places
like...

... CHANCE HINES who drives
a Ford like .. .

... TIFFANY TRAINA who is
on the volleyball team like ...

...JAMI HILL who is a
member of FCA like...

Sports
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Varsity Football
I

"I'm really proud of our team this
year and the way we progressed
from the last. It was a great honor
to go to the play-offs , since
Bonham hasn't been in 5 years .I
play the nose guard on defense
and it is a wonderful feeling to
tackle the quarterback! "
- Josh Patton, JR

RIGHT: THE WARRIORS ' DEFENSIVE
line holds Royse City. The Warriors beat
Royse City 25-6 , placing the Warriors in
the play- offs .

BELOW :
SENIORS
Shinpaugh , Chris Sanderson , Josh
Mahon , and Scott Anderson line up for
the school song after defeating the
Sanger Indians.

"My favorite game this season was
against Forney. Even though we
lost really bad ,we all came out
fired up and ready to play. If I had it
to do all over again I would and I
wouldn't change a thing .I know the
people on the field gave everything
they had. "
- Scott Anderson , SR

• It was a lot of pressure being the
quarterback PLUS the ND's son.
But I know my dad would not have
put me in a position that he thought
I couldn 't handle. I look forwad to
going to the Play-offs again next
year."
- Jeff Hill, JR

Sports
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ABOVE : DURING THE
game against our biggest
rival , junior Robert Perry
flashes by another Commerce Tiger.

...CfjRIS GAMMONS who has
lived in other places than
Bonham like ...

RIGHT :
SENIOR
Patrick Harris scores the
first
touchdown of the
Forney game. The Warriors scored more points
against Forney than any .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
team in the first 5 games.

... CHANCE HINES who drives
a Ford like ...

... TIFFANY TRAINA who is on
the volleyball team like ...

... JAMI HILL who is a member
of FCA like ...

TAKES THREE
Clarksville Tigers to take Robert Perry to the ground .
BELOW: THE WARRIORS GET
fired up before the play-off game
by throwing quarterback Jeff Hill
into the air.

Team:

Us

Them

Paul Pewitt
Clarksville
Cooper
Sanger
Emory Rains
Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Quinlan
Royse City
Crandall

39
27
25
20
26
33
16
13
20
25
0

16
14
21
14
19
6

35
56
14
6
22

" The kids worked awfully hard to
make it to the play-offs. When the
kids poured ice cold Gatorade on
my head after the Royse City
game , it was liked I was being
shocked!II still have some purple
Gatorade in my ear !"

-Ronnie Hille, Head
Coach , AID

--

FIGHTING WA RR I ORS---

Managers : Chris Healy, Kenny Littleton , Josh Mackey, Heather Lester 1st
row : Terel King , Robert Perry, Patrick Hams, Aaron Hudson. Clint Gann,
Scott Anderson , Josh Mahon, Jeff Hill, Brian Crutcher, Donald Kimbrough ,
2nd row : Rusty Austin , Brent Biggers, Wesley Howard , Randall Bragg
Josh Patton, Micah Rich , Levi Stroud, Jason Kirby, Jesse Mccarley, 3rd
row: Micheal Landeros Philip Curry, Mike Ardis , Bud Hagerty, lance
Clayton, Clay Pnce. Landon Shinpaugh . Billy Nelms. 4th row: Dustin Ford.
Bruce Caylor. Chris Sanderson . Shane Patton, Chance Hines, Will Moss .
5th row: Coaches Randall Dills. Chris Clark , Toney Perry, ND Ronnie Hill,
Micheal Ridge, Greg lane. lsh Kaniatobe

LEFT : THE WARRIORS ENTER
in
Stadium
Wildcat-Ram
Richardson as they prepare to
face the Crandall Pirates. The
Warriors could not overcome the
strong game Crandall put up .

... CHRIS WILLIAMS who
loves a steak dinner like.

ABOVE : RANDALL BRAGG
blocks for Terel King as he runs
past another Commerce Tiger.
Terel King runs the ball most of the
time for the Warriors.

... DEREK BARNETT who has
... ADAM CAYLOR who wants dated someone for over a year

to go to Grayson like...

like ...

..LAURA HUMPHREYwho IS
employed by Braum's like...

Varsity Football
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JV/Freshman football
I

BELOW: JV FOOTBALL PLAYERS HURRY TO THE SIDELIN ES TO HUDDLE AROUD COAC
Clark during a time-out against the Emory Rains Wildcats. The JV Football players didn't have a normal seas
this year because not all schools in our district had JV teams and some games had to be forfeited .

"The game agianst Royse City
was the best because I got to
play with the JV. We were behind early in the game, but j ust
when we started catching up and
were only behind by 2 points, it
started raing and we never got to
finish the game"

-Eric Hicks, FR

"This year was fun , but a lot of
people quit and got kicked out.
Next year should be better
because I think that we'll all
come together more as a
team "

-James Williams,
SOPH

RUNNINGBACK
Gerry Ross carries the ball up the
right side to help bring the Freshman Warriors yards closer to another touchdown against the Cooper Bulldogs.

"We had fun this year in football but due to Coach Ridge 's
intelligence we didn 't interpret
the plays very well ."

-Robe rt Williams.FR

RIGHT :
FRESHMAN
T.J
Washington runs out of bounds to RIGHT:
avoid a hard tackle by a Caddo takes a brief water break before
Mills defensive lineman .
going back onto the field for another crucial play against the
Clarksville Tigers.

MICfoH RICH whose favorite thing

Sports about BHS is football like ...
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... KENDRA STEVENS who is a
... BRUCE CLAY who doesn't singer like ...
... KATHARINE GRIFFIS who
have a car (yet) like ...
gobbles up chicken spaghetti like

Scores

LEFT: GOING FOR THE KICKoff is Jacob Nester with ass1slance from Cole Watson .
BELOW: JULIUS " BUBBA"
Scott dives for a ball that was
carefully kno cked out of a
Bulldog's hands and recovered
1n the endzone for yet another
Warrior touchdown against Cooper. Julius put a lot of points on
the board this season , which
gave him opportunity to dress
out with the Varsity players at the
play-off game .

Freshmen:

Us

Them

Paul Pewitt
Clarksville
Cooper
Sanger
Emory Rains
Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Quinlan
Royse City

0
0
50
14
16
0
26
0
0

0
0
0
48
0
0
28
33
22

--

lost

JV:

Us

Them

0
0
Paul Pewitt
28
7
Clarksville
20
64
Cooper
38
21
Sanger
6
Emory Rains 47
no game
Princeton
0
0
Commerce
38
0
Forney
0
0
Quinlan
lost
Royse City

R!IIII.

FIGHTING WARRIORS

JUNIOR VARSIRTY FOOTBALL
Bottom row: Brandon Winship, James Williams, Chris Ashlock,
Andrew Gorman , David Speed , James Irwin , Cole Lovelace .
Middle row: Cole Watson , D.J. Essary, Adam Caylor, Jacob
Nester, Dillon Caylor, Patrick Hagar, Robert McCormack. Top
row: Owen Sanderson , Jeremy Talley, Michael Parchem , John
Manning , Kyle Ogden

··- -·
FIGHTING WA RR IORS

LEFT: COACH CLARK
gives Axle Brown and Cole
Watson some pointers as
they go over key plays
before they run back out
on the field to try to make a
against
comeback

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
Row 1 :Gerry Ross.Colby Jones, Skylar Hunnicutt. Alex Todd ,
T J. Washington , Derek Goowin , Wade Hammock, Braxton Hines,
Lafayette Dunlap, Adam Whaley Row2: Julius Scott. Lloyd Long ,
De'Ontre Mason , Joe David Lawson .Jordan Eaton .James
Simpson , Jameson Patterson, DuPree Love, Kiel Stidham Row3:
Chris Frazier ,Aaron Ashmore, Jared Brown , Hunter Walker,
Jimmy Grace, Cody Newman , Tristan Reeves, Carl Bridenthal,
Doug Cross Row4: Derek Oyler.Colby Patton . Dillion Thacker,
Mason Adams, Eric Wlodarczak, Brodie Morton , Nathan Gibbs.
Chris Casperite Row 5: Carlos Birdow.Cody Clemons, Michael
Gantt, Adam Ritchey, Enc H1cks.Dam1en Stewart

... EDWARD BROWN who has
.. SHATERRA ELLIOT who has
... BRITTNEY BROWNE who
lived in Dallas like ...
...JENNIFER PHILLIPS who
een Shamu like ...
takes Art like.. .
wants to be a Longhorn like ...

Fr/JV Football
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~Vars ity Volleypa/1...
RIGHT : AS THE BONHAM
Lady Warriors play Roxton ,
Lauren Bethel spikes the ball
past the Lions as Kara Stroud
and Jami Hill cover her.

"The Commerce game was the
best, because they beat us last
year in our chance for the playoffs and this year we beat them
bad!"

BELOW: JAMI HILL SENDS
the ball right over the Trojans
and scores another point for the
team.The team ended the season undefeated.

-Tiffany Traina , SOPH

"I never thought that we couldn 't
be District Champs, but I knew
that there would be a lot of
work in doing that and we did
it!"

-As hli Wa its , SR

"Forney was supposed to be
the hardest team to beat this
year, but once we got on the
court we showed them who was
the boss! "

-Am ie Arfman , JR

Sports
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RIGHT: COVERING JAMI HILL
while she attempts to score are
Ashli Waits and Kara Stroud .The
team ended the season as District
Champs .

... JAMES BINION who wants to
become a teacher like ...

... KIRSTY WARBURTON
who gets her lunch from
the snack machine like .. .

... JODI EICHMAN who has visited
...ANDREW SHELLEY who dn
Germany like ...
a Chevy like ...

Scores

LEFT: KARA STROUD AND
Trlsa Robertson dig a hard serve
by the Lions and send it straight to
the setter The Lady Warriors finsh
the season on top.
LEFT: KEE PING AN EYE ON
the ball , Trisa Robertson backs up
Amie Arfman as she digs a serve

BELOW: LAUREN BETHEL AND
Jami Hill protect Shanice Stewart
as she attempts to score.

Royce City ... 15-10,8-15,15-0
Princeton ... 15-4,15-13
Commerce ... 15-1 ,15-0
Forney ...15-5,15-6
Princeton ... 15-4, 16-14
Royce City .. .15-11 ,15-8
Commerce .. .15-6,15-2
Forney .. .15-8, 15-8

Play-Offs
Area Champs
W hitesboro ... 15-11,4-15, 159

Regional Quarter Finals

"We had a great year and
I am really proud of this
group and I look forward
to next year"

Kaufman ...4-15, 11-15

-Coach Hill

Varsity Volleyball
Front:Ashli Waits, Shanice Stewart Second Row: Emily Gibbs ,
Amie Arfman, Trisa Robertson Back: Coach Lands , Lauren
Bethel , Tiffany Traina , Jami Hill , Kara Stroud , Coach Hill

TIFFANY TRA INA
LEF T:
reaches high, scoring a point, while
Kara Stroud and Ashli Waits watch
the play.This was the first time in
five years for the Lady Warriors to
go to playoffs .

CHARLES SAN JULE who has
... KIEL STIDHAM who is a
ken karate lessons like...
powerlifter like ...

LAUREN BETHEL
ABOVE :
sets Tiffany Traina up for a kill
against the Forney Jackrabbits.
Lauren was the starting setter for
the Varsity Lady Warriors .

... DALE KING who says yo quiero
... KATTI BOWEN who drives a Varsity
Mexican food like ...
Mustang like ...

Volleyball
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RIGH T: LAUR E N KRET L OW
goes
for the kill while Kristen
Wilson , Amanda Posey, and Holly
Higgins watch in amazement.

"My favorite game was the game
we played against Forney. We
all had to come together and
play as a team and ,n the end it
all paid off and we ended up
being District Champs."

BELOW: DURING PRACTICE
Whitney Landers warms up her
setting skills. Whitney was the
main setter for the J.V team this
year.

- Jennifer Jones,
SOP H

"My most memorable moment
was at the Commerce game
when I ripped Jennifer's spandex
(on accident of course). We all
laughed so hard that we were
crying ."
- Megan Brown , SOPH

·-·

..._

"I loved plating volleyball in high
school this last year. It is so
much more fun and competetive
than last year in Jr. high . We all
worked together and had a great
year."

- Laure n Kretl ow, FR

Sports
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RIGHT : ERIKA PARTRIDGE
spikes the ball over the net to
make another point for the
team . The freshman went on
to win district champs this year.
RIGHT: THE J.V. VOLLEYBALL
team gets excited after Whitney
Landers makes a another point for
the team .

w o got ' e,ed" in Hawaii like....
... MICHAEL CALLAHAN who goes
through the lunch line like ....

... CODY COLE who has been
to Prom twice (so far) like... . ... NICOLE EVANS who has a fur
picture on her survey like .. ..

LEFT : SHONDA RUSHING
digs the ball just before it hits the
ground Shonda Rushing was
one of the starting diggers from
the freshman team .

BELOW: ALISA SHAMBURG
slams the ball over the net after
a great set by Whitney Landers.
Alisa is the starting left hitter for
J.V. this year.

Scores
JUNIOR VARSITY
Quinlan ... 15-3, 15-3
Royce City ... 15-4/15-6
Princeton ... 15-12/9-15/
15-8
Commerce ... 15-4/15-6
Forney ... 7-15/15-7/6-15
Quinlan ... 15-3/15-2
Princeton .5-15/15-11 /1512
Royce City15-2/15-9
Commerce.15-7/8-15/15-

10
Forney ... 15-6/15-7

FRESHMEN
Quinlan ... 15-4/15-1
Royce City15-11/12-15/
15-10
Princeton ... 15-7/15-7
Commerce.15-6/11-15/
15-6
Forney ... 15-7/15-8
Quinlan ... 15-3/15-0
Princeton .. .6-15/15-7/1215
Royce City ... 15-10/15-7
Commerce.8-15/15-3/1015
Forney ... 15-5/17-15

Junior Varsity
TOP ROW : Jennifer Jones, Kattie Bowen , Alisa Shamburg ,
Crystal Glaser, Megan Brown , BOTTOM ROW: Krystal Vaughan,
Tristen Robertson , Maegan Blacerby, Casey Warren , and Kate
Renshaw.

Freshmen

ABOVE : TRISTEN ROBERTSON , KRYSTAL VAUGHAN , AND KATE

Top Row: Amberly Woods, Holly Higgins, Kristen Wilson , Devin
Grigg , Lauren Kretlow Bottom Row: Shonda Rushing , Amanda
Posey, Erika Partridge, April Stephens(not pictured Kelsey Penna).

Renshaw get down and ready to dig up a ball coming at them . These
were three of the main diggers this year The J.V team also went on to
win district champs.
ANGELA GUEVARA who
... ALEX TODD who has a
ams to Linkin Park like....
sister at BHS like ....

.. HAILEY SMITH who wants
to go to Florida State like ....

...EBONI ELLIOTT whose political
party 1s Independent like....

Fr/JV Volleyball
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Va,sity Boys Basketball
BELOW: THE BONHAM PURPLE WARRIORS HUDDLE UP BEFORE THEIR LAST HOME GAME OF
the season . Coach Steve Hembree gives the boys a few extra pointers for the game.

" Although this season was not
a successful one , all in all , I think
we played well and had a good
season . With this being my senior year I really took the time to
make it fun and the memories
last. "
- Rusty Austin , SR

"My favorite game of the year
was when one of my tea mates
missed a lay-up and I grabbed
it and hammered it back in.The
croud went crazy which made
me feel really good, and play
a lot harder the next game. "
-Timmy McClure , JR

"This year could have been a
lot better, but what really
matters is that we had fun
and came together as a team
at the end of the season ."
-T Morrison JR

Sports ... JOSH MANNING who is
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a Purple Warrior like ...

an extra 2 points against Princeton
while Dustin Ford makes sure the
shot is good.
RIGHT: TY MORRISON DRIVES
down the court for 2 more points
against Princeton .
... DAVID SPEED whose favorite
soft drink is Sprite like ...

... CODY NELMS who has no
idea what he wants to be like...

... LESLIE CRAWFORD who
loves the Pep Rallies like

Scores
ELOW: TIMMY McCLURE TAKES THE BALL UP FOR TWO
ind slams it in the Whitesboro Bearcats' face Timmy also wowed
ne home stands with his remarkable dunk against Quinlan Ford I

OPPONENT

US THEM

Forney
Quinlan
Royse City
Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Quinlan
Royce City
Princeton
Commerce

53
48
64
48

56

30
30
58

42
43

47

65
57
65

38

42

60

54
35
62

• I am very proud of the team
this year Only one game kept
us from going to the play-offs
which to me is really good. I
think this year the guys came
together more as team and that
is more important to me than
winning ."
-Steve Hembree , HEAD
COACH

Boys Varsity Basketball
Morrison, Scott Anderson, Robert Perry,
Ty
Front Row:
Cody Cole, Rusty Austin. Back Row: Head Coach
Steve Hembree, Dustin Ford, Jeff Hill, Hycint Azubuike,
Brian Atchley, Timmy McClure, Asst. Coaches Chris
Clark and Brian Baccus

LEFT: DUSTIN FORD AND TY
Morrison let their teammates
know that they are open for a
clear shot.

MORGAN RA TT AN who
is 1n Pre-AP English 111
like..

... CHRIS ST. CLAIR who

loves Illegal Aliens like

ABOVE : SCOTT ANDERSON
sets up the Warrior offense for a
much needed basket.

y
... DOUG PARSONS who
helped with NTBest like ...... NATHAN CHARLES whose
hobby is computers like

B

OYS

B

k tball
as e
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JV/Fr Boys Basketball...
RIGHT: PLAYING
AGAINST
Whitesboro, Matt Rater holds
the defenders as Chris Dickson
runs by to receive a pass

"My most memorable moment was when I caught the
ball under the goal and was
about to dunk it when I
slipped and busted it on the
floor."
-Will Moss, SOPH

"My most memorable moment was when I played
against Pottsboro and we
went into double overtime."
-T.J. Washington, FR
ABOVE: BUBBA SCOTT
fights off defenders to get the
rebound for the Warriors.
RIGHT: BEN
COLEMAN
shows his man some moves
before he drives the ba11 to the
goal.

"My most memorable moment was catching the behind-the-back pass from
Chris Dickson, making a
lay-up and being mentioned n the paper."
-Chr;s Gammons JR

Sports
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.. TASIA PEE
:Sand It e ...

RIGHT: AFTER GOING THROUGH
three defe ders Gerry Ross goes
for e lay-up helping his team win
against Whitesboro .

e
• BL.A E BETHEL
stn,rr> a g tar I ,,re ..

o can

CRYSTAL GLASER who put
Co e as er #1 drm hke ...

has B lunch like ...

Scores
LEFT: DURING THE FOURTH
quarter against the Princeton
Williams
Panthers , Robert
jumps up for a shot.
BROWN
searches for someone to pass to
against
during the game
Whitesboro.

FRESHMEN

US THEM

JV

US THEM

Forney
Quinlan
Royse City
Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Quinlan
Princeton
Commere
Royse City

48
57
55
68
69
47
58
61
62

Forney
Quinlan
Royse City
Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Quinlan
Princeton
Commere
Royse City

58
47
76
53
49
31
52
72
48

36
51
34
47
55
25
56
58
42

FORFEIT

64
56
36
46
41
39
33
58
49

FORFEIT

Junior Va rsity
First Row: J.R. Simpson Cody Nelms Andrew Gorman , Aaron
Hudson. Chris Williams, Chris Dickson .Kris Gammons .
Second Row: Ben Coleman Axle Brown Chance Hines, Matt
Rater, Will Moss J.R. Voorheis. Andrew Jones. Owen Sanderson ,
Coach Chris Clark.

boro game Derek Goodwin
goes for a pass

Freshmen
First Row: Colby Jones, Bubba Scott. James Simpson , Kevin
Chretien Robert Williams, De'ontra Mason , Aaron Ashmore .
Second Row : T.J. Washington , Jordan Eaton , Derek Goodwin ,
Chris Frazier, Eric Hicks, Joe David Lawson . Andrew Shelly
Jame1son Patterson , Braxton Hines, Coach Brian Baccus .

.JAMES SPEED who
says he's a Republican
like .. .

.COURTNEY MORGAN
who is on Coushatta staff
like ...

.. JEREMY JAYNES who
likes a nice slice of pizza
like ...

... TANYA MACE who says
she hasn't been anywhere
cool like ..

JV/Fr

Var. :i'ty Girls Basketball
BELOW: TIFFANY TRAINA, KATIE TOWERY, AND KATIE ESKUE PLAY GREAT DEFENSE AND
get the ball back for Bonham. Defensive players must keep their stance low to the ground with arms
spread .

"My favorite game of the season was
when we beat Quinlan Ford in OUR
HOUSE! It felt so good to finally
whoop Quinlan's butt. I set my goal
for this year to have fun and play my
hardest and I think that I achieved it."

- Chan Wilson , SR

" This year we played more as a team
than a bunch of individuals. I think the
reason we beat Quinlan was because
we all played as a team and just had
fun . AND because we have talent and
they don't.We had our goal set in
stone this year and I'm so glad that we
achieved it. Good Luck Shanice ,
Chan , and Andrea ."

- Shay Runnels, SOPH

" My favorite basketball game of the
year had to be our last game. It was
my first play-off game for V basketball and I believe it was one of my
best games. There were many emotions flowing that night and even
though we lost I will always rememberthatgame. I learned many things
that night that I will be able to build
on ."
- Katie Towery, SOPH

Sports
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ABOVE : CASHONDA JONES
takes the jump-shot for two during
the
Quinlan
game.
RIGHT:THE LADY WARRIORS
try really hard to make sure
Kara Stroud's shot goes in .

/ ... HYCINT AZUBUIKE who
dribbles an orange ball like ...

... SONI BARNETT who
enjoys hunting like ...

... KEVIN HARTWELL who
wants to go to college like .. .

... HOLLY HIGGINS who like.
the guys at BHS like ...

BELOW: TIFFANY TRAINA, SHANICE STEWART, AND KATIE
Eskue all go up for the rebound against the Commerce Lady Tigers.
The Lady Warriors beat Commerce 71 -38 and 61 -26

Scores
School

Us

Them

Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Quinlan
Royce City
Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Quinlan
Royce City

51
71
50
46
52
65
61
48
63
54

45
38
43
61
50
45
26
43
40
48

"This year was special because the girls had the best
record since I came here.
They were District Champs
and had a record of 21-9.
Playoffs
49
49
I'm very proud of them all
Wills Point
and the way they keep getTied for first place in ting better every year. "
District with Quinlan. Head Coach-

-Derek Lands, Coach

Girls Varsity Basketball
Front Row: Kara Stroud, Chan Wilson, Ebonie Runnels , Cashonda Jones, Katie Eskue . Back Row:
Shanice Stewart, Tiffany Traina, Mica Tucker, Jami
Hill , Katie Towery, Andrea Reich and Head Coach
Derek Lands.

LEFT: JAMI HILL GOES UP FOR
the shot even though she 1s bornbarded by a pack of Lady Tigers.The
Lady Warriors say their favorite
game of all was not the Play-off
game but the game where they beat
their all time rival QUINLAN .

STERLING SUTHERLAND
...DUSTIN COLLIER who
iho is 1n PE like...
digs N'Sync like...

WILSON
CHAN
ABOVE:
brings the ball down the court for
a two point layup. Shanice
Stewart stays with her girl to
keep her away from Chan .

... LINDSAY SEARS who
doesn't eat lunch like ... ...ASHLEY OWENS who has
cousins at BHS like...

V G" I Ba k tball
S e
Ir S
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Girls Basketball...

J

RIGHT: HEATHER WARREN,
Monnie
Akers .Tiffany
McClure.and Patrizia Zwygart
rest after a tiring first half at the
home game against Royce City.

"I really enjoyed playing with
Patrizia this year. It was fun
teaching and watching her
play a sport that she has
never played before. "
-Heather Morris, JR

"Our team has changed for
the better this past year.
We've learned to work together as a team and that
has made us a lot stronger."
-April Stephens, FR
ABOVE: SHOOTING TWO
against the Leonard Tigerettes
1s Whitney Landers The gilrs
won the game 35-27 .
RIGHT :
KATTI
BOWEN
struggles for a jump ball aginst
the Lady Tigerettes at the
Leonard tournament where they
won first place.

"My most memorable game
was the Forney game because I left my jersey at
home and fouled out in the
3rd quarter. I think it was
because I didn't have my
Lucky# 10 jersey."
-Amie Arfman, JR

Sports ... CHRIS
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HAMRICK who
has the same first name
as ...

the rebound against the Tom Bean
Lady Cats is Lauren Bethel

... CHRIS WILKERSON who has
lived in more than two different
places like ...

... HEATHER MORRIS who h
... MINDY WILSON who is a
Athletics 7th period like ..
member of Student Council like ...

,]

SCORES
LEFT: MYKHAIL JONES SINKS
a three-pointer against the Lady
Wolves .

BELOW: MS. COACH HILL
gives words of encouragment
to freshmen Kristen Wilson ,
Jessica Vermillion , Lauren
Kretlow, Mykhail Jones , and
Erica Partridge.

FRESHMEN

us

THEM

Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Royse City
Princeton
Commerce

29
23
28
22
18
37

16
27
20
13
16
47

JV

us

THEM

Princeton
Forney
Quinlan
Royse City
Princeton
Forney
Quinlan

53
50
45
51
48
41
40

36
46
35
35
30
44
37

• •U
I
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JUNIOR VARSITY
First row: Patrizia Zwygart, Monnie Akers, Heather Warren ,
Tiffany McClure , Whitney Landers.
Second row: Lindsey Sears , Heather Morris , Amy Thacker,
Lauren Bethel, Katti Bowen , Amie Arfman .

LEFT: LAUREN KRETLOW
shoots for two points against
the Commerce Lady Tigers to
help win the game.

FRESHMEN
First Row: Lindsey Holly, Erica Partridge, April Stephens, Jessica
Vermillion, Ashley Means, Kathryn Crutcher.
Second Row: Kelsey Penna , Jessika Compton , Bridget Jones,
Shaterra Elliot, Lauren Kretlow, Kristen Wilson , Mykhail Jones .

... NATHAN GIBBS who
wants to be a millionaire
like ...

... KIM KIRKPATRICK
who is in Cosmetology
like...

... ANTIONETTE
SANCHEZ who is a
quiet person like ...

.. .DOUG CROSS who
thinks Blink 182 is
"awesome" like .. .

JV/Freshmen Girls Basketball
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____.;. --.. . . .ross CountrY
AndSwimmin
RIGHT: CROSS COUNTRY
members gather under the Warrior tent as they pin on their official racing numbers.

"My favorite part was not that
I came in 11th, even though
it probably was for Coach
Baccus, but that I got to go
out and eat afterwards."

BELOW:
KEVIN CROSS
Rounds a corner at Forney. Kevin
placed in district and also in
regionals .

- Devin Grigg, Fr.

"I
really enjoyed cross
country. Even though the
practices nearly killed me , I
always had a good time running . I loved the feeling of
finishing. "

- Caroline Todd, Jr.

"Swim team this year was
very fun. There were not very
many of us, but we had a
great time at all the meets."

meet in Forney the team takes a
break after running . Devin Grigg
and Kevin Cross placed in the
meet.

-Whitney Landers,
Soph .
... MASON ADAMS who

Sports plays video games like. ..
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... JAMES SIMPSON who likes
British rock (Elton John) like ...

...MIKE TALLEY (Beatles)
who loves to "socialize"like ...

...MORIAH SIDEBOTTOM whe
gulps down Root Beer like .. .

LEFT: AUTUM MARSHALL
prepares for her first dive. She
swam the individual medley at
the Regional meet in Austin. The
season started at a mini-invitational October 13, in Paris.
BELOW: WHITNEY LANDERS,
Autum Marshall, and Cody
Bonham pose for a picture after
they swim at the District meet.
They also swam at a Tri-Meet
December 8, with Bonham-ParisNorth Lamar.

Scores
Swimming Results
District Meet
January 25-26 at Texarkana
Autum Marshall 2nd 200m Butterfly
3rd 100 Freestyle
Whitney Landers 1st 100 Breaststroke
2nd 50m Freestyle

Regional Mee!
February 8-9 at Austin
Autum Marshall 8th Individual Medley
Whitney Landers 7th Breaststroke

Cross Country Results
District Meet:
Kevin Cross: 10th
Devin Grigg: 4th

Re_gional Meet:
Kevin Cross: 96th
Devin Grigg: 20th

Cross Country
ABOVE :
Landers, Cody Bonham,
and Autum Marshall get
prepared to travel to Austin
for their Regional meet.
LEFT: WHITNEY LANDers and Cody Bonham
hurry to catch the bus as
they are leaving for Austin .
Before the District meet
they also swam in
McKinney on January 19.
They were coached this
year by Ms. Kathy Towery,
better known to everyone
as Coach KT.
DANIEL HACKER who
ants to be an Aggie like ...

... LACEY MCCAULEY who
has taken lessons on tickling the ivories like ...

Top: Devin Grigg , Andrew Jones.Brian Atchley, Chris Williams, Andrew Shelley, Bottom: Patricia Zwygart, Tracy
Davis, Kyle Sears, Kevin Cross, and Caroline Todd .

Swim Team
Cody Bonham, Autum Marshall , and Whitney Landers.

... RACHEL BARNES who
likes to ride horses like... ... JENNIFER HANEY who
wants to be a vet like...

Swim/Cross Country
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--------..Bo werlifting
BELOW: DILLON CAYLOR PRACTICES HIS DEAD LIFT WITH
135 pounds. This was Dillons second year on the Bonham Powerlifting
Team .
WHILE SENIOR PHILLIP
Curry is working on his lifts and preparing for the next big meet Jon Valasco and
Bruce Caylor watch in amazement of his
stregnth.

"During my senior year on the
powerlifling team I had to lose 6
pounds for each meet. It was
hard work but I pulled it off and
was proud of myself and the
team for all of our hard work
and dedication ."

-BRUCE CAYLOR, SR.

"I really enjoyed my freshman year on powerlifting
even though I competed
against mostly seniors ... but I
hope I can come back twice
as srong . I wanna be like
Randall! "

-MICHAEL GANTT, FR.

"I have improved so much from
last year. I've also learned
what it takes to improve myself
and how to dedicate myself to
something . I was so proud of
how I did at the meets.

-ROBERT MCCORMACK,
SOPH

Sports ... ASt-lLEY
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WLODARCZAK
who has dark hair like ...

Clayton "pumps some iron" during one
of their many after school practices.

RIGHT: BRUCE CAYLOR SPOTS
Robert McCormack on squats. Robert placed 1st at the Long Oak meet
and 3rd at the Sherman meet.

... JESSICA SCHMIDT who
once lived in California like ...

.. .DONALD KIMBROUGH who is
related to more than 3 people at
BHS like ...

... SAVANNAH RITTER who ha;
been to San Antonio like ...

LEFT: SENIOR PATRICK
Harris works out his neck on
the neck machine . Patrick
Harris did not place at the
Lone Oak meet but he did
place 1st at the Sherman
meet.
BELOW: AS A PART OF
Powerlifting the boys work
out every inch of their body.
For his work out Adam Caylor
is using the leg press with 300
pounds.

Powerlifting Meets
Lone Oak
Phillip Curry
Chad Horton
Robert McCormack
Randall Elisher
Jon Velasco
Clay Price
Brandon Burns
Lance Clayton
Patrick Harris
Jason ester
Bruce Caylor
Bud Hagard

10th
1st
2nd
4th

14th
2nd
14th
10th
14th

Sherman
Phillip Curry
Chad Horton
Robert McCormack
Randall Elisher
Jon Velasco
Clay Price
Brandon Burns
Lance Clayton
Patrick Harris
Jason Nester
Bruce Caylor
Bud Hagard

3rd
2nd
3rd
1st
1st
3rd
10th
5th
1st
10th
9th
10th

POWERLIFTING
1ST ROW:Patrick Harris, Chad Horton , James Nichols,
John Velasco, Shane Patton .
2ND ROW: Lance Clayton, Phillip Curry, Bruce Caylor,
Robert McCormack, Adam Caylor, Jimmy Grace
3RD ROW: Brent Biggers, Brandon Burns, Dillion Caylor,
Bud Hagard , Randall Elisher, James Irwin
BACK ROW: Micheal Gantt, Nathan Gibbs, Michael Hilliard,
Andrew Jones,Brodie Morton, Jacob Nester, Jeremy Talley

LEFT: TO GET THOSE "HARD,
STRONG, Manly Abs" Eldridge Bruce
Caylor and Phillip Curry work em' out like
Macho Macho Men with 25 pound weights
on their rock hard sternums.
.. ASHLEY BARNES who
has lived in Oklahoma like ...

.. .AMBER NEAVILLE who
has B lunch like ...

... JASON FRAZIER who wants
to be the few , the proud , the
Marines like ...

emy Talley sweats to the
oldies while toning up his
abs in the BHS weight
room .

... JACOB NESTER who Powerliftinf
8
doesn 't have a car (yet) like .. .

____Special Olympics
RIGHT: SPECIAL OLYMPIC
Tearn members pose with their
medals and trophy on their way
to the bus before coming home
after a long day of competing in
field events .

"I would have to say the best
time we had was when we got
to go out to eat at the Magic
Time Machine. It was one of
the most fun things that we
did this year. "
- Bennie Barber, SR

BELOW: THE TWO BONHAM
Special Olympic teams played
each other at the Bonham gym
because the Greenville team they
were supposed to play called
and cancelled .

"Being able to play basketball
with a bunch of other kids and
just getting to play were my
favorite parts of Special Olympics. "
- Eric Wlodarczac, FR

"Track and baseball were so
much fun. The best moment was
when we hit the homerun in the
State softball tournament. "
- Tyler Brownfield , SR

Sports
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... KRYSTAL VAUGHAN who
is a part of SHOC like ...

ABOVE: THE HIGH
School Team takes a
brief time out from the
game to go over a few
key plays to beat the
Junior Hi h.

RIGHT: GLEN DAL YN
Thomas goes for the
serve at the Regional
Volleyball Tournament.

.. .AUTUM MARSHALL whose
favorite thing about BHS is the
Pep Rallies like ...

-

...HEATHER DELK who
enjoys Italian food like ...

...CHRIS FERNANDEZ whe
has lived in Arlington like

:-L~~'I..'L'l~Lt:!

LEFT: A HIGH SCHOOL
____ ___,basketball team member
passes the ball to another
player for a shot against
the junior high .
TIMOTHY
BELOW:
York represents Bonham
well by winning first place
in a track event.

•••••••• •••••••• •••••••• •••
••••••••
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

"Special Olympics is fun ,
inspirational, and refreshing! Winning or losing isn't
what is the most important
thing about these activities . It teaches the kids that
winning isn't everything . It's
a great lesson to learn, they
should never forget it."
-Ms. Pillion & Ms.
McGehee, Coaches

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Front Row: Windy Alexander, Katherine Edwards ,
Roland Garza , Chris Hamrick Back Row: Sarah
Hyepock, Timothy York, Patrick Spruce , Tyler
Brownfield , Bennie Barber

•
•
•
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LEFT: AFTER A TOUGH
day of volleyball , team members sit down and pose for a
quick picture before their
next game .
.. KATIE HITT who loves to

eat veggie casserole like ...

... LEEANNE BAKER who
hasn't been to Prom (yet)
like ...

ABOVE : AFTER AN ALL
day track meet, the team
members are ready to pack
up and go home with all of
the medals they earned .

... CODY TRACEY who drives
. .. AARON KING who dreams
a 65 Chevy like...
of going to UT like. ..

Special Olympics
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[ ALL THE RIGHT
CONNECTIONS

Individuals
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... CHRIS
SENGXAYLAOR who
likes "fruity" punch like ...

... SHANNON STEVENS who
works at a grocery store like ...

... CARLEY BARNES who
doesn't have a favorite food
like ...

... GARRETT PEARSON w
an Independent like ...

••••••• • • ••••• •

•

•
•
•
•
[ FRESHMAN P. 88]
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
[ SOPHOMORE P. 92]

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
[ FACULTY P. 86]
•
•
•

•
••

[ JUNIORS P. 96

•
•
•
•

J• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • [ SENIORS P.

100]

[ INDIVIDUALS 1
LISHA ROBERTS who is in
n1sh Club like ...

... HEATHER WARREN who
plays basketball like ...

... AMANDA PRATT who wants
to teach like ...

... JEFFREY OWENS who is in
Pre-Cal like ...

Individuals
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Mrs. Caylor, English
Ill teacher, has
taken Disco Lessons and admitted
to buying the Ultimate Manilow CD .

•
•
•
•
Anderson,

Coach
Gov ./Economics
teacher, was once
a Republican. He
also made an unstock
fortunate
choice and is now
known as "Enron
Anderson."

flag corp
Mrs.
member,
Richardson, now
teaches history .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Meador,

LiMrs.
brarian, is the
mother of Algebra
teacher, Mrs. Riley.

•
•
•
•
• Farmerusedto
Mrs.

be a truck driver
before she began
teaching math.

,,
Faculty

Don Ander,'-m
Tonva Andl·r,on
likl' A,hbv
Roger A,hcraft
1a~ha Barbcr

Gmger Box
JoAnn Carr
Donn.1 Caylor

De.inne

brk

Debb,._. Clark

•
•
•
•
Former
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JUST KIDDIN' AROUND
Mrs. Knight kisses Mrs. Sewell 's goat.

Coil, n C0<>nrod
Tim Oa,1._
Rud1te Dodson
Sue Farmer
Brandon Godbt.•v

Trau·, Gc..xxlman
Robvn 1h11
Stan Hunmcutt
Oa, 1d 1':aniatubt..•
RJCk\.· J...'.enned,

Rebecca Knight
Jerry Kountz
De;ek Lands
Kim Matlock
Tom McGehee

Jamee 1c hllen
Ruthann . 1cWhorter
Glenda \1eador
·otan orrb
Donna Pilhod

\'ir~in1a Prv
\Ian Rernolds

Donna Rich
Rebecca Richardson
Stanlt.·v Richard..,<.m

At a pep rally , Coach
Baccus demonstrated the skills he
learned at gymnastics class.

\hch,1el Rid11e
Brvnne Rdc\
Karol Rom;m,
\1arsha Sewell
J.1me, Shockl,•v

•
•
•
•
•

Clarinet ~layer, Sue
Ann Bewley married
Chief Warham Bret
Simpson.

\1arv Simmon-..

Sue- Ann 1mp-.on
Shell) Smartt
dda <;m1th
Jonna Spiller

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carolvn Towen
·
Fran \\'h1te
Chervl Youree

•

••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••

How Well Do You Know Your Teachers?

1. Which teacher once kissed a goat?
• A. Mrs. Youree
C. Mr. Ashcraft
• B. Coach Anderson D. Mrs. Knight

•
••
•
••
••

2. Which teacher pair is related?
A. Mrs. Richardson and Mr. Richardson

• B. Mrs. Spiller and Mr. Godbey

••
•
••
•

C.

Mrs. Caylor and Mrs. Simmons

•
•
•
•

••
•,

•
•
•
•

3. Whose Prom picture is this?
C. Mrs. Vaught
A. Mrs. Clark
D. Mrs. Knight
Baccus
Coach
• B.

•
•
••
•
•
••

4. Who used to be an English teacher?'
C. Mrs. Coonrod
: A. Mrs. You ree
D. Mr. Vaught
• B. Mrs. Pry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•

Answers
4 . A. Mrs . Youree taught English
before she began teaching Public
Speaking .
3. C. Mrs. Vaught's prom memories
are captured here.
2. A. Mrs. Richardson is Mr.
Richardson 's daughter-in-law.
1. D. Mrs . Kn ight kissed a goat as
part of a fundra iser .

••
:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••

High school buddies
were Mrs. Deanne
Clark, a twirler, and
Mrs. Shelly Smartt,
a cheerleader .

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Ashby's turtle
has been at BHS as
long as he has .

••

•
•
•
•
Spiller's favor-

Mrs.
ite band is still
Depeche Mode .

•
•
••

••
•
Shockley •was

Mr.
empreviously
ployed by KFYNKFYZ .
Faculty
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'The spirit of our
class is very high.
Our class is very
close to each other.
We might not all be
close friends, but we
get along. We just

THINKING ABOUT THEIR HIGH SCHOOL FUTURE ...
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS:

like to have fun."
President: MykhailJones

-Mykhail Jones,
Freshman Class

Danielle Abbott
Mason Adams
Katie Alexander
Michael Althof

President
Da,·id Baile,·
Leann Baker
i\shley Barnes
lsaaC Banwtt
Serena Barnc-tt

Som Barnett
Tracy Bayham
Carlos Birdow
Carl Bridenthal
Eric Bridges

Terry Bridges
Jamye Brown
)err~ Brown
Lori Brown

Candice Burke

Christopher
Casperite
Donnie Cate-,
Kevin Chretien
Eugene Cleaver
Cody Clemons

Freshmen

Secretary : Danielle Abbott

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Aaron Ashmore
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Vice President: Jimmy Grace

JemeCline
J._...s,ka Compton
Douglas Cro-s
l(athrvn Crutcher
Jo,hu~ Cunningham

FRESHMAN ISMS
Adam Deas
Thomas Donnan
La layette Dunlap

DcmckDver
Jordan Eaion

Shaterra Elliott
Jonathan Fawcett
Amava Fernande,

10. Your mommy packs
your lunch with a note
saying , "Have a great
day!"
9. You try not to look
terrified as you walk
down the hall , but it is
hopeless.

Tara -Fit1wat~r

Jo,eph Flanery

. The trashcan is your
home away from home.
Amber Fogle
Christopher Frazier

Crystal Gannon
Ja~es Gantt
shley Garhngton

Billy Garlington
·athan Gibb,
Edgar Gonzales
John Gonzales
Derek Goodwin

J1mmvGrace
Tami~ha Greathouse
Christina Gn"(>n
Cora Green

katharine Griffo,

Devin Grigg
Keira Grijalva

Angela Gue, ara

7. All the different stairs
confuse you , even
hough they all lead to
he second floor.
6. You slam the car door
quickly so that no one
hears your mommy singing along with the golden
oldies station .

5. You are totally mixed
up by all the Vaughts and
Clarks and end up in the
principal's office instead
of PE.

4. You model your hair
like Blink 182.

Daniel !lacker
lagan Hall

3. Your goal is to reach
5'0" by the time you
graduate.
Wade Hammock
Jennifer Hanev

Tasha Heflm ·
\'1ctor Hernande,
Enc Hicks

Holly H1ggm.,
Braxton Hme-...

Anthonv Hudson
SI-..\ Jar Hunnicutt
'iarah Hutchings

2. You become a Kansas City Chiefs fan to
pass English.

1. Guys with necks as
big as your head bounce
you around like a pinball
if you cross their path.
Freshmen
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Sara Hwpock
Cassandra Idell
I\Jathan Idell
James Igo
Jeremy Jennings

Kellie Johnson
Colb\· Jones
Mvkhail Jones
Lmd~ev Keene

Keli Kirkpatrick

"They all talk at
once. There's

Mark Kirkpatrick
Zachary Kolhoff
Lauren Kretlow

unity for you."

Brooke Kyle
Joe 0. L:iwson

-Mr. Jerry
Kountz,

Joshua Leftwich
Jason Lively
Lloyd Long
.'.-1egan Long
Berenice Longoria

English
teacher, on the
unity of the

Dupree Love
Matthew Lumpkins
Jacob Lynch
Tiffany Manseau
De'Ontra Mason

freshman class.
Joshua McBrayer
Baile\· ~1cPher;on
·cody McRae
Ashley Means
Jesse Moore

Raymond Morton
Cody t\ewman

Tonya· Nicholson
)~mes ickels
Erika Partridge

Apnl Patterson
Jameison Patterson

Colby Patton
Ta.sia Peek
Faith Peeler

Kelsey Penna
Catrina Pierce

Brandon Pinkston
Amanda Posey
Edward Ray

Freshmen
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Lonna Rl-du
Tn tan RecH'S
R,ck,•v Riley
,\d,1m Rikht.·v
Gcrn R,

Jamie Rudd
Du tin Ru hin~
<;honda Ru h,ng

CLASS
FACTS
COLOR

\ eromca '-;:Jnche ✓

Am,

S..i,;

Yellow

ott
Juhu
Andrl'W Shelle\
\1llf1Jh ',1Jt..•bottom
James C. "'•mp,on

# 0 F

MEMBE RS

Jaml'S P "imp.,.on

157

SPONS ORS
Haile, Smith
\\1ll"'m1th
He1d1St. lair
Apnl Stephens
Jennifer Steward

D~1m1en Sh..'wart
Jame- Stidham
Fli ✓ a Tate
Brand, Tavlor
Cao;;..;.e\· Ta.vlor

o, Ian Thacker
Ai,,,ander Todd
J1: .,.,C'a \ ermillion
Timoth, \\alker
\\httne, \\al er

1'ir t) \\arburton
Rob<•rt \\ ashmgton
\\'illiam \\'hale)
Bntt \\ hippie
Robert\\ 1lliam,

Ms. Clark Co-Chair
Ms. Smartt Co-Chair
Ms. Rich
Ms. Sewell
Ms. Riley
Mr. Norris
Ms. Meador
Coach Clark
Mr. Baccus
Mr. Godbey
Coach Kaniatobe

GRADU ATION
REQUIR EMENTS
24 Credits
No Photos
Available

Andre\, \\1l~m
Kri-,tl'n \i\ 11.,.on
Enc\\ lodarc,ak
Ambert,\\ oods
K.:a.,1 \.\!orle\.

J1mm, Brock
CJ.,,ev D,1lh
Christi,• Dutschk,•
:\gu tin ~arza
Colt>, Jon<',
Shanda \lcBride

Jo.: \loon.•
Chn, S.-ng a, loor
1ikah T1hworth
Cora \\,hl. .
Dustin Yea~t..•r
Timoth1 ) ork
Heman hu l'atel
Amanda Bt.•nnett
)Jmt..•.,. In, in
(ha, ...,I ~ar

Freshmen
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Sophomores
"A variety of
personalities
that are mixed
together make
our grade a
family that is
always there

/,

PREPARING FOR THEIR ENDLESS RESEARCH PAPERS ...

for each other."

-Katie Eskue,
Sophomore

SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS:
President:Katie Eskue
Secretary : Micah Hilliard

•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •••
Codv Adair

Class President

~tonnie "1-..ers
Kristin Alexander

\,\ indy Alexander
Joshua A \"l."C!'>

Jo,hua Baker
Lauren Bethel
Stephanie &,tt
Jame~ Binion

\laegan Blackerby

Cod, Bonham
Lata5ha Brigg:-,
Garv Brook,

A,ieBrown
hnstopher Brown

:\tegan Brown
Charles Bruton
Rvan Bue
~eii:..'ha Bums

Samuel Bur,ell

Ashley Caplinger
Adam Cavlor
Dillon Cavlor
Dustin Col her
Tra,;s Coonrod

Sophomores
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Vice President : Cody Bonham & Michael Talley
Treasurer: Ryan Hasting

De ireeCurt

\lallon Davidson
Charle~ Davis

Wendell Di,mond
Le,he Dovie

SOPHOMORE
SPIRIT
Eboni Elliott
Katie Eskue

D.) E,-arv
Cn ... tal

cla . . l'r

ojkota Gord,

10. You can join in yelling "Fish go home!"

Andrew Gorman

Ra,·mond Grifli,
rairick Hagar
Amanda Hagerty
Jessica Hall

R"·an Hasten
A.ngela Healy
Elnn Heath
Chris Hill
Jami Hill

9. You can't wait to drive
to school, potholes and
all.
8. You suddenly realize
how conspicuous freshmen really are .

7. You know all the words
to the Alma Mater.
\1,cah Hilliard
Chad Horton
Jame~ Irwin
Jeremy Javnes
Andnt\v Jone...

Heather Jones
Jennifer Jone...

Leia Jon~

6. T AAS is the worst
four-letter word you
know.

5. You find out that To
Kill a Mockingbird really
doesn't have much to do
with birds.

Christopher Kemp
Aaron King

John Kinkade
Jo ... hua ...:reider
Kara K.ueckelhan-Hdner
Jacob Lacke,
Staq. Lam~r-.on

Whitnev Landers
Christopher Lane

4. This is the last year
you can "stay home sick"
without losing exemptions .

3. You save money because the class colors
changed and you can
wear what you wore last
year.

si...ve Lanier

Ke'nneth Littleton
John \ 1anninis

Ttm \ lcBnde
Tiffanv \l cClure
Roberi \lcCormack
Jo,hua \ 1cDonald

2. Even if no one else
does, you already consider yourself an upperclassman.
1. You are no longer a
fish .. .'nuff said.

Terra Miller

Sophomores
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Courtney l\torgan
W,11 l\toss
Shl"en.l Murr

"The creativity of the
sophomore class
was
expressed
through projects
which included novel
character presentations, 3D neighborhood maps, and "I
Celebrate Myself"
poems, and Christmas stockings. Robert McCormack's
style for poetry
analysis was just
another example of
how
interesting
group discussions
could be. The determination my students brought to
class was always an
encouragement to
me."

Ambl·r ·ea,·ille
Codi elms

Jacob \.'e~ter
Kyle Ogden
\11chal'l Parch~m
Douglas P.ir,..ons

Ellen Parten

Garn•tt Pear--on

~ha" na Pear-on
Jennifer Phillips
'-ta tthew Rater
Laura Rean?S

Kate Rensha,,
Sa,·annah Ritter

Elisha Roberb
Tnsten Robertson
Bm1amin Rude

-Mrs. Clark
Ebonie Runnels

Tarra Rus~ell

Owen SJnderson
James Sandlin
Kyle Sears

Lindsay Sears

Chnstv Shaffer
Alisa Shamburg
Lorenzo Sha\\

Ca~~andra Sigrist

John R Simpson
Shannon <;kinner

',,!ollie Smith
Jose Sohs
Oa\'ld. peed

Kendra Ste\'ens
Ja!,On teward

Kara Stroud
Sterlmg utherland
\1ichele S\'atos

Jonathan Swindell
Amanda S\,·indle
Jeremy· Talley
\1IChael Talley
Amy Thack.:r

Sophomores
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Joe Thom.1

Kalle Towery
Cod) Trac)
Titfon\ Traina
lair
\l1chael Tr

CLASS
FACTS

M1c~1 Tuckt.•r
Ch.ult.•-, Turner

t,;,- 1.11 Vaughan
Laur,1 \ entura

JR Voorheis

COLOR
Green

Llndsa, \\ al er
]ad,• \.;arburton
Ca '\ \\ arren

Col l\at,on
Shanna Welch

Da aa l\'h1k
Jamt.-s \Vilhams
\tu,d, l\1 n
Brandon \\,n,hip
Enn l\1odarczak

# 0F
MEMBERS
135

SPONSORS

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

• ••••••••
•
•
•
•
•

•

Ms. Richardson
Co-Chair
Ms. Spiller
Co-Chair
Coach Anderson
Ms. Matlock
Ms. Hunnicutt
Mr. Shockley
Ms. Goodman
Ms. Carr
Ms. McMillen
Coach Lane
Mr. Kennedy

GRADUATI ON
REQUIREMENTS
24 Credits

•
•
•
•

••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Sophomores
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Jsnfors•••

i

"Our class has
really grown up
a lot. Every
one is in
extracurricular
activities. We
have a lot of
potential and

CRUISING IN THEIR HOT NEW CAR ...

we have

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS:
Pres ident:Jeff Hill

bonded
throughout our
years of high

Jessica Appleton
Amie Arfman

Sarah Ashcraft
Christopher Ashlock
Zach Baker

-Jeff Hill,
Derek Barnell
manda Barron
Laura Bennett

Blake Bethel
Brent Biggers

President
Jennifer Blain
Katti Bowen

Kendra Bovd
Randall Bragg
Bntney Browne

Michael Callahan
·athan Charles
Bruce Clay
Jessica Clifton
Ben Coleman

Blake Compton
Patton Copeland
Leslie Crawford
5tephen Cro-.s
Brian Crutcher

Juniors
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Secretary :Brian Crutcher

Treasurer: Robert Pe

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

school."

Junior Class

Vice President: Morgan Rattan

J<><'V Decuir

I 1,•,llher O •lk
ChrL,topher DIC J.. on
Jon-Fnk Dor l'\
ChrL,tte Edington

JUST

JUNIORS
Jodi I 1chman
hlJ1<• !Hton
Dame! Ertel
Canss.1 r:, .1ns
( hn I ern.1ndt•.t

Du Im ForJ
Fox

}l'rt•m\

J.ison -Frane r

10. The letter"A" makes
you nauseous.

9. Now that you've finished with T AAS you can
finally move on to the
SAT.

Jt.->nnift.->r Fra,ier
lJ!li,mGabl'i

8. You worship whoever
created semester exam
exemptions.
Kn toph('r Gammons

Jmrufer Gantt
Roi nd Gar ✓ a
Emih Gibb,
\!aria Goodwm

Doug Haggard
<;abnna Haril"i
Jaclyn Han,;
jll..! lin Ha"·e.!» ·
Chns Healy

Charla Hendon
Jt'ff 11,11

7. You are finally an
UPPERCLASSMAN!
6. You can see "R" rated
movies without your
mommy.
5. YourGPA1ssudden ly
a more important number than the one to your
boyfriend's cell phone.

hann• Hm
Joseph HL<e
Kathi n Hitt

4. You begin envisioning your own Senior Pep
Rally ...
Daruclle Horton
\\ esley H "ard
A ron lludsr,n
Jonathan Hugh,·
Jaimt• Kl•nnt•J\-·

Donald Kimbrough
Dal,• 1-.:lng
Jason 1-.:irb
~h hael I andt•rus
Col Lo, ~lau•

3. You Just got a lovely
fake gold ring with a
lovely fake purple stone
and your football numberengraved on the side.

2. You now get another
ring because your exgirlfriend ·accidentally"
lost your first one
1. You already have
Senioritis.
Junio
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"The junior
class ... what can I
say - a collection of
unique individuals some enjoyable,
some trying to the
patience! As a
whole they are
coming to realize
that their time here
is limited. Prom is
probably their
common denominator that all are
focused on, from
raising money, to
dates, to dates, to
clothes, to transportation. It can
always be a
conversation piece
which connects
them as juniors."

Johnm \kBrayer
Gl."Offrt.>~' McBroom
Je... se McCarlev

Lace1 l\.1cCaulev
Timm1 McClure

Linda 1c 01
Ja~on Mclemore
James (Tip) \lc\lahon
Jo-..huah \1eam,
Heathl'r \1orris

Tv Morrison
Dushn \torrow

Leighanna Morton
Jeffrev Owens
Jessica 1'atterson

Joshua Patton
Shane Patton
Robt,rt Perrv
Jefferv Pinksto~
Amanda Pratt

-Mrs. Caylor
Codi· Prescott
Clav Price
!\1organ ·Rattan
Amanda Reed
Micah Rich

l\;ikki Richardson
Trisa Roberbon

Alan Ross
Antionette Sanchez

Charles San Jule

Gary Sekaly
Am1 Shelbv
Smith
Da,sha Sorrells
Juan Soto

Lee

Patrick Spruce
Chrishna St. Clair
Amy tephens
Sherry Stratton
Sean s·utherland

Rachael Swindell
Samuel Tallev
Rvan Tavlor
Caroline Todd
Katie Uselton

Juniors
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Sarah \ an Hoo-..er
Ht•,lthC'r \\arren
JJde Welch
Darla White
Krv,tal White

CLASS
FACTS

Chn-..topht'r \Vilhams
Jimmy Williams

Bath \vor ·man

COLOR
Red

# OF
MEMBERS
122

SPONSORS

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Ms. Bowen Co-Chair
Ms. Knight Co-Chair
Ms. Caylor
Ms. Coonrod
Mr. Davis
Mr. Richardson
Mr. Ashscraft
Coach Robyn Hill
Coach Ronnie Hill
Ms. Farmer
Ms. Pry
Coach Dills

GRADUATION
REQUIREMENTS
24

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
•••
Juniors
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Seniors 2002!
"Our class has
always been
close . We are
all individuals,
but we support
each other. I
will never forget
when we all
rode in the back
of Lance's truck
for
Homecoming ... we
were definitely
close then! "
- Heather Neal, SR
Class President

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS:
President:Heather Neal

Vice Pres ident: Lance Clayton

Secreta ry :A.J. Watson

Treasu rer: Ashleigh Hamill

••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••

Scott Anderson
V Football; V Basketball; V Baseball; V Golf

"Simmer Down Now."

Michael Ardis
V Football; Powerlifting; Track;
Spanish Club, Offensive Lineman of the Year; Academic Excellence Award

"I rant therefore I am."

Jeremy Ballard
V Football , V Basketball ; V Baseball;
V Track; Spanish Club; D-FY-IT; St.
Co.; PAL; NHS; Soph . Class Favorite ,
Academic Excellence Award

"It don't get that good."

Carley Barnes
Basketball ; War Dancer

Seniors
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Football Manager; FCA Officer;
Spanish Club
"I'm proud to be a Jesus Freak."

Rachel Barnes
Band; Jazz Band ; Spanish Club;
D-FY-IT

Senior 2002
"Chuy Chuy Chocolate"

Football;V Basketball , Powerlifting: C
Country; Spanish Club, Academic Ex .
lence Award

~

"If you were a hotdog and y
were starving to death .. .'

Bennie Barber
Special Olympics Track, Bask
ball , Softball, Volleyball; 0-FY·
Best in Sales
"Did you want one or two cookies

Hannah Barnett
Tennis; Band Representative:SHO
t. Co ., D-FY-IT; NHS. Spanish C!.
NTBest; Academic Excellence A~
UIL

"I am 6 foot 4 inches tall."

SENIOR
CITIZENS

Justin Bethel
tball; Basketball ; Academic
ellence Award

Senior 2002

Brandon Burns
Basketball ;
~tball;
Merlifting; UIL ; Spanish Club

"Player for real."

Ashley Binion

Caitlin Brumett

Basketball; Softball; Academic
Excellence Award

Stale UIL. Coushatta Ed Photographer,
Spanish Club President. NHS. Eng Ill Hon
Award. Journalism Award . Coushatta
Award, Academic Excellern.e Award

"Spiff-nifty! "

"The road to success ... "

Blake Carroll
Football; Basketball ; Academic
Excellence Award , MOE

Senior 2002

Bruce Caylor
V Football; Powerlifting ; Spanish Club

Senior 2002

10. You have bought a
senior shirt, bandana ,
boxers , keychain , etc .
and wear a combination
of them daily.

9. You find out that the
government in your Government class is a dictatorship .
8. You are fairly good at
navigating Stadium Drive
from all your past years
of pothole avoidance
training.
7. ltisfinallyyourturnto
knock freshmen out of
your way as if they were
pinballs .
• You find out that your
parents have copies of
II the embarrassing naked baby photos you
hought you hid.

Krystal Clark
tball; Spanish Club; DE

"Off the heazy for
sheazy. "

Meagan Clark

Lance Clayton

War Dancer; Academic Excellence Award

V Football, V Tennis, Powerlifting,
St Co ., Class Officer; D-FY-IT, FCA,
Spanish Club; HOBY

"Watch your head."

"Nothing is impossible, just
im robable ."

5. No one ever mentioned in church that college applications are the
work of the Devil.
4. You constantly practice walking in your cap
and gown, which is your
most cherished item of
clothing.

Cody Cole
Jtball; V Basketball ; V Base. Spanish Club; NTBest

"Only time can tell. "

Philip Curry

Cody Camba
Football ; Basketball ; V Baseball ;
Cross Country; Spanish Club;
DE

Senior 2002

Adam Davis

'OOtball; Powerlifting ; Track;
,demic Excellence Award ;
i1sh Club; NHS ; NTBest

NTBest; UIL; Theatre ; Band

hat's due today? What
test?"

"I am a genius in a
bottle ."

Linzie Crumby
Senior 2002

Patrick Davis

Senior 2002

3. You cry at the last pep
rally, last football game,
last Economics test...
2. You are awarded the
Spirit Stick at all major
pep rallies , unless Mrs.
Romans is the one handing it out.
1. Senioritis is a chronic
illness that you're certain you've had since kindergarten, which can
only be cured by
GRADUATION!!

Seniors
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"The Seniors
this year are
very spirited
and diverse.
Unfortunately,
some of them
make destructive decisions
like listening to
country
music ... but they
are all great. I
especially like
Caitlin Brumett
and Kim
Starnes."
-Coach Anderson,
Gov/Ee

Trysta Davis
Volleyball ; Spanish Club ; DE ;
UIL; Academic Excellence Award

Senior 2002

Sammi Erven

Senior 2002

Rashel Freelen

"He who laughs last
thinks slowest. "

Kristina Gray
V Basketball ; Volleyball

"Mother '02"

Christopher Hamrick
/
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Senior 2002

Makesha Elliott
Special Olympics, D-FY-IT

Senior 2002

"Kids these days!"

Rene Fisher

Joshua Fisher

V Basketball ; V Track ; War
Dancer; Academic Excellence
Award

Flag Captain ; Band ; NTBest

Seniors

Katharine Edwards

"A.K.A. Reenie"

Clint Gann

"One way or another.' I

Darya Golovko

V Football ; Powerlifling ; All District Baseball Second Team

"eeeeewwwwww"

Bud Haggerty
V Football ; Powerlifting; Band

Senior 2002

Patrick Harris
V Football ; V Basketball ;
Powerlifling; V Track; FCA Officer

"Player for real. "

Senior 2002

Ashleigh Hamilton
Tennis , Head Cheerleader; FCA, D-FY•I'
Spanish Club; St. Co., Class Officer; U,
PAL Class Favorite ; All School Favonte
Homecoming Queen , Academrc Exce'

Kevin Hartwell
Spanish Club; Academic Exce
lence Award
"Base not your joy on the
deeds of others for what is
given can be taken away

Annie Harvey
.ad Twirler, Band: Drum MaJor, NTBest:
, Academic Excellence Award: NHS:
· sh !Award, Bio Award; W Geo Award :
H,stAward

Senior 2002

Mario Hernandez
V Basketball ; Baseball; NHS;
Spanish Club ; NTBest ; Aca demic Excellence Award

"I am the Sonic God"

Bobby Holland
Powerlifting ; Spanish Club ; DE

"Bob Cat '02"
"Already"

Ashley Hayes
Tennis Track Band, Asst Drum Maior;
Spanish Club Officer, D-FY-IT; NTBest;
SHOC: St Co. , MDE: Upward Bound : UIL

"Come as you are ... "

Cody Herndon
FFA, A-B Honor Ro ll

"Girls , girls , girls . Girls I
do adore ."

Richard Hubbard
Senior 2002

Kandi Jones

Jonathan Kersey
Football ; Powerlifting ; DE ; Academic Excellence Award

"Got O' Mighty"

"Oh really"

Nicole Higgins
Basketball; Volleyba ll;

Laura Humphrey
Volleyball ; Dive Team ; French
Club; FFA

"Be true to your heart."

Sashia King

Senior 2002

Cosmetology

Senior 2002

"Looking back on all
those years
All the smiles, all the
tears
I never want those
memories to fade .
For always and always
and always. "
-MXPX

"Oh No!"

Kimberly Kirkpatrick

Terel King
Football;V Basketball, VTrack: FCA,
l.:adem,c Excellence, 1st Team Offense,
0isnct Football, Basketball MVP; Ofre.isrve Player of the Year; Runningback of
Year

"Just believe"

V Baseball;Tennis; Band; Spanish Club

Band , Academic Excellence Award

Basketball ; Cross Country ; V
Track; FBLA; Spanish Club

"That's crazy."

Scott Hayes

"I will remember you
Will you remember me?
Don 't let your life
pass you by
Weep not for the
memories."
-Sarah Mclachlan

"What are you gonna do
about it? Not a dang
thin !"

"Part of you will live in
me. Way down deep
inside my heart...
That's where your
journey starts."
-Tim McGraw

"My whole life has
changed since you came
in
I knew back then you
were that special one."
-Ginuwine

"But whatever road you
choose
I'm right behind you, win
or lose."
-Rod Stewart
Seniors
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THINGS YOU'LL
NEVER HEAR
THESE PEOPLE
SAY

Coach Anderson:
"Can we turn it
up? I think Pat
Green is on."

Sean Langford
Basketball; Spanish Club; NHS;
NTBest; Academic Excellence
Award

"Are we having fun yet?"

.

David Lemke

Heather Lester
StudentTra1ner; FFA Officer; Spanish Club
SHOC ; ITS ; Academic Excellence Award
Equine Science Award; Nat'! Ach1evemee•

FFA Reporter

Award

Senior 2002

"I like my T-Bird, thank you."

, .·r,·~·• .' •.
.,•.~
'¼:,·

Mrs. Vaught:
"Star Wars is so
overrated. What
is up with Yoda
sounding
like
Cookie Monster?"

'

.

.

. ··•·. '
~·

'

Kevin Lindsey

Senior 2002

Dustin Logan
NTBest;D-FY-IT; Public Speaking Award

"I'm proud to be an
American"

Holly Lowe
War Dancer; SHOC;
Club
"Your friends will always be
there for you no matter what
happens"

Mrs. Knight:
"Wow! You guys
have perfected
comma usage!
100s all around!"
Chris Mackey
Football; V Track; Spanish Club;
0-FY-IT; Academic Excellence

Mrs. Romans:
"I love how that
bellybutton ring
matches your
cute spaghetti
strap shirt."

"Leave me alone ,
please!"

Paige McDonough
Coach Loy Dean
Clark:
"Sure I'll teach the
pronunciation
class. It fits in my
schedule fine."

104

"Is it like that?"

Sumner Meehan
Band President; Spanish Club;
0-FY-IT; NHS; UIL; Academic
Excellence Award; Health Award

Senior 2002

"Rock on!"

Billy Nelms

"I feel more like I do now
than I did when I ot here."

Tommy McClure

Baseball;

Volleyball; Head Cheerleader; 0FY-IT; NHS; Spanish Club; UIL;
Academic Excellence Award

Football; Powerlifting; UIL;
NTBest; Spanish Club; Academic
Excellence Award

Seniors

Josh Mahon
V Football; V
Powerlifting; Track

Callie Nelson
Volleyball; V Tenn is; Head
Cheerleader; FCA; Spanish
Club; St. Co.; 0-FY-IT; Academic
Excellence Award

Senior 2002

Senior 2002

Heather Neal
Basketball; Volleyball; V Golf; St Co.;Class
Officer ; NHS; Spanish Club ; D-FY·
IT Officer; Explorers; Academic Excellenco
Award; All School Favonte ; Fr./Soph. Hcxrecommg Duchess; Homecoming Pnncess

Senior 2002

Matthew Penna

Senior 2002

Andrea Reich
,rDancer; SHOC ; D-FY-IT; St. Co.; FCA;
Spanish Club; NHS ; NTBest; Academic
,icellence Award ; Pre-Cal Award ;
ChemCom Award ; Spanish Ill Award ;
ia,enting Award ; Rotary Award

Senior 2002

Senior 2002

ffootball ; Baseball; Swim Team; Spanish
:lob, St. Co.; NT Best; Physics Award; Swim""9 Regional Qualifier; Academic Excel-

Senior 2002

Derek Sanderson

Ashley Sarris

Tennis; DE ; Freshman , Junior
Class Favorite

Volleyball ; Tennis; V Golf; War Dancer: Lt.,
Capt. ; D-FY-IT; Spanish Club; FCA, St.
Co. Class Officer; Academic Excellence

ence Award

"It's better to burn out than to
fa
·

Marc Rude

V Basketball ; V Golf; War
Dancer; PAL; St. Co. ; FCA

Award ; Homecoming Princess

"I mean we can do it"

"I'm the Princess"

;&

•

Emily Shamburg

Lauran Shepherd

Basketball; V Golf; SHOC ; St.Co. ; Class
Officer; D-FY-IT; UIL ; Spanish Club; NHS;

Basketball ; Volleyball; Spanish
Club ; Cheerleading ; DE ; FCA;
D-FY-IT; St. Co. ; Academ ic Excellence Award

Jessica Schmidt
Basketball ;
V
Softball ;
Cheerleading ; District Track

'You win some you lose
some"

NTBest; Academic Excellence Award

"Nothing is ever the way
ou want it to be"

Landon Shinpaugh
VFootball; V Golf; Powerlifling

"Chevy. Like a rock."

"It seems like
leaving friends
Has become this
year's trend."
-Sum 41

V Cheerleader;SHOC, D-FY-IT; St. Co.;
FCA; Spanish Club; NHS; NTBest; UIL;
Academic Excellence Award ; Alg . 11 Award;
Pre-Cal Award ; US Hist. Award ; BCIS
Award

"Someone to face the
day with
Make it through all the
rest
Even at my worst
I'm best with you."
-Rembrandts

Senior 2002

Tasharron Smith

Senior 2002
"We've seen our share
of ups and downs .. . Oh
how quickly life can turn
around."
-Creed

Jessica Sneed

Senior 2002

D'Anne Spearman
War Dancer ; Span ish Club ;
Coushatta ; St.Co .; UIL; Talent
Search , DE ; NTBest; Academic
Excellence Award

"Studs-n-Spurs"

James Speed
V Football; Powerlifting

"C'Mon Now"

Seniors
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Marty Spindle

Heather Stanley

Senior 2002

Senior 2002

Shannon Stevens
Band, DE

Senior 2002

u

Joshua Stevenson

Senior 2002

Shanice Steward
V Basketball; V Volleyball All
District; Track ; Cheerleading;
Library Asst.

"You know, already"

..·
""~.·1:·
.
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~
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Kimberly Starnes
Band: Totem Poll Editor Coushatta Se,•
Ed.; UIL, NHS: ITS President, Span, n
Club; One Act; Advanced Theatre: Eoghsh Ill Honors Award: Totem Poll Awa,1

,

•

.
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l

Levi Stroud

Shenae Stewart

Nicholas Stidham

Senior 2002

Senior 2002

Senior 2002

Glendalyn Thomas

Carra Underwood

Special Olympics Track, Basketball , Softball , Volleyball , D-FYIT

War Dancer; Academic ExceIlence Award

"Whatever! "

"Huh?"

I
0
N

Benjamin Taylor
FFA

Senior 2002

s
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Adrian Vaughan
Tennis; Band ; Tennis Awards;
cadem1c Excellence Award
In the world ye shall have tnbulabon; but be
r good cheer I have overcome the world

Jon Velasco
Powerlifting ; Golf; NTBest; FCA

"Hold my trophy while I
kiss your girlfriend ."

Rusty Vissage
Basketball ; Baseball , V Track;
Spanish Club; DE

"What it was . Cuz"

Amanda Watson
Basketball ; V Volleyball ;
Cheerleading ; Spanish Club; St.
Co. ; D-FY-IT; Academic Excellence Award

Senior 2002

Clay Whisenhunt

War Dancer; Class Officer; DFY-IT; St. Co .; Spanish Club

Senior 2002

s
E
N

I
Christopher Wilkerson

Football; Basketball ;V Baseball

"Picture me rollin'"

Heath Weissert
Football ; Powerlifting ; V Golf;
Spanish Club ; O- FY-IT; Golf
MVP ; Academ ic Excellence
Award

Chan Wilson
V Basketball ; Office Asst.

"Blahhhh!!"

Senior 2002

0
R

s

Jennifer Wix
FFA President, Vice President;
FFA Sweetheart; Fr Homecoming Duchess nominee

Senior 2002

Patrizia Zwygart
Basketball ; SHOC

Senior 2002

2
0
0
2
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Kristina Kinkade
We love you and
are proud of your
accomplishments.

Your beautiful smile
has brightened our
lives everyday.

We hope your future meets all of your expectations. We will always be here for you
Good luck and best wishes.
Love,
Mom & Dad
congratulations

congratulations!

Marty Spindle

Paige McDonough

We are proud of you.
You finally made it.
Whatever happens in the future ,
we will always be there for you.
We love you!
Mom & Mimi
Amanda & Justin

congratulat

o n s

Josh Mahon

Josh ,
You have grown from a cute
little boy to a fine young man .
We are so proud of you and
all you have accomplished .
We know that you will have a
bright future if you aim high .
We love you very much .
Mom , Nin , & Da

108 Senior Ads

.. . Love is the enchanter that changes worthless
th ings to joy ... Laughter and love were your gifts to
our family . Wherever you go , you will always be our
little "Sweet P."
All our love,
Mom , Dad , & Douglas
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Sammi Erven
To our precious treasure from heaven.
We love you, Sammi.
God Bless and guide you always.
Mom & Dad

congratulations

congratulations

Cody Herndon
----- - -

Derek Sanderson

Cody,
I am so PROUD of you! You
have been one of my greatest
blessings. You are such a fine,
upstanding young man . Go far in
life, son.
Love Forever,

MAMA

..:

congratulations

Ashley Binion

Derek,
From an energetic and adventurous little boy, you
have grown into a charming, intelligent, and kind
young man. We are very proud to call you our son and
brother, and are better people for having you in our
lives. You have brought us such joy and we will
always love you!
LoveMom, Dad, & Shannon

Ashley,
Congratulations on a job well done .
You can go far in your future plans.
Keep a level head and you can do
anything you set your mind to. You
have a beautiful singing voice. We
wish you all the luck, love, and
harmony in the world . Just never
forget that Mom & Dad love you
more than words can say.
Love Ya Baby!
Dad , Mom , Jay, & Bethann

congratulations

Clay Whisenhunt

congratulat

o n s

Ashley Sarris
Ash ,
I am very proud of you.
With high school behind
you , the sky is the limit.
There's nothing you can't
achieve . I'm always here
for you . God bless.
Love,
Mom

congratulat

Clay,
You have always been our precious baby boy and
now you are all grown up . We are so proud of you. It
will be a joy to sit back and see what you can
accomplish in life. Never hold back on your dreams.
We have no doubt that you can achieve anything you
set your mind to. Always remember that God is with
you and we will always be there for you.
We love you ,
Mom, Dad, & Lindsay

o n s

Billy Nelms

Billy,
Congratulations! You've worked
hard and we're proud of you . You're
an awesome young man and we
look forward to sharing all your joy
and future successes . Always be
true to yourself and know that we
are always here for you .
Our love ,
Dad, Angie , Cheyenne, and Kenny

congratulations

congratulat

Andrea Reich

Justin Bethel

o n s

Andrea,
We love you and are proud of you .
You can do anything you set your
mind to do. We wish you happiness
and success in the future and hope
all your dreams come true . We will
always be here for you .
Love,
Dad, Mom , & Drew

congratulations!

Callie Nelson
You have been a
great cheerleader for
many years for
Bonham. Continue to
cheer your life on with
God as your team.
Love you ,
Dad & Mom

Justin,
Mere words cannot express the love and joy you
have brought into our lives. We are so proud of you!
We know you can make your hopes and dreams a
reality . Go out and "catch" all life has to offer.
Love ,
Mom , Pop , and Lauren

congratulations

c o n g r at ul a t i o n s

Kimberly Starnes

Hannah Barnett

The time went fast.
You are my life.
You make me so proud.
Love,
Mom

cong r atu l at i ons !

Meagan Clark
Congratulations Meagan!
We are so proud of you. Though life has
dealt you many challenges, you 've man- - - - - aged to endure and overcome each of
them with a sense of humor and a smile .
You are the most wonderful daughter
any parents could ever wish for and we
are so glad you are ours .
We love you very much ,
Mom & Dad

congratulat

o n s

BUB,

HannahYou are such a wonderful young lady. We are privileged to have you as our daughter and sister. Let the
Lord guide you as you follow your dreams.
We love you very much.
Mom, Dad , Isaac, and Rachel
Psalm 121 :7
"The Lord will keep you from all harm- He will watch
over your life."

congratulations

Lance Clayton
LanceIt's a tough world out there,
but we 're sure you 're ready
for it. We just hope it's ready
for you! Show 'em what you 've
got!
We love you , Rooskie ,
Mom & Dad

congratulations

Brandon Burns

We love you!
Dad, Mom, & Lou

Brandon ,
We love you and are very proud of you .
Thank you for the fun , laughter, and
happy tears that we have shared for
the last 18 years . You have been our
world . But now it's graduation , and the
world can be yours . May God bless
you in every1hing you do. Just remember we have been and will always be
here for you .
Love,
Mom , Dad , Neisha, & Al shia
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congratulations

congratulations

Den 1, Pack 54

Heather Lester

Graduation is always special.
Except when it's your child. Then
"SPECIAL" can 't express how we feel.
Love ,
Mom, Dad , & Dillon

Alex Henderson, Landon Shinpaugh, Heath Weissert, Justin Bethel , Lance
Clayton, Dusty Parr, Sumner Meehan

congratulations

Meagan Simpson
Billy Nelms, Brandon Henson , Derek Sanderson , Heath Weissert, Josh Mahon,
Chase Butler, Lance Clayton, Justin Bethel

Thanks for all the fond memories .
We know you 'll accomplish great things.
Love,
Lori and Beverly

congratulat

o n s

Bobby Holland

Meagan ,
We are so proud of you. You set
your goals high and worked hard
to achieve them . Keep God in your .
heart in all you do and He will lead
you. Your future is as bright as any
shining star, as are you .
We love you ,
Mom , Dad, & James

congratulations

Scott Anderson

Bobby,
You have brought so much joy into
our lives. We will always be here for
you when you need us. Follow your
dreams and reach for the stars
We love you,
Dad , Mom , & Tessie

congratulations

Carra Underwood
l"ll1'<3111"'l"'!-

/
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Carra,
We are so very proud of you! ! I know
whatever direct ion in life you choose
to take- you will succeed . Sometimes I miss the bashful little girl
hanging onto my leg- but the end
result was well worth it!! Always be
happy and r.o matter what- remember we are behind you 100%.
Love you ,
Mom , Candice, Josh , & Jadyn

We are very proud of you!
Remember you can do all things
through Christ!
We love youDaddy, Moma, and Christe

congratulat

o n s

Brian Atchley

congratulat

o n s

Scott & Clay

Brian,
"... and he that begetteth a wise child
shall have joy of him. Thy father and
thy mother shall be glad, and she that
bare thee shall rejoice." (Pro. 23:
24,25) Thank you for eighteen wonderful years of rejoicing.
All our love & support,
Mom , Dad , & Family

congratulations

Beth Davis

e wanna keep her! !
All our love,
Mom , Grandma, Michael , & Cassi

gratulations

eather Neal

We didn't choose to be
cousins, but we did
choose to be friends.
congratulations

Chris Sanderson
Dear Chris ,
Congratulations! We love you , and
we are so proud of you- always.
The best is yet to come ...
Love ,
Dad , Mom, Ross, and Jeanie

congratulations

Sumner Meehan
Heather,
Thank you for allowing us to be a part of your
life. May every hope and dream come true
for you. Remember to keep that "Chip" on
your shoulder.
Love ya big!
Dad, Mom , Ryan , Larissa, and Biff

Sumner,
You drew the most difficult of family positions--- the baby--- and
you have managed to grow up in
spite of it!!! We are so proud of
you and all you have accomplished! You fill our lives and
hearts with your music----- boogie
on!
Our forever love,
Mom , Pops , Jarod (Chuey), &
Ryder (Oyets)
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congratulations

Adrian Vaughn

Adrian ,
Congratulations! From a little boy to a mature
young man , you have made us so proud . You
bring a smile to our face everytime we see what a
great young man you have become . You are truly
our Hero!! Remember, if you get the chance, we
hope you DANCE!!
God Bless you!
Love you always,
Mom , Dad , Michael , Krystal , PaPa , MeMa ,
Grandpa , Gran dma

congratu

a t

o n s

Ashleigh Hamilton
Ashleigh ,
Wow, where has the time gone ? It seems like only yesterday
you were starting school and now you are graduating. So
much to say, so little space . We knew from the first time we
held you in our arms you were special and we were right. It
has been a joy being your parents . We love the way you
always see the good in people and how you reach out to
others. We are so proud of you not only for your accomplishments but also for the loving person you are . You are as
beautiful on the inside as you are the ou tside and we are so
proud tio have you as a daughter, sister, and aunt. Remember, you can do all things through Christ.
Love ,
Dad , Mom, Derek, Jenn ifer, & Bab Zach

congratulat

ons

Ashley Hayes

at

o n s

Blake Carroll
r
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Levi Stroud
Levi I'm very proud of you & love you very
much. My wishes for you are fo r you to
achieve a college edu cation and to live a
happy life fi lled with contentment. I know
you can accomplish all these th ings if you
stay strong & determined . Always keep on
trying and always remember you are loved
Love,
......._......._._......., Mom

congratulations

Jessica Schmidt
The world is at your fingertips. The
stars are in your eyes . The babygirl
I know and love , now reaches for
the skies.
Fly High Babygirl!
Love ,
Mom , Grandma , Megan , & Ricky

congratulat

o n s

Cody Comba

Ashley ,
We are so proud of you and all you
have accomplished . You have set
your goals high , and you will succeed at anything you choose for
the future . Keep up the good work!
We love you ,
Mom , Stephanie , & Brianna

congratu

congratu

We are very proud of the great job
you have done with your journey of
life thus far. You have become a
caring and loving man . Good luck
as you take the next step that awaits
you .
We love youDad , Mom , and Jennifer

Cody,
We are very proud of you and
we love you very much.
Congratulations!
Mom , Brian , & Brandy

congratulat

o n s

Holly Lowe
Holly,
We 're so proud of you!
Best wishes in all that you do!
We love you "so much pieces'!
Love ,
Mom , Daddy, Hailey, Mimi, &
Poppa

congratulat

o n s

congratu

a t

o n s

Clint Gann

Philip Curry

Clint ,
We are so proud of you . We've tried to
encourage you in every way ; to instill in
you that you can do or be anything you
put your mind to . Remember to do your
best and never give up (Matthew 19:26).
Anything worth doing is worth doing well.
Good luck in all your future goals.
We love you ,
Mom, Dad & Courtney

have watched you grow into such a
strong willed young man, so full of
your hopes and dreams. With all
your determination you wjll succeed.
Words simply can't explain how proud
lam of you.
I love you, Philip.
Mom

congratulations

Jeremy Ballard

Jeremy,
Congratulations! You have been a blessing to us through the years . We have
many wonderful memories of fun times
and laughter. We are proud of you and
your accomplishments and your stand
for Christ. Continue to be strong and
know that we are always there for you .
Love,
Dad, Mom, Mam-ma, Derrick, Melissa, &
Caleb

o n s

congratulat

Jennifer Wix

--~~~-

Jennifer,
Congratulations! We are proud of
you and hope all your dreams come
true.
Love ya lots!
Daddy, Jason, MeMa, & PePa Wix

congratulat

o n s

congratulations

Bud Hagerty

Rusty Vissage

Bud,
It's hard to believe that the little boy in
the picture has already grown up.
Just remember that if you aim for the
moon and miss- you will still land
among the stars. So stay focused
and aim high- I know you can make it.
Love you,
Mike, Kim, April, Lamar, & Amanda

Son ,
Even though we thought you'd
never make it through kindergarten ... but here you are today. You
sure have made us proud. The
future awaits you. Congratulations.
Love you,
Mom & Dad
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Shannon Stevens
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Congratulations!
Shannon , you don't realize what a blessing you are to your family. God
has helped you become the person you are. Stay with God and let him
direct your path and you 'll go far in life. We're very proud of you and we
k>ve you very, very much.
Your Family

congratulat

o n s

Matt Penna
Matt,
We are so proud of you and the young
man you 've become. You have been
such a blessing to our family and we will
really miss you as you start a new chapter in your life. Always remember, God
is on your side, and you can achieve
anything if you 'll let Him be your guide.
We love you!
Mom , Dad , Kelsey , Rachel , &
Grandmom
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congratulations

congratulat

Lauron Shepherd

Sashia King

Lauran ,
It's hard to believe that 18 years have passed
so fast. We are very proud of you and wish you
all the best as you start your new adventure in
college. Good luck and you will always be our
little half-pint.
Love you ,
Daddy & Mama

con g r a t u l a t i o n s

Caitlin Brumett

o n s

You've come a long way baby!
We are so very proud of you and feel
honored to have been your grandparents. May God love and bless
you throughout your life.
As always, lots of love and good
wishes,
MeMa & PaPa
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"Open up your heart
Take a little fly
Right on up to the sky
Don't be afraid to take a little gigglin' and laughter
After all, what are we after
Don't let anything pass you by!"
You GO girl with your bad baby self!
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Joshua
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... JOSJ;I STEVENSON who
has been to Prom once (so far)
like...

... MICHELLE HODGE who likes
the teachers at BHS like ...

... CRYSTAL GANNON who
listens to Linkin Park like... ... STEPHEN NEAVILLE whi.
has a sister at BHS like
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[ PRESCHOOLS ]

TEXOMACARE

•

TEXOMA HEALTHCARE SY TEM
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Dana L. Sisk, M.D.
Family Practice

•
•

(903) 583-3111 • Fax: (903) 583-8762
2201 North Highway 121 • Bonham, Texas 75418
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[HEALTHCARE]•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••[RESTAURANTS]

CADS
ASHA HEFLIN who likes
play football like ...

... DEREK GOODWIN who
likes the party with the elephant
symbol like ...

... LEVI STROUD who eats
what the lunch ladies fix
like ...

... TARAFITZWATERwhois Ads
119
in Band like...

Window Replacement • Contract Glazing • Custom Mirror Wor1c
Patio Doors • Screens • Tub Enclosures • Shower Doors
Insurance Claims Adjusted
MOST DOMESTIC & FOREIGN AUTO GLASS
WINDSHIELD REPAIR & REPLACEMENT

Tri County Glass Inc.
LEE HAMBY, Owner
Bus. 903-583-8351
Home 903-583-5206
Fax 903-583-3096

114 E. 16th

Bonham, Texas 75418

Sophomore JV Cheerleader Kara Kueckelhan

Star Nabs
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Mon . . Sat.
115E.FifthSt.
10Am - 7Pm
Bonham, TX 7~18
Sunday: by appointment only
Next Appl. Dute: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Time:_ _ _ __

1210 Evans Sft~et
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Awwwwww! Siblings Justin and Lauren Bethel show their affection for one another!

... JORDAN BRIDGES whose
means of transportation is a
120 truck like...

Ads

... NICOLE HIGGINS who
drinks Coca-Cola like ...

... JESSICA HALL who doesn't
play a sport like ...

...CAITLIN BRUMETT who has
been to Six Flags like .. .

l <h anlJones

Aaron Ashmore and Jessika Compton

An adventure in browsing ... For the unique
Dolls, Bears, Gifts & Collectibles, Plus
Decorator Items and Accessories

'Trinity 'Baptist Cliurcli
219 W . Denison• Bonham, Texas 75418

Barbara Hope, Owner

HOPE CHEST COLLECTIBLES
833 W. Sam Rayburn Dr.
Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-2814
Church : (903) 583-3388

Barbara@HopcChcstCollcctiblcs.com

BOOKKEEPING SERVICE

COMETAX PREPARED

MORGAN BOOKKEEPING

Plumbing & Appliances

901 Sam Rayburn Drive
Bonham, TX 75418
903-640-0009
www.hopcchcstcollcctiblcs.com

Tanks - Sale or Rent

ANNA FAY MORGAN

u

. . . . CRITl'ENDEN BUTANE COMPANY INC.

903-583-4274

903-640-3085

P.O. BOX 177

YROLL SERVICE BUSINESS TAX REPORTS DOCUMENTS SERVICE

1-800-942-1592
583-4212 Bonham

Rolando's Mexican
Restaurant
Bonham , Tx 75418
(903) 583-2217

*

DOZER
SCRAPER
MOTOR GRADER
LOADER
DUMP TRUCKS

*

Clement and Sons
DIRT CONTRACTORS

*

*

POOL DIGGING
LAND CLEARING
BUILDING SITES
ROADS
DRIVEWAYS
SANDY TOP SOIL

*

BILLY CLEMENT, Owner
(903) 583-2390

AILEY McPHERSON who is
hoir like ...

*

~ ~"''"'·
Representative

5estWishes

1525 Old Ector Rd

*

BONHAl,4, TEXAS 75418

Rt 3 Box 182
7 miles North of
Bonham, Texas

...JULIUS SCOTT who has
seen Mickey like ...

To 5onhi
Graduates of
2002!
... BLAKE CARROLL who has
never taken any lessons like ...

... CASSEY TAYLOR who wants to
be a cosmetologist like...

Ads
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Reb-Tek

Jewelry Repair • Stone Setting
Custom Settings • Appraisals
We Buy Gold & Diamonds

Boyer's Jewelry

Radiator Company

204 E. Sam Rayburn Dr.
Bonham, TX 75418

~

TIM & ADELA B O Y E R ~
(9')3) 583-1878
I

MEAT MARKET

Tues - Fri. 9-5:30
Sat. 10-2

DEER PROCESSING

US Highway 82 E
Sherman, TX 75090
(903) 893-5045

FRESH PROOUCE

Lehde's Meat & Produce
901 NORTH CENTER• BONHAM, TX 75418

(903) 583-7044

DAVID LEHDE

JOSH LEHDE

Home 583-7070

227-022'4

Shop: (903) 583-9768

Home: (903) 583-3759

606 North Center
Bonham, Texas 75418

Rick Hazelip

Cut Rate Appliance
519 N. Main
Bonham, Tx 75418
903-583-4009

Sophomore Maegan Blackerby

C!Ioop£r-~orr£lls

Jtfutreral ~ , ~ttr.

Whirlpool Appliances and Furniture
Gerald and Judy Howard
Owners

BDMITDIN
FUINITUII &lfflllNCI
ELLEN LARGE
OWNER

519 N. MAIN ST.

903,.513--4009

Ads

... KRYSTAL WHITE whose
cousin ief...
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BONHAM, TX 75418
FU

903-583-2450

... SHANICE STEWART who
wants to go to college at SFA
like ...

2022 N. Center
Bonham , Tx 75418
903 583-5555
... CLINT GANN who likes
Mexican cuisine like ...

803 E. Main
Honey Grove, TX 7544
903) 378-2291
... MICHAEL LANDEROS who
drives a Toyota like ...

~ONE
The ONE you count on
524 NORTH MAIN
754 I 8
PH : 903•553•2 131
FX : Q03•5e3•2oee

BoNHAM, TX

~

Sophomore Cody Nelms and Junior Wesley Howard

Gl)aaa.1Klt)le. @B\JIC~

BIiiy Joe Nelms

(§.ii~WOOD) 4P

•
YPONTIAC

~
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Randy Lumpkins

Coaat to Coast Home & Auto

Sales Representative

A~~

200 E. Sam Rayburn~ • BonNm. Taxa1 75418
..... (214) la-6563 • Hoffle: (214) IIIS-"332

Loca1(903)583-2171
2122 N. Center
Bonham, TX 75418

Dallas (214) 544-0445
Home (903) 640-0406

r.;¾DUNLOP
The Hbrld:S Tire

Bo•~Aato.

Owner

Multi-Mile

FAX(903)640-0103

BAKER TIRE COMPANY

PH. (903) S83-3101

MOSS &COX

513 W. Som Rayburn
Bonham TX 75418
(903) 583-4616
(903) 583-9079

AITORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW

518 N. MAIN STREET
BONHAM, TEXAS 75418

lutch laker

Stan Baker

JOED. MOSS

SHARRON L. COX

David Althof
Vice President / Branch Office Manager

903-583-321 7
2201 N. Center
FAX 903-583-2082
P.O. Box 579
www.agrilandfcs .com
Bonham, TX 75418-0579
dalthofefarmcreditbank.com

•
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Sophomore Will Moss

DEPARTMENT Of TEXAS. INC.
VA MEDICAL CENTER

WALTER STANLEY HARLEY
~ Service Ofticer

CHRIS HEALY who has
Nays lived in Bonham like ...

1201 E. 9TH
BONHAM. TX 75418
(903) 583-&318

... KELI KIRKPATRICK who
loves to shop like ...
... KASI WORLEY who has
taken swimming lessons like ...

. .. WINDY ALEXANDER who
wants to work with children
like ...

Ads
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Lucky Food Mart

♦ Flat rate , unlimited Interactive Internet access
♦ Domain, Virtual Domain, and Commercial Web Hosting
♦ Computer

♦ Microsoft

sales, sarvice, and upgrades
and Novell Neiwor1dng

us@netaxas.net
(903) 640-21 52

P.O. Box74 1
Bonham, TX 754 18

Tomahawk James Simpson and Varsity
Cheerleader Meagan Simpson

C O MMUNITY
F O U N D A T I O N,

Family Life Center
200 W. 8 th Street
(903) 583-1918

21 01 N Center St
Bonham , TX 75418
(903) 640-1014

Bonham
School Of
Dance

Inc .

416 N Center St
Bonham , TX 75418
(903) 640-2219

Cteative Att~ Centet
200 W. 5 th ~tteet

www.netexas.net/familylifecenter

General Cable
800 E 2nd St
Bonham , TX 75418
(903) 583-2181

-~ i\~ral
~V'

~
Your Headquarters for all your
Homecoming and Prom needs.

Gree// b

ANTIQUES

"7o

TRACY & LAURA LACKEY
Owners

~

501 North Main • Bonham, Texas 754 18
/9(B l 583-3624 • Fax ('XB) 583-8666 • (800) 657-4539

Come by and browse the
possibilities ...
Wed. - Sat. 10 to 6

(903) 640-2099

Mon.& Tue. by appointment onlv

Ads
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... KE~UE JOHNSON who jams
to Creed like ...

... CHRISTIE DUTSCHKE who
has resided in the Dallas area
like ...

... CHARLA HENDON who is a
cashier like ...

...TRYSTA DAVIS who isn
related to a soul at BHS lik~

NEW CE04R LOG RESTALfl.ANT

RUSTIC ATMOSPHERE

Red River Fishini! Hole

First Natio nal
Bank of Trenton

12 MILES NOlmi Of BONHAM. TEXAS ON KWY 78
1/2 MILE SOUTH Of STATE LINE

Full Service Restaurant

Catfish Our Specialty
Open 7 Days a Week
MONDAY & TUESDAY

WEDNESOAY-SUNDAY

7 AMTOJ PM

7 AM.TO 10PM

Mavis Sanford

(903) 583-2836 Office
(903) 583-2337 Fax

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OWNER

Bonham Barber Stylists
DAVID D. AUSTIN
Owner
(903) 583-2667
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512 N. Main
Bonham, Texas 75418
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MARGARET FORD
~

We Supp ort
The Warriors
And The Lady
Warri ors!!
••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••

2109 N Center St
Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-8833
www.fnbtrenton.com

" Drive a Little, Save a lot! "

513-9130

AN ROSS who takes
mastering like ...

21 0 EAST SIXTH STREET
BONHAM , TEXAS 75418

... GEOFFREY McBROOM who
wants to be a rock star like ...

MEMBER FDIC
... JOHNNY McBRAYER who
snacks on pizza like ...

... DAVID BAILEY who gets
around in a Ford truck like ...

Ads
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flEALTHSOUTH

Majestic 6
Theatre

Pehabi!ffaticn Center ofBonham

Tyler 0 . Todd, PT
Director of Physical Therapy

Highway 121 S
Bonham , TX 75418
(903) 583-2222

503 Lipscomb Boulevard • Bonham, TX 75418
903 583-7433 • Fax 903 583-3080

Q}F~ ~
Attorney At Law

NATIONWIDE BINDI
John Simpson
(903) 583-3255
FAX (903) 583-8966

The Law Offices of
Ph. 903.583.221
Deanya T . Kueckelhan, P.C.
Fax 903.583.414
218 W . Fifth Street
Bonham, Texas 7541

Congratulations Seniors 2002 from

Bonham State Bank
Customer
Convenience
Center
2232 N Center St.
Bonham , Tx
75418
Hours:
M-F 7:30-5:30
Sat. 9-12

502 N Center St.
P.O. Box 609
Bonham , Tx
75418
583-2163
Lobby: M-F
8:30-5:30

Ads
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... JAMES SANDLIN, JR. who
wants'to go to college in NC
like ...

... ANDREW JONES who plays
b-ball like ...

... ZACHARY KOLHOFF who
lived in Sherman like ...

... BEN COLEMAN who stu
Algebra II like ...

*

v!J!lli'
Auto Sales
LEE CADENHEAD

RESTAURANT

Office: 903-583-2022
Fax: 903-583-2010
Mobile: 227-0086

1900 North Center Street
Bonham, Texas 75418

"1'"·

oSMEXICAN
AMIGoU,

\:

505 N. Main • Bonham, Texas 75418
Mon
Sunday 11 am-2 pm

(903) 583-5786

✓ --- "'~,,

_ a_ _~ \
David & Rosemary Neal
Owner/Director

,.

I

.;,

(903) 583-A268 • toll fr. 1(800) 583-•268
726 E. Sam Rayburn• Bonham, TX 75"18

JIM PICKERING
Manager/Owner

Bonham, TX 75418

Bus. 903-583-991 o

.. ZACH BAKER who rides
four-wheelers like ...

... JAMES NICKELS who builds
models in his spare time like ...
...AARON HUDSON who loves
to be with his friends like...

... JIMMY WILLIAMS who is in
Health like .. .

Ads
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"God Loves You"

G

Fi rst United Methodist Church
801 Star St.
Bonham , Tx 75418
(903) 583-3314

®

TEXACO
QUALITY
GASOLINE

Pizza Pro of Bonham
Inside Happy Kam pers #2
201 Russe ll
Bon ha m; Texas

Worship at 10:30
Pastor: Dr. Tommy Brumett

640-4148 & 640-4119

DORIS S HOCKLEY
AGENT
2228 N CENTER
P 0 . BOX 369
BONHAM , TX 75418
OFF .: ( 903 ) 583 - 8111
F A X : (903 ) 583-9582

TATE FARM
INSU RAN CE COMPASIES
MO M l

z,

Ol"irlCllS

III LOO M I N Gl'O N

ILLI N OIS

HOU lt GOOD Nl Gl-4 ■ 011 S ["' V•C l '

·& 1
I N SU IANC ~

Sophomore Ashley
Capl inger

PROUDLY SUPPORTING YOUR EDUCATION!
ff any bank can ...

AMERICAN
~

--'------AMERICAN BANK
OF TEXAS

• Free Checking & Overdraft Privilege
•Business loans to $7 mllllon •SBA Preferred Lender
•Mortgage loans •Personal loans •Auto loans
•Home Improvement loans
•Travel Club for seniors over 55

120 W. Sam Rayburn Drive
Bonham,Texas 75418
(903) 583-2101 • www.abtexas.com
1'l fquol Housing lender. Honlber f.D,I.C.

Ads
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... TEISHA BREWER who lived
in ~other state like ...

... KEVIN CROSS who plays
football like ...

... DYLAN THACKER who loves
to go fishing like ...

... JONATHAN KERSEY who
drinks orange soda like ...

Bonham
Quick Lube

Trinity Tire
Center
••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••

"WE SUPPORT
HE WARRIORS"

"Congratulations
Seniors 2002! "
••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••

New & Used Tires, Flats
Fixed, All Kinds
Road Assistan t Available

Owner: Mark Hudson
Phone: (903) 583-9196
Fax: (903) 583-5516
IMMcBR IDE who can't
; I~: one thing he likes about
e...

... JOEY DECUIR who would
have voted for Al Gore like ...

1610 N. Main
Bonham , Tx 75418
(903) 640-407 4
(903) 640-4044
Owners: Mike Parker
Joe Cloer
... KRISTINA GRAY who loves
the dish the cafeteria serves
with corn (pizza) like ...

... ELIZA TATE who shoots
hoops for fun like ...

Ads
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FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA
Front Row: Jennifer Wix, Chris Williams, Jon Erik Dorsey, Jake Lackey, David
Lemke, Jodi Eichman, Michael Trosclair Second Row: Chris Lane, Jennifer
Haney, Lindsay Keene, Cora Wylie, Stephanie Betts, Dustin Yeager, Joe Thomas
Back Row: Kellie Johnson , Devin Grigg, Danny Ertel , Jason Lively, Jordan
Bridges, Travis Coonrod, Ashley Owens

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bonham Concrete
815 W. Sam Rayburn Dr.
Bonham, Tx 75418
(903) 583-2588
Ads
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... JA~ISON PATTERSON
lived in a town about 15
minutes from Bonham like...

.. .MARC RUDE who likes to
sink his teeth into a nice I-bone
like ...

... JOSHUA LEFTWICH who
rides around in a Chevy like ...

... JOHN SIMPSON who wants
to go to college close by like •·

Serving Hot Stuff Pizza & Smash Hit Subs
"174"1 North Hwy. "12"1
. .
8"16 North Center
~

Bonhatn, Tex.as
.

583-00"12

.

.

. ..

Bonhatn, Texas

-

640-0250

~--t~
•
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Fres h Sabe.
Mad~ - to-Ordcr ... F.

~ A GREAT~

"°" HoT STIJFF! -

·r !"'"

IE~ONI
~P?f~~

rl

' \

Pay At The Pump -

ATM -

Money Orders

Visit Your Nearby Kwik Chek Store
For Great Savings On Convenience Items!!!
2226 North Center -

Other Bonham Locations:
Hwy. 898 & Asny Way - 3'19 East Sanl Rayburn Ortve

We Support The Bonham Warriors!

I I .,~·~..._
2001-2002 VARSITY CHEERLEADERS
..-.;,.-

--,L,•~·, .

Row 1: Morgan Rattan, Kristina Kinkade
Row 2: Jennifer Blain, Ashleigh Hamilton, Callie Nelson, Meagan Simpson
Row 3: Paige McDonough, Emily Gibbs, Ashli Waits , Amie Arfman
BLAKE CARROLL who has
significant other (at time of
rvey) like ...

CONNECTIONS WILL BE CONTINUED ON PAGE 136

Ads
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,Grougs...
CHOIR
1st Row: Tamisha Greathouse, Neisha Burns, Moriah
Sidebottom , Tara Miller, Cora Wylie , Angela Healy,
Lafayette Dunlap , Ellen Parten , Tiffany Manseau,
Stephanie Alexander, Karla Watkins
2nd Row: Eliza Tate , Serena Benett, Angela Guevara,
Sherene Marsh, Amber Neaville, Bailey McPherson,
Patrick Spruce, Josh Stevenson, Jameison Patterson,
Julius Scott, Sterling Wells, Cashonda Jones, Crystal
Gannon .

CHORALLE
1st Row: Shannon Skinner, Daisa White , Mallory
Davidson , Jessica Cliffton .

2nd Row: Rachel Barnes, James Igo, Ashley Binion ,
Ashley Barnes.

COSMO
Malisa Ingram, Antoinette Sanchez, Kimberly Kirkpatrick,
Krystal White.

Groups

132

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
1st Row: James Simpson , Lee Jones.
2nd Row: Mario Hernandez, Patton Copeland , Nathan
Charles .

LIBRARY AIDES
1st Row: Hannah Barnett, Jessica Schmidt, Ashleigh
Hamilton, Dale King, Emily Shamburg .
2nd Row: Laura Bennett, A. J. Watson , Shanice Stewart,
Paige McDonough, Cody Cole .

OFFICE AIDES
1st Row: Alan Ross
2nd Row: Chan Wilson , Meagan Simpson , Lance
Clayton , Brian Crutcher, Ashley Sarris , Heather Neal,
Lori Rainer, Rashel Freelen ,
3rd Row: Jason Frazier, Jeffery Owens, Kristina Kinkade,
Landon Shinpaugh , Josh Stevenson , Daniel Caldwell ,
James Speed .

... Groups
Groups
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- -[ CONNECTED ...
COLOPHON 2002
Bonham High School Coushatta , Vol. 65 was printed by Josten's Publishing Company, 4000 South
Adams , Topeka , Kansas 66601 . 1-800-328-2435.
This book size is 7 3/4 by 10 1/2 inches with 137 pages . It was produced using Pagemaker 6.0,
Windows 98 , and Josten 's Yeartech. There were 400 copies ordered . If bought by December 21,
they were $35 or $45 with namestamping. After Christmas they were then $45 with namestamping
until January 28 , and then they cost $45 until they were sold out.
The silkscreen cover is a Styleline 577 using Black 785 with Silver 329 writing is a custom tip-on .
Namestamping is in Silver Foil 381. The cover photo was taken by Caitlin Brumett.
The Spring Supplement was printed by NuArt Printing, Denton, Texas. (940) 382-8710. It was
added to the books by the staff before distribution the last week of school.
Lifetouch/Prestige Portraits, (972) 436-9100, photographed seniors, faculty, and underclassmen.
Portraits were processed using Josten's Panel Express. Studio One/Charlie Joe Carey of
Bonham, Texas, (903) 640-4248 , photographed sports portraits, clubs/organizations, and spring
pictures.
Senior Caitlin Brumett was the student photographer who photographed the majority of sports,
candids, and other pictures, along with advisor Donna Caylor and junior Morgan Atkinson.
North Texas Josten's representatives were Tread and Cindy Sheffield, Rod Evans, and Anne
McDonald at 109 Morning Dove , Argyle , Texas 76226. 1-888-999-5762 .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••

• SENIORS
Brumett
• Editor-in-Chief, Photographer
: Kim Starnes
• Section Editor, Computer Expert
: JUNIORS
• Jennifer Gantt, Section Editor
: Amy Stephens, Section Editor
• Daisha Sorrells , Section Editor
: Morgan Atkinson, Photographer

•• Caitlin

First Row: Amy Stephens, Kimberly Starnes, Caitlin Brumett,
Donna Caylor, Dais ha Sorrells Second Row: Matt Lumpkins,
Michael Althof, Josh Cunningham, Holly Higgins, Courtney
Morgan, Kara Kueckelhan , Jesse Moore. Not pictured:
Jennifer Gantt, Morgan Atkinson , Maegan Blackerby

/

••
•
:
•
•

•

SOPHOMORES
Maegan Blackerby
Kara Kueckelhan
Courtney Morgan
FRESHMEN
Matt Lumpkins
Michael Althof
Josh Cunningham
Holly Higgins
Jesse Moore

ADVISOR
Donna Caylor

•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••

SPECIAL THANKS TO .. .

134

... Coach Robyn Hill for pictures ... Alan

Rich for pictures ... Tommy and Eve Brumett for all their h,

From the Editor

••••••••••

It has been some year! I would
like to thank the staff for all
that they did, including the "It
Happened in Yearbook" calendar and the hole in the ceiling. We will definitely not forget this year.
Special thanks to Kim Starnes
for staying in the yearbook
room with me all hours of the
day to fix pages. (Panel Express!)

Kim and Caitlin are working
hard ... at least they aren 't using
the Whompin' Stick!

Thank you Mrs. Caylor for all
the great memories from
camp, UIL, and yearbook.
These past four years have
meant a lot.
-Caitlin Brumett

Caitlin, her camera, her
wings ....

Jsnnifer (Vanna), Caitlin and Daisha sit in
mnt of the office on report card day trying to
sell yearbooks.

•••••••••
Aerosmith (Maegan , Courtney and Kara) and back-up
dancers (Jennifer, Amy, and Holly) perform at a pep rally.

•••••
Maegan Chicken Dancing

No words could ever capture the diversity of this group and all
the behind-the-scenes discussions.

---------------------------------------Brett and Sue Ann Simpson for computer help ... and the faculty of BHS for all your support and understanding .

... THANKS

135
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[ connected 1

Many of this year's defining moments were ones of sadness. We suffered tragedies as
Americans and as friends who lost friends. Our community lost 4 younger students
through accidents and we lost 2 of our own. Through all the loss and tears, we were there
for each other and we remained connected.
We will never forget 2001-2002 and all that we accomplished , despite our sadness. It
started in the fall with the girls Volleyball as they captured 1st in district from 7th grade
through varsity. It continued with the Warriors making play offs and Cross Country going
to regionals. The Lady Warrior Basketball team tied for 1st in district and the JV girls also
won 1st. The JV Cheerleaders competed in National Competiton in December. In the spring,
the Swim team sent 2 to regionals and 2 Powerlifters qualified for state and brought home
a 1st place. Both the girls and boys Golf teams placed 1st in district, while the girls Tennis
team captured their district title.
Academically, NT Best placed 3rd in State and Mayor Carl McEachern declared an NT
Best Week in Bonham. Four students won poetry prizes and will have their poems
published. Three of The National History Day teams won 1st place went to state competition. In the classroom , it was the first year for the AP and PreAP classes as both teachers
and students endured the challenge.
Performance carried on the winning with Choir solos earning 3 students a trip to state.
Band placed 7 in the All-Region band and 2 in All-State Band. Drama produced the Wizard
of Oz and 5 won awards for their work on the One-Act play-" The Importance of Being
Earnest" by Oscar Wilde.
We named our yearbook Connected because our connection to the community, to the
country, to the world, and most of all to each other will define this year-- not clear backpacks
as we once thought.

In loving memory of Elvin Heath

Closing
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... LORENZO SHAW who
ht~ads to the cafeteria for B
lunch like ...

In tribute of those serving our country.

... ANKITABEN PATEL
prefers diet soda like ...

In loving memory of Mario Hernandez

.. .SERENA BARNETT who
does math 2nd period like ...

... DOUG HAGGAR
who loves drafting
like ...

voiced UNITY
••••••••••••••
"We must all hang together,
or assuredly we shall all
hang separately."
-Benjamin Franklin

BONHAM HIGH SCHOOL
was declared a T. E. A. Exemplary Campus. To be declared
Exemplary, a campus must
have high T AAS scores and
low absences.

PERFORMING SINGING VALENtines for Student Council , Jon
Velasco remarks to Mrs. Clark
that what they do is "a lot like drill
team , only less dirty."

PROUDLY COACHING THE
Warriors to the play-offs are Coach
Clark, Coach Hill, Coach Lane,
Coach Dills , and Coach Perry .

"Unity ... one heart in two
bodies ."
-Joseph Zabara

"Friendship is the complete
unity of aim ."
-Cicero

•
•
•

WE ARE ALL CONNECTED

DID YOU READ ACROSS THE PAGE TO FIND
OUT HOW YOU WERE CONNECTED?

•

ARE YOU SURPRISED AT SOME OF THE
THINGS WE HAVE IN COMMON WITH ONE
ANOTHER?
REMEMBERING THAT WE ARE ALL CONNECTED IS WHAT THIS YEAR IS ABOUT.

JONATHAN HUGHES who
hasn't thought about college yet
ike ...

... KYLE OGDEN who
doesn't slave away
for minimum wage
like ...

... CORA GREEN who eats
lunch fixed by the ...

the survey just as they
began it.

Closing
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1' Russian President Vladim Putin
and President Bush ag~ to cut
noctear mlsslle-arsernifs by nearly
two-thirds. Later, Bush unilaterally
pulls out of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty to pursue a missile
defense system
~

Americans face armed guards
and tighter check-in procedures
as airport security restrictions are
heightened following the terrorist
attacks on September 11 .

1' Japanese Crown Princess
Masako gives birth to a baby girl
in December. The birthgenerates
fresh debate about male-only
succession to Japan·s throne.
➔

Americans face another form of
terror when anthrax-laced letters
are sent to members of Congress
and the media. Five people are
killed in the attacks, and clean-up
of government buildings costs
millions of dollars.

1' Former Yugoslav leader Slobodan
Milosevic faces the International
Tribunal in The Hague for U.N. war
crimes. including the murder and
persecution of ethnic Albanians
in Kosovo.

1' Twenty-eight youths are arrested
for starting bush fires that destroy
hundreds of thousands of acres
of forest and farmland and kill
thousand of koalas and kangaroos
in southeast Australia.

-l- American Airlines Flight 587 crashes -L- Convicted Oklahoma City bomber
Timothy Mcveigh is executed by
into a Queens neighborhood in New
lethal injection for destroying the
York City on November 12, killing
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building
all 255 people on board. Structural
failure of the plane's tail assembly
'" April 1995 ""'" 168
app ntly causes the tragedy.

"::i

Yl!d,oth

Aharonol!VAFP

1' Violent Israeli-Palestinian
confrontations escalate as Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon and PLO Leader
Yasser Arafat struggle to find an
answer to their countries' ongoing
hatred for one another

{

1' After Houston energy giant Enron
collapses. thousands lose their life
savings. accounting firm Arthur
Andersen encounters accusations of
unethical practices. and the General
Accounting Office sues the Executive
Branch for confidential transcripts in
its invest1gat1on of the scandal.

lnate the fight
Pennsylvania

Incumbent.

-L- As Operation
Enduring Freedom
begins, the U.S.
military airdrops
food rations to
the starving people
of Afghanistan.

~ Researc'Jers at

J

t~e Mayo Clime m
Rochester Minnesota,
unveil a new technology
that uses facial heat
patter'ls to detect
lying Blood flows
to the face wher. a
person lies causing
dramatic changes c·
heat patterns.

Sci -Te ch

,.

WELCOME TO

CRANMORE
ENOUGH WITH
SUMMER
1' Sc1ertists at Massachusetts
Gereral Hospital discover that
beautytrfggers a brain response
in 'Tien that 1s similar to reactions
to cocai~e ard ,roney

~

President Bi;sh approves stem cell
researcl\ but only on cells already
extracted. The research 1s hig~ly
controversial because extracting
the cells kills hu:nan er,bryos.

1' Winter weather buffs are left
01c• n the tieat as Amencans

l!xpe!'lence recontwarm
tempera!:.. ·es across the co~rtry
in December and January.

➔ Sc1ent1sts report that vast fields

of carbor dioxide ice are eroding t:.
from the poles of Mars. Over time
this could possibly prompt the
.,
return of water to the Red Planet ~

1' On November 7, the supersonic
1' Scientists in Argentina discover
Concorde airplane flies for the first
several SO-million-year-old
time since the July 2000 crash that
unhatched dinosaur eggs with
killed 113 people. Flight F002
petrified dinosaur embryos inside.
travels from Paris to New York in
just under four hours.
,J,

Dr. Judson Somerville donates
his own DNA to researchers
who produce the first cloned
human embryo.

,J,

Apple releases the sleek new
1Pod, allowing users to store
up to 1.000 digital-song fifes
for on-the-go enjoyment
1' The MR2 camera pill allows
doctors to examine the inside
of the human intestine without
surgery. Patients swallow the
"pill " which transmits digital
images to a data recorder.

ntab
Robert Too s.
from

1' M&M.IMARS acknowledges the
growing HlspanicAmjJ!can
population "Of..
M&M's
flavor dulce de leche

the caramelized sweetened

condensed milk mixture
popular In Latin America.
~

Hollywood pledges support for
New York after the 8eplember 11
lln'Orl8t altaCb by making a Vlrlaly

of I Love Nr fashion - - - -

1' Extreme soda dnnkers receive
anolher huge jolt of caffeme
as Mountain Dew Introduces
newest beverage-cherry
ftavortd Code Red

1' Bobbleheads mal<e a comeback,
representing not only sports fig.ires
but also pop music superstars such
as 'NSYNC.
f- Topps releases an Enduring Freedom" card set

featuring portraits and bios of many leaders
involved, including President Bush and Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld.

-l- At 10:45 a.m. September 11 Fox News Cha~nel
introduces the headline licker Other networks follow,
creating a non-stop flood of headlines. Each "crawl"
rotates nearly 80 headlines ma 7- to IS-minute ioop.

ra and
ntry display
In Operation

~

Shrek a:id Donkey, voiced
by Mike Myers and Eddie
Murpny, hit the theater5
to teach a valuable lesson
about tri.c love in Shrek.

➔

MTV the f1•st televIsIon
network devoted exc,~sively
to popular rrusIc, celebrates
,ts 2(lt!1 arrIversary
how with David
lps people cope with
in the weeks after
r 11 terrorist attacks

Entertain lTlent

1' 1970s Swedish band Abba enJOYS
revival in the Broadway $mash hit
amma M,atThe musical features
three mtertwined love stories and
over 20 of Abba·s greatest hits.

1' The WB scores a flyaway hit
With "Smallville." the stOfY of
Sup rman · lflh
o I years.
The show stars newcomer Tom
Welling as the young Superman.

~

➔

The Emmy Awards for Best Actress
and Best Supporting Actress in a
Comedy go to CBS's Everybody
Loves Raymond stars Patricia
Heaton and Dons Roberts.

Actor Josh Hartnett solidifies
his role as a leading man
in Hollywood with a pair of
blockbuster war movies: Pearl
Harbor and Black Hawk Down.

~

Russell Crowe receives his third
straight Oscar nomination for
Best Actor with his challenging
role as a paranoid-schizophrenic
in A Beaulttul Mmd

1' Entertainers and major lV networks 1' The Lord of the Rings: The
come together in historic fashion for
the "America: A Tribute to Heroes"
teleth raising over $150 million
for September 11 relief efforts.
,1,

Nintendo's Gamecube and
Microsoft's X-Box enter the video
game market to compete with
Sony's smash-hit PlayStation 2.

Fellowship of the Ring. the first
movie of J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy
trilogy, receives 13 Oscar
nominations including Best Picture.
,1,

Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks
collaborate to produce the
10-episode HBO World War II
epic Band of Brothers. based
on the best-selling book by
Step en Ambrose.

1' Kiefer Sutherland stars in Fox's
Golden Globe winner "24." The
show is delivered in two dozen
real-time episodes based on one
action-packed day in the life of
fictional CIA agent Jack Bauer.

1' Popular WB lV series "Buffy the
Vampire Slayer" receives rave
reviews for presenting an entire
episode as a musical.
,1,

The highly anticipated movie Harry Potter
and the Sorcerers Stone sets records for
opening weekend, and first, second and
third place single-day box-office totals.

1' Sony Pictures, Warner Bros., Universal, MGM
and Paramount movie studios discuss the joint
creation of Moviefly-the first Internet-based
downloadable movie rental system.

~

Popular rapper Ja Rule 1s
nominated for the 2002 NAACP
Image Awards Outstanding
Hip-Hop/Rap Artist for the
song "Livm' It Up "

➔

Smge[ actress Aaliyah is killed
m a private plane crash in the
Bahamas. Dunno her eight-year
career, Aahyah released three hit
CDs and appeared m several
feature films

w Musicians Join together for several concerts. including The Concert
for New York City, to pay tribute to the victims and raise money for
recovery efforts after the September 11 terrorist attacks.

1' The music from the hit movie O Brother, Where Art Thou?
becomes country mus1c·s top-seller for 2001 and receives
a Grammy nomination for Album of the Year.

Music

1' Legendary Beatles' guitarist George

Harrison, the so-called "Quiet Beatie,"
dies after a three-year battle with cancer

,J,, Rock bands 11ke P0.0 use their faith •o

help onng the Chnst1an rock/pop music
message mto the mainstream music scene

Sports

~

Toe 14-point underdog New
England Patnots shock NFL viewers
by kicking a dramatic last-second
field goal to upset the St LOUIS
Rams 20-17 m Super Bowl XXXVI.

➔

Michael Jordan, 38, returns to the
NBA with the Washington Wizards.
Jordan fills arenas nationwide and
propels the previously doormat
W12ards to instant respectability
with an over-500 record.

➔

Actress/singer
Jennifer Lopez
marries dancer/
choreographer
Cris Judd
tn Septemoer

~

1' Wendy's fou~der and
1' NBC's TV game show ·To~
familiar telev1s10n figure
Weakest Lmk" .11a1ns pgp(ilanty
Dave Thomas succumbs
thanks to the assertive
to liver cancer at age 69.
demeanor of British
hostess Anne Robinson.
➔ The future l<ing of England Prince
John Walker Lmdh, a 20-year-old
William of Wales, 19. enters
California native. becomes a prisoner
the University of St Andrews
of war after he 1s found m Afghanistan
m southeastern Scotland
flghtng for the Taliban forces As a
U.S. c1t1zen, Walker may face charges
of treason.
p,

Agricultural Proficiecy Awards
Given at Banquet

National Honor Society
2001-2002 Seniors

On Tuesday, April 18, 2002 the annual FFA banquet was held in the cafeteria. The following awards
were given:
Agricultural Mechanics Design and FabricationPlacement: Jake Lackey
Agricultural Mechanics Repair and MaintenancePlacement: Chris Williams
Aquaculture-Placement: Jake Lackey
Agricultural Sales-Placement: Jon-Erik Dorsey
Beef Production-Entrepreneu rsh ip: Devin Grigg
Equine Science-Entrepreneurship : Dustin Yeager
Grain Production-Entrepreneurship: Jon Erik
Dorsey
Landscape Manage me nt-Entre p rene urs h ip
Pl acement: Dustin Yeager
Nursery Operations-Placement: Chris Williams
Pou ltry Producti on-Entrepreneurshi p: Jake
Lackey
Wildlife Management-Placement: Chris Williams
Chapter Star Farmer: Jake Lackey
Star Greenhand: Devin Grigg
DEKALB Award : Jennifer Wix
President's Plaque: Jennifer Wix

Rusty Austin , Hannah Barnett, Caitlin Brumett,
Philip Curry, Sam mi Erven , Annie Harvey, Mario
Hernandez, Sean Langford, Paige McDonough ,
Sumner Meehan , Heather Neal, Lori Rainer, Emily
Shamburg , Meagan Simpson, Kimberly Starnes,
Adrian Vaughan

2002-2003 New Seniors
Scott Anderson , Michael Ardis. Bud Hagerty,
Heather Lester, Chris Mackey, Tommy McClure,
Billy Nelms, Callie Nelson , Andrea Reich , Ashley
Sarris, D'Anne Spearman , Ashli Waits

2002-2003 New Junior Members

Amie Arfman , Laura Bennett, Blake Bethel , Jennifer
Blain, Katti Bowen , Kendra Boyd , Jessica Clifton ,
Patton Copeland , Jeff Hil l, Chance Hines, Kathleen
Hitt, Aaron Hudson, Jaime Kennedy , Autum
• •••••••••••• • •••• •• •••••••••••
Marshall, Chris Dickson , Nicole Evans , Kri s
: Class of 2002 Top Graduates :
Gammons,
Jennifer Gantt, Em ily Gibbs, Marla
•
•
•
Baccalaureate
• Goodwin, Sabrina Harley, Jaclyn Harvey, Micah
•
Servi
ces
were
held
• Rich , Trisa Robertson , Alan Ross, Daisha Sorrells,
•
•
•
Sunday, May 26,
•
Christina St. Clair, Samuel Talley, Leighanna
•
•
•
2002, at
•
Morton , Amanda Pratt, Morgan Rattan , Caroline
•
•
First Baptist Church :
Todd , Heather Warren .
•
•
Bonham.
•
•
•
Texas Scholars 2001-2002 Luncheon was
•
• Valedictorian
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• held April 16, 2002 at the Family Life Center .
•
•
•• Meagan Simpson
Commencement
Those honored were:
•
•
•
Exercises
for
the
• Scott Anderson Ashleigh Hamilton
•
Callie Nelson
• Michael Ardis**
•
108th
Patrick Harns
Lori Rainer
• Brian Atchley
•
Kevin Hartwell
Andrea
Reich
•
•
graduating class
Annie Harvey**
Marc Rude
Rusty Austin
•
•
were held on
Robert Holland
Chris Sanderson ..
• Jeremy Ballard
•
•
•
Laura Humphrey
Ashley Sarris**
Carley
Barnes
Friday,
• Rachel Barnes
•
Jonathan Kersey
Emily Shamburg**
• Hannah Barnett** Sashia King**
•
May 31 , 2002,
Lauren Shepherd
• Justin Bethel
Terel King
Landon Shinpaugh
•
•• Salutatorian
at
Kristina Kinkade
Meagan Simpson**
Ashley Binion
•
•
Warrior Stadium.
Sean Langford**
• Caitlin Brumett
•
D'Anne Spearman
Lori Rainer

•------------------

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•

•

• ••••••••••••••••
•
Senior trip was
•
•
Friday, May 24,
2002 at
Lake Murray
State Park,
Oklahoma.

•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Daniel Caldwell
Meagan Clark
Lance Clayton
CodyComba
Philip Curry**
Adam Davis
Sammi Erven**
Rene Fisher
Rashel Freelen
Bud Hagerty

David Lemke
Heather Lester**
Holly Lowe
Christopher
Mackey**
Josh Mahon
Tommy McClure**
Paige McDonough**
Sumner Meehan**
Heather Neal
Billy Nelms**

**Denotes Math / Science Recognition

Kimberly Starnes
Joshua Stevenson
Carra Underwood
Adrian Vaughan **
Jon Velasco**
Ashli Waits**
Amanda Watson
Heath Weissert
Clay Whisenhunt

Awards

~Boys & Girls ~ennis
BELOW: WAITING FOR THE SERVE FROM
fellow teammate Owen Sanderson , Chris
Casperite pauses for a picture. This was Chris's
first year in tennis.
BELOW: OWEN SANDERSON TAKES A BREAK IN
between playing matches. He played singles and had a
good season, though he was not a Regional Qualifier.

"This year in tennis has been
very much fun. The tournaments were definitely the best
part, besides missing so much
school. lwillmissitverymuch."
-Adrian Vaughan , SR

''This year has been fantastic .
Working with Jennifer Jones
has been a great experience
and I hope to play with her
again next year. We got 4th in
Regionals and had tons of fun. "
-Mica Tucker, SOPH

"After playing last year in tennis I would have to say that
this year was much more fun .
I loved playing tennis with my
good friend Crystal Glaser."
-Krystal Vaughan, SOPH

Tennis

ABOVE : AT THE ONL YTENNIS TOURnament held in Bonham , Coach Tucker
prepares the charts.
RIGHT : KR YSTAL VAUGHAN AND
Crystal Glaser practice for Regionals.
They finished seventh.

Tennis Meets
GIRLS

LEFT: PROVING HE CAN DO TWO things
at once , Lance Clayton talks on his cell
phone while bouncing a tennis ball . Lance
plays on the Varsity team , if he doesn't get
an important call.

District:
1st place doubles
Jennifer Jones and Mica
Tucker
2nd place doubles
Crystal Glaser and Krystal
Vaughan
District Champions
Regionals:
4th place doubles
Jennifer Jones and Mica
Tucker
7th place doubles
Crystal Glaser and Krystal
Vaughan

BOYS
District:
2nd place doubles
Blake Bethel and Adrian
Vaughan
Regionals :
Blake Bethel and Adrian
Vaughan

1st Row : Chris Dixon , Chris Casperite, Adrian Vaughan , Caroline
Todd. 2nd Row: Blake Bethel, Krystal Vaughan , Lance Clayton ,
Jennifer Jones, Mica Tucker, Katie Eskue
ABOVE : RUNNING AFTER THE BALL AT THE DISTRICT TOURNAment is Chris Casperite. This is Chris's third year to play tennis and his
second year on Varsity. He plays singles.

ABOVE: CAROLINE TODD TRIES TO STAY WARM AT THE BONHAM
tennis tournament. This was her second year to play singles tennis .

1st Row : Lindsay Sears, Skylar Hunnicutt, Jonathon Hughes,
Laura Bennett, Tiffany McClure , Holly Higgins, Jesica Compton ,
Coach Tucker 2nd Row: Michele Svatos, Patricia Swygarth ,
Megan Long, Jon Velasco, Kelly Kirpatrick, Ashley Means,
Isaac Barnett

Tennis

Boys & Girls Track...

!

RIGHT: ATFTER SHOWING OFF
his horsepower with his bungee
cord sprints Patrick Harris is congratulated by Randall Bragg.

"My events were shot put and
disc. I decided on these because I wanted to miss school,
but didn't want to have to
run .''

BELOW: PREPARING TO RU N
sprints Jerry Ross straps on a
bungee cord during an afternoon
practice.

Regionals we di
well for having a tea
heart instead of spe
- Lauren Bethel

"Track was fun, but there
weren't enough people to
make the team great."
-Patrick Harris, SR

Track

RIGHT: JESSIKA COM PTON,
Kristin Wilson and Ashley Means
take a break on the bleachers
after a long running workout.

DONALD
Kimbrough turns and prer:!--l•ll!ll•ll;ii~ pares to throw the discus
out into the field.

BELOW: WAITING WITH
anticipation to start his race
Dee Mason adjusts his feet
on the starting block.

Track Results
DISTRICT MEET
1st Place 800m Relay
Jami Hill, Katie Towers, Whitney Landers and Lauren
Bethel
2nd place 800m run
Jami Hill
2nd Place High Jump
Robert Perry
REGIONAL MEET
Qualifiers
Jami Hill, Katie Towers, Whitney Landers, Lauren
Bethel, and Robert Perry

Girls Track
Bottom Row: Erika Partridge, Kristen Wilson, Lauren Bethel ,
Jami Hill, Whitney Landers, Cashonda Jones Top Row:
Jessica Compton, Amy Thacker, Tiffany Traina, Katie Towery,
Brandi Taylor

ABOVE:
BEFORE
running, the sprinters make
sure that everyone is nice
and stretched.
LEFT: DURING A TIRING
track practice Bruce Caylor
and Donald Kimbrough
take a quick break 1n between discus throws.

Boys Track
Bottom Row: Jerry Ross , Jameson Patterson, Wade Hammock, Jeff Hill Top Row: Kevin Cross, Donald Kimbrough ,
Brent Biggers, Philip Curry, Axle Brown

Track

Boys & Girls Goff
BELOW: AFTER SCHOOL, KELSEY PENNA, CODY NELMS, DJ ESSARY, AND
Owen Sanderson pose for a picture on their golf carts at golf practice.

"Being on the golf team
for the first time was fun!
It is kind of scary at first
but it gets better once
you know what to do and
you are friends with your
teammates ."
-Faith Peeler, FR

"Starting my second
year of golf was off the
cadanzaa! We had a
blast cruisin' around in
our golf carts and playin '
a little golf.''
-Will Moss, SOPH

"I had a blast in golf this
year although it was my
last. We got 1st in District and that was the best
feeling ."
- Heather Neal, SR

Golf

ABOVE : JENNIFER BLAIN IS
getting ready to practice her
putting on the green. The girls
placed 1st at the District meet. ABOVE : ANDREA REICH IS LINING UP HER BALL
to make the putt. Andrea placed 4th as a medalist at the
District meet.

LEFT: WARMING UP
for a golf tournament, DJ
Essary decides to practice his putting.The boys
placed 1st at the District
meet.
BELOW: HEATHER
Neal is a senior, and
her practicing really
paid off. She placed 3rd
as a medalist at the

Scores
Boys Golf

Girls Golf

1 Bonham 330 339 669
2 Quinlan 366 350 716
3 Forney 364 353 717
4 Forney B 397 382 779
5 Royce City 399 391 790
6 Commerce 420 377 797
7 Quinlan B 393 405 798
8 Princeton 421 384 805
9 Royce City B 487 483 970

1 Bonham 428 413 841
2 Quinlan 465 466 931
3 Commerce 489 507 996
4 Bonham B 509 529 1038

Girls Golf
Bottom Row: Kara Kuekelhan , Cassie Warren, Faith Peeler,
Lindsey Holly, Kelsey Penna Top Row: Jennifer Blain ,
Andrea Reich , Ashley Sarris , Monnie Akers , Heather Neal

LEFT:
OWEN
Sanderson is practicing
his chipping for the tournament.

Boys Golf
Bottom Row: Kris Gammons, Cody Nelms, DJ Essary
Top Row : Coach Steve Hembree, Landon Shinpaugh,
Derek Goodwin, Owen Sanderson , Heath Weissert

Golf

!Baseball
L

BELOW: SCORING THEIR SECOND WIN IN DIStrict, the guys group together after defeating the
Quinlan Panthers.
BELOW: AFTER SENDING
the ball deep into the outfield,
senior Rusty Austin hurries his
way to first base .

"This was my fourth year
to play baseball at BHS , I
was Just glad that we got
to go to the play-offs my
Senior year."
-Josh Mahon, SR

"I think that we did really great
this year even though we
didn't get off to a great start. I
only wish we could have gone
farther in the play-offs."
-Scott Anderson , SR

"It was great to be a part of this
team , especially my Senior
year. Making it to the playoffs
made it ever more special! "
-Rusty Austin, SR

Baseball

ABOVE: JUNIOR DUSTIN
Ford sprints to home plate to put
another point on the board for
Bonham.
RIGHT: SCOTT ANDERSON
trots down the first base line after
a line drive out to center field.

RIGHT: WAITING FOR
pitcher Jeff Hill to fire another one to him is junior
Aaron
hind-catcher
Hudson.
BELOW: DUSTIN FORD
tosses the ball back to junior pitcher Brian Crutcher as
he prepares to strike another Panther out.

Baseball 2001-2002
Team
Princeton
Commerce
Forney
Quinlan
Royse City
Princeton
Commerce

Us Them Team
5
2

7
8

8
6
12
3
3
0

2

4

7

1

Forney
Quinlan
Royse City
Princeton
Van
Van

Us Them
0
6
9
4
4
2

8
4
0
2
5
9

VARSITY BASEBALL
1st Row: Scott Hayes, Brian Crutcher, Michael Landeros, Rusty
Austin , Aaron Hudson , Josh Mahon 2nd Row: Jake Lackey.Scott
Anderson , Jett Hill , Dustin Ford , Clay Whissenhunt, Micah Rich ,
Cody Comba , and Coach Ridge

JV BASEBALL
1st Row:Cody Clemmons.Josh Flores , Shane Patton, Brent Biggers,
Tim McBride .Wade Hammock, Alex Todd , 2nd Row: Kyle Stidham ,
Braxton Hines , Nathan Gibbs, Joe David Lawson , Eric Hicks, Matt
Raider, Jordan Eaton.Chris Tompson

LEFT:JOSH MAHON
leads off of second as he
waits for Scott Anderson
to come up to bat get him
home.

FAR LEFT: COACH
Ridge stops the boys
before they go into the
dug-out for a quick pep
talk so they could hold
onto their 8-0 lead.

Baseball

,,...
LEFT: CHEERED ON BY
Lady Warrior fans, Morgan
Ratton goes up to bat. The
fans were rewarded for their
faithfulness as the team went
to the play-offs.

"This was by far my favorite
year because I loved the
people I played with and because we made it to play-offs ."

BELOW: AFTER DEFEAT
ing the Commerce Tigers for
the second year in a row, the
Lady Warriors huddle up for
their victory chant.

- Morgan Ration , JR

" I was very excited that we
made the playoffs and this time
it showed that we worked as a
whole team and that we had
improved ."
-Katti Bowen, JR

" Since I'm the only senior, they
changed Senior Night to Sam mi
Erven Night. It rocked my world!"
-Samm, Erven, SA

Softball

ABOVE: JUNIOR
pitcher Katti Bowen
puts all she has into
striking out another
batter.

LEFT: HILL GOES
for the gold while
trying to catch a fly
ball.

LEFT: SOPHOMORE KATIE
Towery looks over at the ump1 re to see whether the
Princeton Panther girl was
safe or out.
BELOW: SWINGING
left handed Whitney
Landers gets her eye on
the ball and tries to hit a
homerun .

SCORES
TEAM

us

THEM

PRINCETON
FORNEY
COMMERCE
ROYSE CITY
QUINLAN
PRINCETON
COMMERCE
FORNEY
QUINLAN
ROYSE CITY

12

10

1
4
2
5
5

5
3
5

8

0
16
4

0
1
4

1
1
1

PLAY-OFFS
MABANK
FT. WORTH JARVIS

5
8

3
0

Top Row: Alisa Shamburg, Katie Bowen , Lauren Kretlow, Erika
Partridge, Kara Stroud, Megan Brown Bottom Row: Kate Renshaw,
Jami Hill, Coach Younge , Sammi Erven, Coach Dills , Morgan Rattan ,
Lauren Bethel , Kalle Towery, Whitney Landers

UP
REACHING
LEFT:
high, seniorSammi Erven jumps
to catch another one of Katti 's
spectacular pitches.

ABOVE : THRILLED WITH
winning their first play-off
game , the Lady Warriors
celebrate .

Softball

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
"I wasn 't embarrassed, •
•
•
•
but I was definitely ner- •
•
vous. I would love the •
•
•
•
opportunity to do some- •
•
•
thing like this again ."
•
•
•
-Patton Copeland, JR as •

•
••
•

•
•

the Boogie Woogie •
•
Bugle Boy

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•• "It was really embarrassI wasn 't worried
forgetting my
• lines ... ! was just worried
•• about my sheet falling
• off!" .
• -Paige McDonough, SR
• as the Statue of Liberty

•
•

PATTON
BELOW: WITH
Copeland as the title character,
Rachael Swindell , Sabrina Harley,
and Nicole Evans perform "Boogie
Woog1e Bugle Boy."

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• ing.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•• about

.
•
•
•
•
••
••
•
•

RIGH T: DANIELLE ABBO TT
and Neisha Burns perform to a
dance with the rest of the War
Dancers. It was the last dance of
the show to a song entitled "Coming to America."

____.., .••

....._

•

•
•
•
•
•

We Dance:•
:United
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ABOVE : STRIKING THE END POSE ARE THE FRESHMAN WAR
Dancers. Also performing were the funk and kick teams.

Spring Show

ABOVE : HEATHER JONES
shows off her Wild West side in a
Texas-themed dance.

ABOVE : CAPTAIN ASHLEY
Sarris dances to "There You 'll Be"
with the lyrical team . Ashley and
Carra Underwood were the only
seniors .

LEFT: PERFORMING TO "THIS AIN 'T NO RAG , IT'S A FLAG "
with the freshman War Dancers 1s Amaya Fernandez. The girls wore red ,
white, and blue and danced to patriotic songs for this year's Spring Show.

BELOW : DRESSED IN COWBOY HATS AND BOOTS , THE
sophomore War Dancers "Boogie Back To Texas." Stephanie Betts,
Neisha Burns, Heather Jones , Skye Lanier, and Jennifer Phillips make
up the sophomore team.

LEFT: STRIKING THE ENDING
pose is Katie Uselton. All drill team
members must be able to do the
splits .

ABOVE: "AMERICAN WOMAN "
is performed by the officers and
social officers. This routine was
choreographed by Nicole Evans
and Sabrina Harley.

Spring Show

RIGHT: BROTHER AND
sister, Lauren and Justin
Bethel, get together for a family picture .

FAR RIGHT: STROLLING
up the walkway to enter prom
are seniors Rusty Austin and
Shenae Stewart.

BELOW:
CASHONDA
Jones, Shanice Stewart, and
Eboni Elliot dance the night
away.

Dancing
all
night
•••
I
The Magic of Prom
"Prom was so much fun! I loved
wearing my sunglasses, but
accidentally embarrassed Brian
when I forgot to take them off!"
-Jennifer Gantt, JR

Prom

" I think that it was fun for my first
year to go to a Bonham prom. I
don't really have anything to
compare it to , so I am just going
to have to say that my favorite
part of the whole thing was my
dress!"
-Morgan Atkinson , JR

Prom Reflections
"Going with my friends
made prom a blast! I
thought the dinner was
really good and I'm glad
they decided to bring it
back."
-Leighanna Morton, JR

"The decorations were
beautiful. It was a little
boring, but I still had a good
time . We went in a limo and
had so much fun. "
-Patrizia Zwygart, SR

••• Reflections and Dreams
LEFT: JESSICA SCHMIDT
and her boyfriend spend a
romantic evening at prom .
Decorated tables provided
a pretty spot for couples to
chat.
FAR LEFT: FINDING THE
perfect spot for a picture are
Rachael Swindell and her
date. Prom was even more
exciting for Rachael because she had not met her
date until prom night.
BELOW: SENIOR CHRIS
Hamrick enjoys his meal at
the prom. Mrs. Meador played
soft music for the diners.

Prom

Memories are Made of This
"This years prom was very nice
and a lot more fun than last
year. The dance area was
bigger and cooler. Arriving In the
limo was the best part. I had the
time of my life with Amie ."
-Cody Cole, SR

"Since this was my first year at
prom I didn't know if it was
better having 11 at Finley-Oates.
We had a good time, though ,
and I really liked Kristina
Kinkade's dress."
-Courtney Morgan , SOPH

_8_f8Bldast goes Greek••.
RI GHT : SENIORS JEREMY BALL ard and Cody Comba have a bungee
race to see who is the fastest .
BELOW : JUNIORS MICHAEL
Landeros and Heather Morris take a
quick picture before leaving to go eat
at Arthur's in Addison.

RIGHT : JUNIOR JOSH PATTON AND
girlfriend Maegan Blackerby stand in line
for pictures.
FAR RIGHT: MRS.BOWEN AND HER
daughter Katti dicuss the guest list for the
dinner.This year the juniors decided to
bring back a tradition of having a dinner
before the prom.

Prom

FAR LEFT: JUNIOR COLE
Lovelace and date Britt Whipple
take a Toga picture at the breakfast.
LEFT: CODY BONHAM AND
junior Daisha Sorrells take time
out from dancing.
PA IGE
BELOW :
McDonough and Hannah
Barnett make a memory picture
frame at the breakfast.This
year's breakfast theme was
toga .There were three air
blowup games , volleyball and
basketball that kept most of the
people entertained .

TOGA!
we
Tonight
•••
I
Prom-Night Mishaps
" Prom was a lot of fun this
year because it was our senior
year and we wanted to make
the most of it."
-A. J . Watson, SR

"The thing that I will forever
remember about this years prom
was when I forgot my bra. So at
the last minute Lindsay Walker
and I had to run though Wal-Mart
in our prom dresses to find one.
Believe me, we got some funny
looks."
-Crystal Glaser, SOPH

Prom

• •

ACCOUNTING

1ST PLACE FEATURE WRITING
2ND PLACE EDITORIAL WRITING

1 ST PLACE OVERALL SCIENCE
FIRST PLACE CHEMISTRY

1 ST PLACE DISTRICT

Caitlin Brumett

Philip Curry

2ND PLACE REGIONALS
4TH PLACE STATE

Darya Golovko
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UIL Regional Qualifiers

•

•

Front Row: Jackee Harvey, Caitlin Brumett Back Row: Patton Copeland ,
Billy Nelms, Meagan Simpson, Darya Golovko, Michael Talley Not
Pictured: Kimberly Starnes and Philip Curry

•

:
•

:

•
•
•
•
•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Journalism UIL Memories We'll Never Forget!

District UIL Winners
UII District Competition was held on March
26-27 at Royce City. Bonham placed 5th overall, but sent 8 to Regionals and one to State .
Those placing at District were:
Philip Curry: 1st Chemistry, 1st Overall Science.
Darya Golovko: 1st Social Studies, 1st Accounting, 6th Current Issues and Events.
Caitlin Brumett: 1st Feature Writing, 2nd Editorial Writing.
Billy Nelms: 3rd Literary Crit1c1sm
Meagan Simpson: 2nd Computer Applications,
4th Science
Michael Talley: 2nd Accounting
Patton Copeland: 3rd Feature Writing, 6th News
Writing.
Jaime Kennedy: 4th Computer Applications,
5th Calculator
Jackee Harvey: 5th Literary Criticism
Jason Kirby: 4th Social Studies
Laura Bennett: 4th Spelling
Emily Shamburg: 6th Spelling
LiteraryCriticismWil dCardTeam : Billy Nelms,
Jackee Harvey, Kimberly Starnes.

Ms. Vaught's confusing Spongebob Squarepants with Squarebob Cheesepants ...
"Why would a sponge wear a tie???"
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Mrs. Knight shooting Lifesavers at Patton's crotch as he lie dejected on the floor.
Actually staying on the right side of the road because Mrs. Caylor refused to drive.
UIL One-Act Play:
Mollie's freak dancing in the church.
"The Importance of Being Earnest"
Caitlin and her Magic Eight Ball .. . "Will I get a prom date???" "Will I beat Patton??"
By Oscar Wilde
Patton proves to be the gossip queen.
Michael Talley ............. AII -Star Cast
Caitlin prepares for the WNBA by hurdling Mrs. Knight!
Dustin Morrow ............. AII -Star Cast
Mrs. Caylor cries when she thinks Caitlin didn't place.
Nikki Richardson .......... Honorable Mention
The Caitlin/Mollie Scandal
Heather Lester............. Outstanding Technician
Kimberly punctuates headlines and it's all Mrs. Knight's fault.
Bailey McPherson ........ Honorable Mention Technician
/

Awards

f......... Mr:.. and."Miss·. BHS"....... ·-~
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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All-School Favorites
Jennifer Blain
Sammie Erven
Danielle Horton
Paige McDonough
Heather Neal

Rusty Austin
Randall Bragg
Patrick Harris
Wesley Howard
Robert Perry

•
•
•
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•
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•
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•
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Seniors
Juniors
•
Sophomores
•
Freshmen
•
•
Neal
Heather
•
Swindell
Rachael
Eskue
Katie
•
Lauren Kretlow
•
•
Derek Sanderson •
Aaron Hudson
Patrick Hagar
•
Jimmy Grace
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••

Class Favorites

Congratulations to National History Day participants who reached
State Level!

Students Submit Winning Play
Junior theatre students Josh Mackey and Dustin Morrow, wrote and
submitted a play called "The Last Day" to the PHOENIX PROJECT
which is sponsored through Texas A & M Commerce The PHOENIX
PROJECT is a program that encourages young playwrights from 4th
through 12th grade. The plays submitted go through a selection process
and the winning scripts are produced . This year, "The Last Day· will
be one of the plays produced at Texarkana College on May 18. The play
is also being produced on campus byr Ms. Youree and the 6th period
theatre class along with guest actors Jeff Hill, Micah Rich , Aaron
Hudson, and Wesley Howard.

Sophomore Jami Hill
Makes All-State
Basketball!

• •

.Awards
Awards
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Academic Awards Assembly Held May 9, 2002
•
•
•• Intro To World Agriculture: Algebra 1B:
Reading:
AP Chemistry
• Devin Grigg

•

•
Agriculture:
• Applied
Devin Grigg
•
• Equine Science:
•
• Michael Trosclair
•
• Animal Science:
•
• David Lemke
•• Metal Fabrication:
• Aaron Hudson

•

••

II:

Christina Green

J.R. Voorheis

Algebra II:
Michele Svatos, Katie Eskue

Philip Curry

Reading Application SAT-Prep:
Patton Copeland
Art:
Ashley Garlington

Math I:
Amy Villareal

Biology I:
Maegan Blackerby
David Speed

Choir:
Jessica Clifton

Math Ill:
Jason Mclemore

Pre-AP Biology I :
Michele Svatos

Theatre I:
Sterling Wells

Math IV:
Kathryn Edwards

Pre-AP Chemistry:
Tnsa Robertson

Physics:
Jon Velasco

Theatre II:
Holly Lowe

WIidiife Management:
• Aaron Hudson

Math Models Applications:
Sarah Ashcraft

Intro To Agriculture
• Mechanics:
: Jodi Eichman

BCIS I:
Jaime Kennedy, Mica Tucker

Communication Applications:
Tommy McClure
Ashley Caplinger

••

BCIS II:
Lon Ramer

Spanish I:
Derek Goodwin

•
••

Keyboarding:
Tasia Peek

Spanish II:
Trisa Robertson
Michele Svatos

Pre-AP World History:
Katie Eskue

Spanish Ill:
Laura Bennett

World Geography:
Ashley Owens

Health:
Annie Harvey, Morgan Rattan,
Will Moss

Pre AP World Geograp
Derek Goodwin

••

Animal and Plant
• Production:
• Jodi Eichman

Housing and Interior
• Design:
• Danielle Horton

•

Webmastering:
Nathan Charles

: Personal and Family
• Development:
• Kalte Alexander

English I:
Chris Casperite

••

Basic English I:
Cora Green

Food Science II:
• Chan Wilson

•

••

Food Science i:
• Katie Eskue

••

Merchandising and
• Distributive Education:
: Lauron Shepherd

••

AP Calculus:
• Meagan Simpson

•

: Pre-Calculus:
• Emily Gibbs

••
•

•
••

Pre AP-Geometry:
Derek Goodwin

Geometry:
• David Speed
• Algebra I:
• Ashley Garlington

•
••

Algebra 1 B:
• James Binion

English II:
Neisha Burns, Tiffany Traina

English Ill:
Alan Ross, Marla Goodwin
AP English Ill:
Emily Gibbs
English IV:
Darya Golovko, Ashli Waits
AP English IV:
Kimberly Starnes
Enlish IV Dual Credit:
Ashley Sarris

Government:
Darya Golovka
Government Honors:
Lori Rainer

Coushatta:
Caitlin Brumett
Desktop Publishing:
Kimberly Starnes

Pre-AP English II:
Mica Tucker

AP US History:
Jaime Kennedy
World History:
Tiffany Traina

Health Care Science:
Jackee Harvey

Pre-AP English I:
Derek Goodwin

US History:
Trisa Robertson

Economics:
Bud Hagerty

Journalism:
Maegan Blackerby

Economics Honors:
Heather Neal
Andrea Reich

Intro To Physics and
Chemistry:
James Simpson

VAC:
Cody Herndon

Chem Com:
Emily Gibbs, Christina St.Clair
Alan Ross, Kris Gammons

PVAC:
Bennie Marie Barber

IPC:
James Simpson
Daniel Hacker

••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••••
Perfect Attendance Recognition

Rusty Austin ... Bennie Barber ... Chris Hamrick ...
... Angela Healy .. .Shannon Skinner ...
Laura Humphrey ...Josh Stevenson ...
/

Glendalyn Thomas ...

Awards

... Kristopher Gammons .. .Doug Haggard ...
Geoffrey McBroom ...

Jason Steward ...
... Alexander T

